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MODEL TEACHING MATERIALS DEVELGPED

THROUGH THE CONTENT AREA EMDING PiOJECT

The Content Area leading Project, an in-service teacher education program

vas conducted from September 1976, to Mhy 1977, by the Division of Continuing

Education, the Pennsylvania State Univercity. The project was supported by a

grant from the Bureau of Adult and Community Education, Division of Vocational
Education, Pennsylvania Department of Education.

It was the stated purpose of the project to train junior bighead adult
education teachers in those skills and abilities necessary to teach requisite
reading skills of their specific content areas.

This paper is a compilation of those teacher-developed materials which sight
serve as models for other teachers in the content areas.
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I. DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES 1.1

Sect Lon I presents model Informal Reeding Inventories and Close Procedures.
Each project participant designed two diagnostic-predictive instruments unique to
their specific content areas. The more thorough Informal Reading Inventories
follow the guidelines set forth by David L. Shepherd in his Comprehensive High
School Reading Methods (Charles E. Merrill, 1973). Appendix A-1 presents the
adapted specific guidelines supplied to the partiApants.

Based upon the information obtained from the Group Informal Reading Inventory
administration, teachers were able to group their students either according to
their seeding levels, i.e. Independent, Instructional, or Frustration -- or
according to reading skill areas of weaknesses, i.e. Vocabulary, Comprehension,
or Study Skills.

Accuracy levels were established for each of the three levels as 90% to
100% correct being Independent; 70% to 89% correct as Instructional; while
performance of less than 70% correct indicated the Frustration level. Competency
levels for the specific reading skills varied dependent upon the teachers
judgment.

The second diagnostic-predictive instrument used to predict student success
with reading material was the Close Procedure. Following the guidelines set forth
in Appendix A-2, each participant designed a Close Procedure unique to his own
content area. Teachers could then group their classes according to student
performaace on the Clore. Accuracy levels were established for each of the three
reading levels as 57% to 100% correct being Independent; 44% to 56% correct as
Instructional; while performance on less than 44% correct indicated the
Frustration level. Unlike the Crop Informal Reading Inventory, the Close
Procedure did not provide diagnostic information for specific reading skills.

Contents Of This Section

A. Group Informal leading Inventories 1 1
Adult Education 1 2
Biology 1 8
Business Mathematics 1 12
English 115
English As A Second Language 1 23
Home Economics 1 25
Industrial Arts 1 35
Mathematics 1 38
Pre-Algebra 1 41
Science 1 45
Social Studies 1 49

B. Clore Procedures 1 52
Biology 1 52
Business Mathematics 1 54
English .1.56
Home Economics 1 62
Industrial Arts 1 66
Mathematics 1 68
Science 1 70
Social Studies 1 72



r INFORMAL READING INVENTORY 1.2

SOBJECT: Adult Education

COMB LEVU: 7th - adult

\sprat:. "Yoe Gotta Shop Around", Motor Trend, October, 1976, pp. 65-70.
"Toyota Corolla: SR-5 Liiftia:77;6tor Trend. October, 1976,
pp. 73-76.
"Comparison: Mazda Mixer end Honda Civic," Motor Trend
May, 1976, pp. 70-74.

EDUCATOR:

SCBOOL: Penns -Valley Junior High School

I. DUNG PARTS OF TOE WAGATINEr-----This section is designed to see if you know the
functions of the magazine and can utilize them
while reeding.

1. Look in the table of contents and write the page number for the first
article listed under the special section FEATURES.

2. You are looking for a specific advertisement in this magazine. You
mould use the near the back of the magazine.

,3. You want to quickly locate the page on which "Running Account"
begins. In what section of the magazine would you look to find
this page number?

y II. USE OF RESOURCES-In this course we will use the library from time to time.
These questions are to see bow familiar you are with
various resource materials available in our library and
how you would find them.

4. If you wanted to find a specific book title in the library, where
would you look to find it?

5. Name one set of encyclopedias found in our library.

6. Her are the topics arranged in that encyclopedia?

7. If you wanted 1975 or 1976 magazine articles on a specific topic
like car safety, where would you look to find out what magazines
(month, data and year) had irformation on your topic?

USE OF MARTS, MAPES, ETC.-----At times to help you better understand certain
topics, graphs and charts are used. These
questions are to see if you understand information
in this form.

Turn to the page where the table "Running
Account" is located and answer these questions:

8. List the two Datsuo modals tested by Motor Trend in 1975.

9. What was the transmission type of the Mercury Bobcat?

10. What was the braking distance necessary for the Volkswagen Beetle from
60 m0-0 mph?



..411P 1.3
U. Nov loos did it take for the Ford Grand Torino to accelerate from

0-60 sph?

IV. MUSTARDING VOCABULARY This section is to see if you can understand the
meaning of certain words. Read the first four
paragraphs of the attached article, "Ya Gotta
Sho? Around." Define the following words as used
in the paragraphs.

12. What '41O-in the author 114112 by "zeroed" in on a 1977 model?

13. Define "time-consuming" as used in the first paragraph.

14. What is msant by the voids "mosey- saving loan"?

IS. What is meant by the word "inflation"?

16. The following words are from the paragraphs just read. Define the
words in the first column using the definitions in the second
column:

a. comparing a. generally used by most people

b. traditional b. -lakes it easier and less complicated

c. simplifies c. examine for likenesses and differences

17. These words are found in the second four paragraphs. You may read
these paragraphs sxt. Divide these words into syllables:

a. pressure

b. economic

c. interest

.4. operating

18. Write an antonym for each of these words:

a. new

b. soften

c. longer

d. higher

19. Write a synonym for each of these words:

a. auto

b. costa

c. loan

d. seeking

V.



1.4V. OCKIIIIEBBI011-----This section is to see if you can identify the gain ideas
frca details given in a paragraph. Read the first four
paragraphs of the attached article, "Toyota Corolla SR-5
Liftback." Write the seta idea or topic sentence of each
of the four paragraphs.

20.

21.

22.

23.

24. A Deluxe Toyota Corolla SR,5 Liftback costs $3,598. lot this merint
of money, ghat do you get on this in the my of extras?

25. Why is the Toyota Corolla SR-5 Liftback called a "sportswagen"/

Continue reading more paragraphs to answer the following questions:

26. ftplain what this sentence maans--"Compact cars are great as locg
as they're not designed exclusively for compact people."

27. Beehive the designers made the SR-Liftback look less like a "box
on wheels"?

28. What is the purpose of a split rear seatback?

29. Under what two conditions was the SR -S Liftback tested that would
be considered disadvantages to its performance?

30. What is the major weakness or performance problem-that should be
considered before buying this model?

31. What does the author mean by this statement"We a lot of car
for the money"?

32. What features of the SR-5 make it an economy class car

VT. READING RATERead the article "Toyota Corolla SR-5 Liftback." Bete the
time-it tikes for you to read the article. Then figure your
reading speed in words per minute. There are 1402 words in
this selection.

33. Words per minute.

VII. SEIBMIDG----4se the article, "Mazda Mizer and Honda Civic," for the next
exercise. Read the question first, then skim the article for
the answer.

34. Which two cars are being compared in this article?

35. What crisis forced the automobile manufacturers to begin asking
small cars that could get more miles per gallon of gas than the
bigger cars?

36. Which car is the most expensive, the Bonds Civic or the Mazda Mizer?

8



1.5

37, .Doss the Mazda conform to the emission standards? (Yes or NO

38. Nhat aid is installed in the car to meet the emission standards?

39. Is the Mum or the Civic the faster car?
tit

40. Nhat type of engine do both cars use?



ABM=
1. Ammar* vary because every student had a different Motor Trend magazine.
2. Answers vary because every student had a different Motor Trend magazine.
3. Answers vary because every student had a different Motor Trend magazine.
4. Card Catalogue
5. Vorld Bonk, Britanicca
6. Alphabetical
7. Reader's Guide
8. 1-210, 280Z
9. 4N
10. 134.5
11. 11.9
12. Located, selected or picked
13. Uses or takes.a 14 of time
14. loan that does not cost you so much interest or a low interest loan
15. Higher prices for sans szxchandise
16. c

a
b

17. pree/sure

eicatoodic
la/tar/est
op/er/a/ting

18. Answers may vary--
nee...old
soften...harden
longer...shorter
higher...lower

19. Answers may vary--

auto...car

coets...expenses
loan...give
seeking...lookin3

20. Three isausa-back we brought you an exclusive preview of the new Toyota Corolla
SZ-5 Liftback.

21. That first brief look was based on a very short exposure to the car (one we were
able to wrangle from Toyota) and didn't include any performance data.

22. We've always felt that one of the most practical body configurations lies some-
where between an agile sports coupe and a station wagon.

23. The basic list price for the Deluxe Liftback is $3,398.
24. a. 4-speed transmission

b. No radio and a basic complement of instruments
25. The exterior looks like a sports car, extra cargo space because of fold-down

seat and liftback door.
26. Tall and heavy persons nay not be comfortable in a compact car.
27. Low rooflIne; a long hood that extends beyond the wide, slanting grille; a

fastback rear; and, it looks like an elongated sports coupe.
28. A,sischod to extend rear cargo space.
29. Very low humidity and temperatures of 100 degrees
30. Foor braking
31. You have the.styling of a.sports coupe but the utility of a station wagon.
32. price, size, style, small engine, utility, gas mileage
33. Reading rata which will vary according to individual student.
34. Mazda Mixer and Honda Civic
35. The energy crisis

A
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36. Bonds Civic is the most expensive 1.7
37. Tea
38. Catalytic converter, thermal reactor enlarged-engined piston and rotary cousins
39. The Sonde Civic is the faster car
40. Honda Civic's engine 1500 cc, overhead-cam engines and cast iron blocks with

alminua cylinder heads (non-catalyst engine). Mazda Miner- catalyst equipped
1300cc piston engine.

READING LEVEL /:R:I. SCORE

Independent 36 - 40

Instructional 28 - 35

Frustration less than 28

Diagnostic information on using parts of the magazine; using resources; using charts,
graphs, etc.; understanding vocabulary; comprehension; reading rate; ecimming.



=FORMAL READING INVENTORY

SUBJECT: biology

GRADE LEVEL: 9th

SOURCE: SSC! Green Version. Nish School Biology
Rand McNully and Covpaay
Chicago, Illinois, 1968

IDOCATOR: Paula Myers

SCOWL: Westerly Parkway Junior High School

1.8

GENERAL DIRECTIOES----This fe not a test, nor will you receive a grade for this
exercise. It is an important tool which will enable me to
evaluate more effectively the skills you will be using in
this class. Read all directions and questions carefully,
giving the best answer you can provide.

A. PARTS 07 TEE BOOK--This section is designed to see if you know the purposes
of the parts of the book and can use them effectively.

1. On what page does Section Two: Diversity Among Living Things begin?

2. Which chapter in Section Two deals with plauta?

3. According to the index, on what page can you find information
dealing with a scallop?

. According to the index, on what page can you find information
dealing with predators and parasites in soil?

5. If you had to find out how many kg are in a pound, what part of the
book would you use?

B. LIBRARY RESOORCES-----This section is designed to see *ether you are familiar
with library resources and are able to use than to
supplement the biology book.

6. If you wanted to find a specific book, what source would you use to
locate the book?

7. If you had to find current information from magazines on a
particular topic, what source would you use?

8. If you had to find general information on a particular scientist,
what source would provide this?

C. V-- -This section is designed io see if you can determine the meaning
- of scientific. terms. Read pages 390-392, sections: Cell
Membrane, Diffusion Through Kumbranes, and Active Transport, then
answer the questions.

9. What does the uthor mean by differentially permeable?

10. Define active transport.



Sir

Use the definition of the term permeable in a sentence.

12. Drina diffusion.

13. What is an antonym of diffusion?

D. NAM IDEA --phis section is to foe if you can recognise the main idea from
supporting details. Questions will be on the save reading,
pages 390-392. Write the main idea for the first four paragraphs
under the section, Diffusion Through Membranes.

1.9

14.

15.

16.

17.

R. SUPPORTING DETAILS-----This sction is to see if you can distinguish supporting
details from main ideas. Questions will be on the same
four paragraphs as in "ID" of this exercise. Writs one
detail which supports the main idea of each of the four
Paragraphs.

18.

19

20.

21.

Y. DRAWING CONCLUSIONS AND COMPRERENSION-----This section is designed to see if you
can underetand the main ideas and
relationships in a reading. Questions
will be on the same reading, pagan 390-
392.

22. Aosuming salt absorbs water, what would happen to a frog if it ware
put into salt water?

23. Would active transport or diffusion require energy by the cell?
Why?

24. What would happen to a cell if its ion pump quit working?

G. UNDIRSTANDDIG GRAPHS--Thia section is designed to sea if you have an under-
standing of graphs. Turn to page 63 for the graph.

25. In what year did the heath hens reach their greatest numbers?

26. Did the population of heath hens increase or decrease between 1920
and 1925? Row cnn you tell?
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27. Draw a line graph with the following information:

Tear Population Size

1937 48
1938 130
1939 320
1940 403
1941 420
1942 337

ANSIMS

1.10

1. 102
2. Chapter 5
3. 144
4. 241-242
3. Appendix I
6. Card catalogue
7. leader's Guide
8. An encyclopedia
9. The property of allowing some substances to pass through &membrane while

others are not permitted passage.
10. Movement of any substance from an area of low concentration to an area of high

concentration.
11. The membrane of the cell allows oxygen to pass through it.
12. Movement of a substance from an area of high concentration to an area of low

concentration.
13. Active transport
14. Differential premeability means that only certain substances can pass through

a membrane.
15. Only small molecules can pass through a membrane by diffusion.
16. The direction of diffusion is determined by the concentrFtion.

-17. Differential premeability is important in water-diffusion relationships of
a cell.

18. paper bag is permeable to water but not to potatoes.
19. Some substances are too large to pass through the cell membrane by diffusion.
20; Substances diffuse outward, if the concentration inside the cell is greater.
21. Compound E is found in a high concentration inside the cell but does not

occur outside.
22. It would dehydrate, because the water would diffuse from its body (area of high

concentration of water) to the salt water (area of low concentration of water
molecules).

23. Active transport would require energy because it is going the opposite direction
of the natural movement, from an area of low concentration tc an area of high
concentration.

24. There would be an increase of a particular ion inside of the cell, probably
resulting in death.

25. 1915 4501,

26. Decrease, because the line slopes downward. 400
27. 350

300
250
200
150
100

1 (

50
0
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lEADING LEVEL

Independent

Instructional

Frustration

SCORE

24 - 27

18 - 23

less than 18

Diagnostic information on parts of the book; library resources; vocabulary; main
idsa;:supporting details; drawing conclusions and comprehension; understanding

graphs.

15



1.12
INTC2MAL READING INVENTORY

SUBJECT: Business Mathematics

GRADE LEVEL: 9th

SOURCE: General Business For liceneee Understanding
DeBrum, Baines, Maisbary, Crabbe
South-Western Publishing Company

EDUCATOR: Dixie Vogt

SCHOOL: Penns Valley Junior High School

GENERAL DIRECTIONS--This is a survey to help me evaluate the skills you will be
using in this course. This is not a test to see what facts,
you know and will not be given a grade. Bead each question

carefully and give the best answer you can find.

I. PARTS OF THE BOOK- ----Thie section is designed to see if you know the functions
of various parts of the book and can utilise them While

studying.

1. Bow many units are there in this book?

2. On what page does Unit 10 begin?

3. Bow does the glossary define the term "business"?

4. Using the side heading on page 70, mass production is the result

of what?

II. VOCABULARY This section is to see if you can understand word meanings Waugh
context. Turn to page 265. Read the sectior "Sellers Check The

Applicant's Crldit Record".

5. What does the author mean by a reputable seller?

6. What is meant by the term references?

7. What is a retail credit bureau?

8. What does the author mean by confidential?

III. USE OF ILLUSTRATIONS To help you have a better understanding of certain
topics with which we will be dealing in this course,
illustrations will be used. These questions are to

see how well you understand information given in this
form. Turn to page 369, Illustration 29.3:

9. If an investor invested $100, has much would he earn in interest if
the rate of return was 31 for 20 years?

10. What would be the rate of return for a $100 investment if the
interest at the end of 20 years was $226?

Turn to page 572, Illustration 49-2:

11. What was the population of the United States in 1920?

1C



12. What is the estimated population of the United States in 1980?
1.13

IV. UMW MAIN IDEAS- ----This section is to see if you can distinguish the main
idea from supporting details. Read "To Whom Will Sellers
Extend Credit?" on page 264.

13. What is the main idea of each of the four paragraphs?

V. READING TO LOCATE INFORMATION---This section is designed to set if you can
find information before you read a topic.
Turn to pages 238-89, "Bodily Injury Liability
Insurance" and "Medical Payments Insurance".
Where would you look if you wanted to know:

14. How bodily injury liability /flour:Jul is expressed on a policy?

15. What Medical Payments Insurance is?

16. Who is covered by Bodily Injury Liability Insurance?

17. Who is covered by Medical Payments Insurance?

VI. CGMPEEEENSION-----The questions below are designed to see if you can under-

stand the materials you read. Read pages 288-89.

18. Who is protected by bodily injury liability insurance?

19. Who is protected by medital payments insurance?

20. What does the first number in the expression 10/20 mean in reference
to bodily injury liability insurance? _

21. What does the second number mean?

22. Why might it be advisable for a person to carry coverage in amounts

larger than 10/20?

23. As the amount of bodily injury coverage goes up, why doesn't the
cost of such coverage go up in the same proportion?

24. Why might a person want to purchase medical payments insurance?

25. If medical payments insurance covers the insured and his family, when
might the insured not need this coverage?
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1. 11
2. 532
3. Amy organisation that supplies persons with the goods or services they vent.
4. The industrial revolution.
5. seller in good standing, etc.
6. Nipple ebo will verify another persons character.
7. An.olganlsation that keeps records on persons in the area who have done

business on credit with local firms.
6. parson' credit record will not be shown to anyone but legitimate businesses.
9. 681
10. 62
11. Approximately 100 wallop
12. Approximately 220 million
13. a. seller wants to be sure he will be paid before he will extend credit.

b. Iowa person has paid hie bills in the past will help determine how be
will pay in the future.

c. parson's ability to pay is determined by his income and his debts.
d. The money and property a person owns can help dttermine if be will pay

his bills.
14. tinder the side beading "Bodily Injury Liability Insurance ".
15. Bider the beading "Medical Payments Insurance".
16. -In the first paragraph under the side heading "SILT"
17. In the first paragraph under the side heading "MIt"
16. Persons it Other car, guests riding with the driver, and pedestrians
19. Insured, his family, guest. In insured's car
20. $10,000 coverage per person
21. $20,000 coverage per accident
22. Because costs may be more than $10,000 per person and/or $20,000 per accident
23. Because larger claims do not occur as often as small claims
24. To cover injuries suffered by himaelf and his family
25. If be has other insurance.

READING LEVEL I.R.I. SCORE

Independent

Instructional

21 - 25

17 - 20

Frustration lass than 17

Diagnostic information on parts of the book; vocabulary; use of illustrations;
noting main ideas; reading to locate information; comprehension.



INFORMAL READING INVENTORY

SUBJECT: English

GRAM LEVEL: 8th

5002CE: Counterpoint In Literature
Scott, Foremen and Company
Glenview, Illinois, 1967

EDUCATOR: Cynthia Shirey

SCHOOL: Penns Valley Junior High School

1.15

The questions on this survey are designed to measure reading skills. By
using the results from the survey, I will be able to determine how well you can read
and understand what you have read. I will also be able to determine which reading
skills we will need to concentrate on while using this textbook. You will not receive
a grade on this survey.

I. The questions in this section are designed to see how well you know the parts of
a textbook and how to use each of those parts of the book.

1. If I had assigned the story "The Lady, Or The Tiger?", where would
you look in the book to find what page it is on?

2. Where would you find a list of the stories in this book in
alphabetical order?

3. The word "gladiator" is defined in your textbook. On what page do
you find a definition for "gladiator"?

II. The questions in this section cover vocabulary; these questions will measure
your ability to select correct word meanings, to figure out what a word mans
by bow it is used in a sentence, to divide vocemlary words into syllables, to
understand what a suffix or prefix is and what suffixes or prefixes can do
to words, and your ability to pronounce a word.

A. In the following three questions, indicate the letter of the word which
means the same as the underlined words in each sentence.

4.. The king believed he had arrived at a perfect system of reward
and punishment.
(a) attained (b) aspired (c) procured

5. The king obtained by effort the fiercest tiger available.
(a) attained (b) procured (c) solemnized

6. If the accused man was innocent, the marriage was immediately
observed via: ceremony.

(a) solemnized (b) aspired (c) administered

1



D. lilts the letter of the correct answer for the next two questions.

7. Award with a definition similar to arena is:
(a) stadium (b) stage (c) stall

8. word which means the npposite of mourning is:
(a) grief (b) rejoicing (c) requesting

C. After reeding the following two sentences, figure out what the underlined
words mean and Wit* the letter of the correct definition.

9. Her decision had been indicated in an instant, but it had been
made after days and nights of anguished deliberation.
(a) consideration (b) rashness (c) desperation

10. This vast amphitheater, with its encircling galleries, its
mysterious vaults, and unseen passages, was an agent of poetic
justice.

(a) balcony CO' arena (c) corridor

D. Divide the following words into syllables. (Example: con/flict)

11. progressiveness

12. hilarious

13. senibarbaric

14. hesitation

E. Designate the accented syllable in each of the following words.
*hoopla: reantless)

15. unsurpassed

16. rapturous

17. incorruptible

I. Underline the prefix in each of the following two words and write the letter
of the meaning of each prefix.

18. semibarbaric (a) half (b) totally (c) partly belonging to

19. impartial (s) beyond (b) positively (c) not

G. Underline the suffix in each of the following two words and write the letter
of the meaning of each suffix.

L

[a

20. exhibition (a) full of (b) condition (c) act or process

21. administered (a) used to form the past tense (b) consisting
of (c) having the characteristics of



1.17

Following tba instructfons for each of the four its below, change the part
of *peach for each underlined word by writing the correct letter of the
suffix.

22. To change the verb deliberate to a noun, which suffix must be used?

(a) ed (b) ion (c) s

23. To Change the noun barbarism to an adjective, which suffix must be
used? (a) ion (b) is (c) ate

24. To Change the adjective progressive to a noun, which suffix must be
used? (a) ness (b) ion (c) ly

25, To change the adjective immediate to an adverb, which suffix must be_

used? (a) ed (b) nemi75TTy

III. The questions in this section are designed to measure your ability to read a
selection and then answer questions about the main ideas and details from the
selection. These questions also ask you to draw conclusions from what you have

jest read.

A. Writs True or False in the blank before the nest two questions.

26. If an accused subject is proved innocent, he is given gold and

silver frog. the king's treasury.

27. The young men's guilt or innocence will be determined by six

vise nen.

B. For each of the following questions, write the letter of the correct answer
in the blank before the question.

28. The best word to describe this king is (a) domestic (b) impartial

(c) civilized (d) semibarbaric

29. The animal behind one door was a (a) mountain lion (b) tiger

(c) bull (d) bear

30. The princess was in love with (a) one of her father's best friend::

(h) one of her father's courtiers (c) one of six wise nen

(d) a poor merchant from a nearby village

31. Behind the other door was (a) an unknown lady brought from a

far-off city (b) a friend of the princess (c) a young lady

whom the princess's lover bad often been seen. with (d) a friend

of the king

32. The princess pointed in which direction when her lover glanced up,

as if to ask "which door?" (a) right (b) left (c) neither

(a) nor (b)

C. For each of the following questions, write your own mower in the space proviil

33. Which came out of the opened door -- the lady or the tiger?

34. Explain, using supporting evidence from the story, why you answered

the previous question as you did. Use the back of this page for

your answer.)

El
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IT. lbertura to the poem "Paul Revere's Ride" in your text. To answer the following

emotions, simply skim through the poem.' This section is designed to measure your
ability to find information quickly by skimming -- not by carefully reading the
selection.

L. *its the letter of the correct answer in the space before each question.

35. This famous ride took place during which month? (a) January
(b) April (c) March

36. The name of the British man-of-war was: (a) the Middlesex
(b) the Charlestown (c) the Somerset

37, It was one o'clock when Paul Revere rode into: (a) Lexington
(b) Charlestown (c) Concord

38. Peel Revere's signal was: the barking of a farmer's dog
(b) 2 lanterns in the North Church tower (c) 1 lantern in the
North Church tower.

39. This famous ride was to warn the people of the coming of the:

1.

2.

3.

CO

Table of Contents
Index
602

French

15.

16.

17.

(b) British (c)

ANSWERS

Middlesex farmers

29. (b)
30. (b)
31. (c)

u5purp:ssed
rapturous
incorruptible

4. (a) 18. semi (a) 32. (a)

5. (b) 19. in (c) 33. Answer mould vary
6. (a) 20. ion (c) according to individ
7. (a) 21. ed (a) students
8. (b) 22. (b) 34. Answer would vary
9. (a) 23. (b) according to individua

10. (b) 24. (a) students
11. pro/gres/sive/ness 25. (c) 35. (b)

12. hi/lar/i/cws 26. ?aloe 36. (c)

13. semilibufber/ic 27. False 37. (a)

14. hes /i/tii /tion 28. (d) 38. Cb)

39. (b)

READING LEVEL 1.R.I.'SCORE

Independent

"Instructional

35 - 39-

27 - 34

Frustration less than 27

Diagnostic information on parts of the book; vocabulary; main ideas and details
skimming.

9n
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INIFORMAL HEADING ovErrfny

DURJECT: English

CRAM 8th

MOM: The Cheek Gods
ihrslin, &vain, and Hoopes
Scholastic Book Service

XDOCATOR: Druci Co=

SCROOL: Park Forest Junior High School

GENERAL DIRECTIONS-This is an informal reading inventory. The purpose of this
inventory is to give your teacher an idea of your reeding
level. It is MOT a test. It will have MO effect on your
grade. Please complete this inventory according to the
directions given with each section.

A. PAM OP THE 110011----

1. On what page does the Table of Contents begin? (Count from the title

Ms)

2. What is the title of the first main section?

3. On what page is the Bibliography?

B. VOCABOLART-----Choose the correct dictionary meaning for each underlined word
based on its use in the sentence. Place the letter of your answer
in the blank to the left.

4. The "Kindly Ones" enriched Hades kingdom. (a) fortified with vitamins
(b) supplied (c) made it better

mew

5. He became the smith-gam, the great artificer, lord of mechnics.
(a) tricker (b) creator (c) fisher

6. But the sunlight lanced through the window. (a) a sharp pointed
weapon (b) sliced (c) pricked

CCRITHTI---(1se the word clues or general idea of the sentence to define each
underlined word.

7. She fled; the god pursued.

S. She saw a tree which had been hit by lightning and was smoldering.

9. Ancient man paid homage to all the gods, but worshipped Zeus mo t
of all.

SIMONIKS/AMONDIS-----Osing the underlined word and the word in parenthesis,
decide whether they are synonyms or antonyms. Use "S"
or "A" for your answer.

10. "put her finger under the chin of the grimy little smith...." (dirty)

11. The creature that Pandora shut in the box was the soot dangerous of
all, foreboding, the final spite. (happiness)

23



SYLIA1128---Divide each word below into syllables.

12. wriggling

13. musical

14. Narcissus

15. sapphire

ACCENTS-----Put an accent mark (I) over the

16. VS 04-
17. as ton ish sent

16. re cog idiot'

19. pc tent

PUMA= SOFFUWhat is the meaning of the underlined prefixes and suffixes?

20. traveler admirer teacher

21. semi-circle semi-conscious semi-chocolate

22. mpredictable unable unkind

PARTS 07 SPEIC8-----Change the part of speech to the one designated.

23. Change "resource" to an adjective.

. -24. Change "recognize" to a noun.

25. Change "musical" to an adverb.

C. COMPRZRENSIOU-----Read each paragraph(s) as identified by page and paragraph
number. Then answer the questions which follow.

1. Page 62, Paragraph 3 "So Epimetheus and-Pandora were married
winking at her."

accented syllable.

1.20

26. Which sentence indicrtes the
(1) They were married.
(2) The box continually
(3) She liked to polish

main idea?

bothered her.
the box.

27. What do you suppose she will do with the box?
(1) Ignore it.

(2) Give it away.
(3) Open it.

2. Zeus myth, pages 3 to 5.

28. Rearrange these by number so that the events fail into the
proper chronological (time) order.

(1) Rhea hid Zeus.
(2) Rhea and Zeus prepare a specie: drink.
(3) Cronos killed Oranos
List continued on next page--

2/1



(4) Cronos vomits up all his undigested children.
(5) Rhea gave Zeus to a shepherd family to raise.
(6) Crows swallowed his children:
(7) Cronos swallowed the rock

29. The were allies of Croons. (1) Titans (2) Cyclopes
(3) dwarfs

30. What (mythically speaking) is the cause of earthquakes?

31. low do we get the word "panic"?

3. Apollo, pages 31 - 38 "Apollo was wild folly."

32. Apollo was the patron of: (1) music, poetry, mithematics and
medicine (2) 'literature, music and science (3) music,

4 poetry, science, and medicine (4) none of these.

33. Apollo vas known to wear two things. They were:

34.- Did Apollo change his habits from when he was a young boy to a
man? He was as a boy and as a-men.

35. Apollo was known as the most of gods.

D. UMW RATE----Note the time you begin here

Read Heph - 51) and Aphrodite (32 - 54) and note the time you ended

Calculate how many minutes. minutes. Divide your number of minutes
into 900.

Example: 900 300 words per minute
3 min.

/

36. Words per minute

E. Read the questions below. Then, ae quickly as you can, find the answers to them.
Note here how long it took you to finish this exercise.

37. Time begun Time ended Number of minutes

38. What gift did Zeus refuse to Bile man?

39. What did Prometheus do to convince man that; his gift was good?

40. What was Zeus' reaction?

41. What was Prometheus' punishment?



it

Li
3.

41.

s.
6.
7.

S.,

9.

10.
lt.
12.
13.
14.

AS.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.

AMSWERS

3 23.
Tin Pantheon 24._
116 25.

(c) 26.

(b),

(b)

vest after her

o404100
morship .

27.

28.

P

imig/sling
-nabdicat 29.
arias/sus 30.

-sap /Shire 31.

Soo 32.

ton
re

33.

Po 34.

one who 35.

-1/2 36.

not 37.

38.

39.

40.

41.

1.22

resourceful
recognition
musically
(2)

(3)

1--3, 4, 5
2--6
3--1

4--7
5-4, 5, 3
6--2
7 --3, 4, 5

(1)

Cronos and Titans
Pan shouting with joy
(1)

tunic of golden panther skin and
quiver of golden arrows
yes cruel nice or sensible
moderate
answer varies with individual
answer varies with individual
fire
Et 'roasted meat

He was angry
He was chained to a rock and eagles
picked at him.

READING LEVEL SCORE

Independent

Instructional

36 - 41

28 - 35

Frustration lass than 28

Diagnostic information on parts of the book; vocabulary; comprehension; reading
rata; skimming.
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INFORMAL READING INVENTCRY

iVIJECT: English as a Second Language

GRADE LEVEL: intiaiodiate - Advanced

WORM 1Wxrisbura Telephone Directory

IDOWOR: Myrna Delgado

SCOWL: William Penn High School

1.23

--GMAL DIRECLIONS-----This is a survey to help me evaluate the skills you will be
using in this course. This is dot a test. It will not be
graded.

DIRECTIONS-Road each question carefully and answer.the beet that you can.

I. IAMB OF THE TELEPHONE BOOK:

1. On what page do you Ma the tabie of contents?

2. On what page do you find the number to call information? What
number do you call?

3. On what page do the white pages begin?

4. Where are the yellow pages located?

5. On what page do.you find the yellow pages index?

II. USE OF RESOURCES:

6. On what page can you find out how to make a lon3 diitance call?

7. In what part of the telephone book would you find a listing of
florists in the area?

8. When do you need the assistance of the operator?

9. How are the listings in the telephone book arranged?

10. What are some of the useful things you learn on page 11?

11. Where would you locate emergency numbers?

III. USE OF CHARTS, LISTINGS, GRAPHS:

12. Is a 732 number a local call from Harrisburg?

13. What is your local area code?

14. When are the rates cheapest to make long distance calls?

15. What c the zip code for Carlisle?

27



IV. UNDERSTANDING VOCABULARY : 1.24

16. What is the difference between a station -to -stacion call and
a person-to-person call?

17. Select the proper meaning of the phrase: Long distance
(a) a call inside your area
(b) a call outside your area
'(c) an operator assisted call

V. MAIN IDEA:

18. What kind of information is found in the yellow pages?

19. What kind of information is found in the white pages?

VI. COMPREHENSION

20. Are operator assisted or directly dialed calls cheaper?

21. On what street does Laura Metzer live?

22. Your child is sick. You wish to inform his teacher that he will
not be going to school. Where do you look for the phone number?

ANSWERS

Answers will vary depending upon the telephone directory used.

READING LEVEL I.R.I. SCORE

Independent

Instructional

19 22

15 - 18

Frustration less than 1$

Diagnostic information on parts of the telephone book; use of resources; use of
charts, listings, graphs; understanding vocabulary; main idea; comprehension.
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INFORMAL READING INVENTORY

SUBJECT: Hose Economics

GRADE LEVEL: 7th

SOURCE: Simplicity Sewi.g Book
Simplicity Pattern Company
New York, New York, 1975

EDUCATOR: Patricia Markel

SCHOOL: Park Forest Junior High School

L

GENERAL DIRECTIONS- --This is a survey to measure your skills in reedits sewing
construction information and using the text book in general.
The results will help find the best way for you to use the
book and learn in this course. Each set of questions is
designed to measure certain skills. Follow the directions
carefully and be sure to try to answer every question.

PARTS OF THE BOOK,-----Uie the. entire book to find the inswers to the following,
questions:

1. On what page does Chapter 4 begin?

2. Name the title of this section?

3. On what page do you find the information concerning eyelets?

4. Look at the chart on pages 22 and 23. How can this chart help
you understand "The Envelope sack"?

B. USE OF RESOURCES-----While sewing, you will need to find additional information
besides the text book. Answer the following questions as
beat you can.

5. Name one company that makes patterns.

6. If you know a pattern number, how would you find the picture and
information about that pattern?

7. If you wanted to find a book on the topic of "fatrica", where
would you look in the library?

C. USING CHARTS-Use the charts on pages 14 and 18 in the book to answer the
following questions:

8. Give the waist measurement in inches for a pattern size 9 Junior.

9. Give the waist measurement in centimeters for a pattern size 7/8
Young Junior Teen.

10. What Men's size has a shirt neck size of 35 inches?

11. What Teen-Boys' size has a chest size of 35 inches?

12. What is the height measurement for a Boys' Size 8?
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13. Place the following people into the bast pattern sits:

Dust 34", Waist 26", Hips 36", BWL 15"
,

14. Bust 31", Waist 24", Hips 34", BWL 14 1/2"

D. WIDIRSTABDIM VOCABULARY During project construction, specialized
vocabulary will be used. Turn to page 41 and
read the section entitled "Using the Sewing
Machine". Answer the following questions and
'see if you can understand the word meaning
through contest.

15. What is meant by reinforcement stitching?

16. What is tension?

What is meant by ease stitching?

18. Define "guidelines".

19. Nov to you backstitch on a sewing-machine?

MOM. TUB MAIN IDEA This section it used to see if you can find the
theme or main idea in a reading. Turn to pages 6
and 7 and list the main idea of the four short
paragraphs describing the following pieces of
sewing equipment:

20. pins:

21. beeswax:

22. button bole twist:

23. pinking shears:

7. TOLLOWINO DIRECTIONS-Sewing directions are found on the guide sheet inside
the pattern envelope. An example of a guideshett is
found on page 25 of your text. Turn to page 25 and
using the block leveled View 1-Blouse, answer the
following questions:

24. Nov many darts are to be stitched?

25. Where are the darts located?

26. Where is the dart clipped and shy?

27. Nov is stay-stitching done?

28. On what side of the fabric is the lace trim to be placed?

29. On what side of the fabric are the darts stitched?

30. Why should a tailor's ham be used in pressing a dart?



1.27

1. Page 28
2. Fabric Preparation: Getting It Straight
3. Pegs 67
4. /Breaks it down into sections and explains each section
3. Simplicity, McCalls, Butteriek, Vogue
6. a. Use the index in that companies catalogue

b. Find the page in'that catalogue and look at the picture
c. Go to the store and pull out the_pattern which is filed numerically

7. a. Saes Economics Section
b. Card Catalogue - under topic "Fabrics"

8. 24 1/2
9. 38

10. 42

11. 18
12. 30"
13. Misses 12
14. Young junior Teen 9/10 or Miss Petite 8
13. strengthens weak areas
16. pressure on thread
17. used for holding in fullness
18. placed on the throat plate of the machine to help sew straight
19. use the reverse lever 0
20. ball-point pins for knits; non-rusting for other fabrics
21. strengthens thread for hand sewing
22. strong silk thread
24. cut a zig-zag edge to keep threads from unraveling
25. 3

25. a. one is the side seam pointed toward the bust
b. two from the waistline pointed toward the bust

26. in the center to insure flat pressing
27. Through single thickness on the four guideline with 12 stitches per inch
28. outside
29. inside or wrong side
30. allows a curved area on which to press a curve

READING LEVEL I.R.I. SCORE

Independent

Instructional

27 - 30

21 - 26

Frustration less than 21

Diagnostic information on parts of the book; use of resources; using charts; under-
standing vocabulary; finding the main idea; following directions.



mama READING INVENTORY

Hama Economics

GRADE LEVIL: Stb

SOURCE: Simplicity Sewing Book
SimpAlcity Pattern Company
Now Fork, Nev York, 1976

EDUCATOR:

SCROOL: Westerly Parkway junior High School

1.28

GENERAL DIRECTIONS-This 13 not a teat for a grade. It is an ersrcise to' help me
learn about the skills you will be using in this course.
Read each question carefully and give the best answer you can
find.

I. PARTS OW THE 100*----It is important that you know the functions of the various
parts of the book and can use the vim needed'.

1. On what page would you find the chapter entitled *Pattern Size:
Which One For You"?

2. How are the chapters arranged or grouped?

3. What section of the book would you use to find the page references
for the topic 'marking aids"?

4. Boo: will the diagram on pages 22-23 be useful to you?

II. USE OF RESOURCES-It is important to know how to use the resources in the
library.

S. If you were to give a report in class on new fabrics on the market
and wanted to check for magazine articles on the topic, where would
you look in the library?

6. If you were investigating clothing styles of the past where would
you look for books on the topic of clothing?

7. If you were purchasing a sewing machine, name a magazine which
includes articles about testing done on appliances.

III. UNDERSTANDING VOCABULARY --- --Bead pages 11 - 13. This selection uses the
terms verticle and horizontal measurements.

8. Draw a horizontal line.

9. Draw a verticle line.

10.- What does "ease" in a pattern mean?

11. Turn to page 13, paragraph 11, line 1. What does the word "logo"
mean as used here?
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IV. NAM IDEAS---It is important to get the main ideas from your reading. Read

pages 11 - 13. Prom that reading, answer Cie following questions:

12. What is the main idea in the introductory paragraph?

13. Now are figure types determined?

14. Row are pattern sizes determined?

V. PERTINENT DITTAILS---It is important to note important details from your reading.
If the following rtatement is true, put a "I" on the line
before that statement. If it is false, put an "F" on the
line before the statement.

15. If your measurements don't Correspond ezaCtly with one size, it

doesn't matter what size you get because you'll have to adjust it
anyway.

i6. Figure types refer to age groups?

17. Skirt and pants patterns should be selected by waist measurements?

18. Measurements should be taken over undergarments rather than regular
clothing?

VI. FOLLOWING DIRECTIONS-An important part of succeeding in clothing construction
is following directions.

19. Read the two paragraphs under the heading "Taking Body Measurements"
on page 12. List four steps, in order, for taking body measurements.

20. Read pages E6-87 beginning with "Stitch The Darts". Number the
following steps in the correct order for making a dart.

Stitch from the wide end tu the point.

Crease a:oag the center lime, right sides together

Clip threads about 2" long and tie in a knot.

Pin baste with heads of pins toward fold of dart.

Press toward center front.

Read and study the following directions from a pattern, lover
right hand block from page 25. Answer the following questions:

-21. low many darts were made in diagram A?

22. Circle the underarm dart which has been pressed down.

23. Circle the darts where they have been clipped.
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1. Page 10
2. Preliminaries, Beginner Projects, Special Skills, Gemeral Know-Row, Decorative

atm
3. Pegs 8
4. Maps one interpret and uses the information on the back of a patters envolope

wham getting ready to see a project.
3. Reader's Gelds to Periodical Literature
6. Card Catalog
7. Consumer Reports
8.

9.

10. Irma inches added to insure wearing =fort
11. Wardle written on the pattern envelope
12. The most basic step in sewing is selecting the 'fight pattern size,
13. Light, backmaist measurement and body proportions
14. lbrisontal body measurements
15. 7
16. 7
17.
18.

19. Ti. a string around your maist...Maasurc the body at the points designated...
Record on Chart...Chock periodi.nlly

20. 3---1---4---2---5
21. 3
22. Ammer indicated on a Cleat attached to exercise.
23. Answer indicated on a sheet attached to exercise.

READING LEVEL I.R.I. SCORE

Independent

Instructional

20 - 23

16 - 19

Frustration less than 16

Dianostic information on parts of the Look; use of resources; understanding
vocabulary; main ideas; pertinent details; following directions.

347,



INFORMAL READING INVENTORY

80BACT: Nome Economics

GRAMS LIM: 8th

80810: The World Of Food
Errs Medved

Ginn and Comnany
Lexington, Massachusetts, 1973

1.31

IDs: Peggy Campbell

&MOW Westerly Parkway Junior High School

GIMBAL DIRECTIONS-----This is a survey to measure your skills in reading in general
and your home economics book in particular. The results will
enable us to be better alle to plan your own course of study
by indicating in what areas you are strongest and in whet
areas you are weakest. Each series of questions is designed
to measure a particular skill as indicated by the headings
which precede each group of questions. Follow the directions
carefully. Be sure to try to answer all questions.

I. PARTS OF THE BOOK,---This section is designed to see if you know the functions
of various parts of the book and can utilise them while
studying. Turn to Chapter 5 in World Of Food:

1. On what page does chapter five begin?

2. If you wanted a reference for the topic "safety", where would you
look in the text?

3. In what part of the book would you find a recipe for Baked Custard?
On what page?

. Why are vocabulary words and their definitions listed at the beginning
of each chapter?

II. USE 07 RESOURCES-----In this course we will use resources outside the text to
learn more'about different topics. These questions are
to see how familiar you are with various resource materials.

S. If you wanted to find a particular book in the library, how would you
find it?

. If you wanted current magazine articles on a topic, where would you
look to find out what magazines and issues had information on your
topic?

7. Nemo one set of encyclopedias.

III. UNORRSTANDING VOCABULARY-----Define the following words or terms as they
appear in the context of this chapter.

8. Utensil

9. Large appliances

3'



10. Shall appliances

11. liazipe

.12. Pretreatment of pans and dishes

13. Staples

14. Pirishables

13. Work Plan

1.32

u. sanitation

1!. The questions below are designed to see if you can understand

the materials you read.

17. List the five steps in food preparation.
a.

b.

c.

d.

I.

18. What are the three main activities in a kitchen?

a.

b.
c.

19. In what ways can clean-up after meals be made easier?

a.

b.

c.

20. What are the advantages of a time-plan for preparing food?

21. -Bow can you save time and energy in the kitchen?
a.

b.

C.

d.

e.

22. Bow can you save fuel in the kitchen?

s.

5.

23. What causes electrical fires?
a.

-

c.

24. What is your best guide to the care of large and small appliances?

23. What is the main idea of this chapter?

3C
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ANSWERS

1. Page SS
2. lodes
3. Appendix Page 472
4. So that you can become familiar with new words and their meanings.

3. Look it up in the Card Catalog under the author's name.
6.' leader's Wide To Periodical Literature
7. Britanmica,Mbrld Book, Colliers
S. Bowls, pens, pancake turners -- tools used in food preparation"

D. Range, refrigerator
10. Seed elsers, toaster:
11. set of instructions for preparing food.

12. Rinsing or soaking, depending on soil and the kind of pan.

13. Foods which ate stored often and which are stored at room temperature such
as flour, sugar, salt and rice.

14. Woods 'bleb require refrigerator storage such as milk, eggs and fresh

vegetables and fruits.
13. detailed listing of the steps necessary to perform a job or task.

16. Inthode used to prevent and control the spread of bacteria and other

microorganisms.
17. a. -decide which foods you wish to make

b. find the recipes
c. cheek your supplies
d. prepare a grocery list

e. establish a tine work plan
18. a. food storage and preparation

b. cleaning up
c. cooking and serving food

19. a. Do not let foods harde'i or dry out on utensils or plates

b. Wash utensils and dishes and return them to their storage while foods

are being cooked
c. Dispose bf any empty jars or cans, waste

20. You know which jobs you should be performing
ready to serve at the stated time.

21. a. Both large and small equipment should be
not crisscross
Ptensils that you use most often should be wittily' easy reach
When an its is used at more than one center, store at the center where
it is used first
Use a time-work plan
Understand the recipe
By acing proper heat settings for burners and avers and by turning them
off as soon as food is cooked.

b. Prepare tare than one food at a time in the oven-.

c. Do not preheat too far in advance.

a. Overloading the electrical outlet
b. frayed cords

c. Broken plugs
The instruction booklet which comes with your appliance.
The cook, the kitchen, and all equipment to be used must be clean and organized

so that cooking can be done with the least effort and confusion.

b.

c.

d.

e.

22. a.

23.

24.

23.

paper and garbage
in logical order and you will be

arranged so that activities do

3
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4,0 1.34

FiADING LEVEL I.R.I. SCORE

Independent 22 -.25

Instructional 17 - 21

Frustration lest than 17

-4

Diagnostic infornstion on parts of the book; use of resources; understanding
vocebu1sry; costrehmision



INFORMAL READING INVENTORY

ONSJOCT: lnduseriel irts = Metals

-CIA81-1Z111.: I 8th .

AODICZ: General Mstals.. 2nd Edition
MIS Talker,
McGram4111 Book Company, 1959

1.35

1BdOATORs John Rubel&

SCIONCt. L Penns Valley Junior Sigh School

OINIRAL DUECTIONS--,---Thla is a diagnostic survey based 'on the.bookigisealyVall
'.to help evaluate-certain skills that are needed to be

successful in the metal shop. This is NOT a graded test but
'rousse expected to do your best. Read each question
carefully and give the best answer you can find.

-

I. Along the given line, from point A, measure the following lengths and label
them.according to their niaber.

1, 2 1/2,

2. 3 1/4

3. 4 5/8

4. 1 7/16

3. 11/16

A.

II. Measure the distance frcm point B to the number and place the answer in the
space provided.

B.
6 7 8 9 10

6,

7.

8.

9.

10.

III. Turn to page 131 in the book and answer the following questions.

11. Mat is the overall slut of the metal needed to make the box?

12. 'Mat is the size of the tabs?

13. How many holes are nada in the tabs?



. 14. Vim are the boles made?

Vhat is the else of the smallest side of the box?

A. Let peps 128-130 and smear the following questions.

16. Define pattern or stretchout.

= Define template

18. Define hes

19. Define allowances

20. Define parallel

OL:.- V. Vottas vain rises

21. Whet its the potpies of a hem?

22. lime the four types of pattern developseet.

23. Men would a lap seas be um.d?

24. Vhen mould a grooved seam be used?

R. Demist conclusions

23. Vhy is a radial line development used for asking a funnel?

26. Vhen.vould you use riangulation?

27. Which is the stronger joint, a soldered lap seam or a soldered
grooved seas?

VII. Layout a natal box thatas similar to the one on page 131, but with the
following exceptions:

28. 3/16 single hes

29'. length A",

30. width 2 1/2"

31. wade from 28 ga. tin plate

40
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READING IMPEL scon

Independent

Instructional

28 - 31

21 - 27

Frustration less than 21

Diagnostic information on measurement; answering questions; noting main ideas;

. drawing conclusions.

'11



INFORMAL READING INVENTORY

SMUT: Mathematics

GRADS LEVEL: 7th

SOURCE: Steins Refresher Mathematics
Edwin Stein
Allyn and Bacon
Boston, Massachusetts, 1961

1.38

ISDOCATOR: Dotty Delafield

SCHOOL: Westerly Parkuey Junior High School

GENERAL DIRECTIONS-----These questions are to help is decide bowmen. you understand
your textbook, and to help we sake some learning centers for
you in the library. THIS IS NOT FOR GRADE. Soma of the

questions arelaken from your textbook, Refresher Mathematics.
Read each question carefully and follow directions. If the

question is a multiple choice, place the correct letter of
the answer to the left of the question.

1. What d. the expression 2 + 3 - 4 1 mean in words?

(a) two divided by three minus four equals one

(b) two plus three divided by four equals one

(c) two plus three minus four equals one
(d) two times three minus four equals one

2. Which symbol(s) means three divided by four?

(a) 3 + 4

(b) 3 - 4

(c) 3t4
(d) 3/4
(e) 4/3
(f) 4 t 3

3. This symbol () means oval to. This symbol (4) means does not
equal. Indicate the symbol below that met: o not >

(a) #
(b)

(c)

(d) +
(a) it.

(f)

(g)

<

4. Match the symbols below the with correct word in the right hand
column. Put the letter of the correct answer in the space to the
left of the symbol

(Questions are listed on the next page)



7

6
8

a. minus
b. plus
C. six

d. times

e. sew :

f. eight

g. loss than

h. divided by

1. greater than

1.39

5. Tarn to page 20 in your textbook. This is ai table of numbers that
mean the same thing. Which numbers below mean the same as 732?

(a) 702 (e) 7/10

(b) 802 (f) 4/5

(0) .75 (g) 3/4
(d) .7 (h) .80

6. Turn to page 205 in your textbook. Which numbers below mean the
some as 5/8?

(a) 3/S (a) 62 1/22

(b) 7/10 (f) 66 2/32

(c) .6 (g) .625
(d) .4

7. Turn to page 356. This map shows the various time zones in the

United States. Match the places below with the correct time zone.

Denver a. Pacific Standard Time

Johnson City b. Mountain Standard Time
San Francisco c. Central Standard Time

St. Louis d. Eastern Standard Time

Use your textbook to answer the next four questions. Put the letter

of the correct answer in the space provided to the left of the gumption.

8. The Index in this book begins on what page?

(a) 2 (b) v (c) 589 (d) 599

9. The Table of Contents of this book is:

(a) at the end of the book th) in the middle of the book

(c) at the beginning of the book (d) there isn't one in this book

10. The chapter on square end square roots begins on that page?
*(a) 269 (b) 255 (c) vii (d) 529

11. Turn to page 530 in your textbook. What is the mein topic of this
page?

(a) occupations (b) earning money (c) hours (d) work

To answer the next four questions, read the first two paragraphs
found on page 530 of your textbook.

12. Is a tip considered as in".ome? (a) yes (b) no

13. Bow are weekly wages found?
(a) multiply the time-ard-a-half times the double time
(b) multiply the bonuses times the hours of work
(c) multiply the hourly rate by the number of :sours of work
(d) multiply the hourly rate by the double time



14, limit is given in problem number 2 on page 530?

(a) 40 hours per week

(b) the total amount earned

(c) the weekly earnings
(d) the overtime

1.40

13. Now you know that double time is paid for holidays end Sundays.

Suppose you have a job. One day your boss offers you a chance to

give up your holidays and Sundays to work for double time. Would

you work? Why or why not?

ANSWERS

1. (c) 7. b

2. c, d and
3. f a

4. h
b S. c

a 9. c

1 10. b

1 11. b

d 12. a

13. c

14. a

f 15. Evaluate individually

READING LEVEL I.R.I. SCORE

Independent

Instructional

13 - 15

10 - 12

Frustration leas than 10

44

a



SUBJECT*

GRADE LEVEL:

SOURCE:

IDDCATOits

=XL:

INFORMAL READING INVENTORY

Pre-Algebra

7th - 9th

Pre-Algebra Mathematics
Holt, Rinehart and Winston

Money Cooper

Penns Valley Junior High School

1.41

GENERAL DIRECTIONS-This is a questionnaire to measure your skills in readies
math in general and your math book in particular. This vill

not be graded. However, the results will be used in planning
the Pre Algebra curriculum since this survey will show your

strongest and weakest areas. Read each direction and
question carefully in order to give the best answer.

I. PARTS OP THE BOOK This section will indicate your ability to understand
different parts of the book. To read this book correctly
you need to understand how it is organised. Read pages

31-35 in your text book. You may refer back to the
pages for answers.

1. What is the title of this chapter?

2. What do the orange colored squares represent?

3. List the main topics discussed in this section.

II. MAIN IDEAS AND DETAILr-----This part is designed to show bow well you can pick

out the important details in rending.

4. Give an example of a subset of whole numbers.

5. What is this symbol (0)?

6. In your own words state the property of zero for addition and

multiplication.

7. Complete the following:

(a) 107 z 107

(b) 45 * 45
(c) 6 6

8. When are two sets equal?

III. IVIERPRETING AND MiDERSTANDMG MATH WORDS AND SYMBOLS---Mathematica has its
own vocabulary and symbols. It is essential you know their meanings. The

following will show your ability to exchange words and symbols. Read pages

359-361 and answer the following questions.

Write the following in words:

9. c 0
d

10. C 2r . r



11. P-A c

Write in symbols:

12. Area equals Pi times the radius squared.

13. Circumference equals the diameter tines Pi

IV. VOCABULARY This sections is to sea if you can understand word meaning through
context. Use the words RADIUS, DIAMETER, SQUARE UNITS, and CIRCLE
to define the circumference and area of a circle.

1.42

14 - 15. CIRCUMFERENCE -

16 - 17, AREA

V. 081AlilNG INFORMATION FROM READIM-----In this part, you will be asked to reed
a set of instructions and than follow them.
It will indicate how carefully you read to
obtain information. Read page 1411 and
answer the following questions.

18. What materials are needed to construct an angle?

19. Explain the importance of using the different letters: A B C A'
B' and C'.

20. Write A prime B prime in symbols.

21 - 22. Construct an angle following steps number 1-7.

VI. READING TABLES-----An important part of math is reading tables. This section
will show how well 73u interpret the square root table.
Turn to page 421 and answer the following questions.

23. What is the square root of 10?

24. 3 is the cube root of what number?

25. The square root of 10,000 is?

26. 66 squared is?

VII. PROBLEM section will show your ability to understand instructions
for solving specific problems. Read pages 48-49 and
answer the following questions.

27. Explain the importance of parenthesis.

28. What is meant oy the term "order of operations"?

29. When solving a problem without parenthesis what operation is
performed first?

30. If the problem has only subtraction and additionorhich is performed
first?

4C
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CONPOTIM--.--In this part, you will show how well you can apply your reading

to problems. Solve the following according to pages 48-49.

31. 15 + 2 3

32. (8 + 4) * 3

33.* 7 + 4 - 6 1

34. 10 * 6.2.6

ANSWERS

1. Operations And their Properties
2. Definitions
3. Metural Ilebers and Whole Numbers Subsets

The amber Zero
Me saber One

4. lismy answers
5. Zepty set
6. Amy number plus zero is that same number. Zero times my number la zero.
7. a. 1

b. 1
c. 1

8. When they have the sane number of elements
9. The circumference divided by the diameter equals Pi.

10. The circumference equals two times the radius times Pi.
11. P implies c
12. A. 1F: 01'
13. C 7r . d
14-15. The circumference of a circle equals the diameter times Pi or 2 times radius.
16-17. the area of a circle equals Pi times the radius squarel and Is expressed in

square units.
18. Paper, pencil, straight edge, and compass.
19. Differentiates the points, each point has one and only one name.
20. A! B'

21-22. Any angle
23. 3.162
24. 2

25. 100
26. 4356
27. The first step you solve in an equation.
28. Whether you perform additioc, subtraction, multiplication or division.
29. Multiplication or division (which ever comes first)

-30. Take them in order from left to right.
31. 21
32. 4
33. 5
3A 1

4
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READING LEVEL SCORE

Independent

Instructional

ao - 34

24 - 29

Frustration less than 24

Diagnostic information on parts of the book; main ideas and details; interpreting
and understanding math mords and symbols; vocabulary; obtaining Wormetion from

.roadlak reading tables; problem solving; computing.
-a



IN7DRULL REKIING INVENTORY

SUBJECT: Science

GUDE LEVEL: Sth

BOCCE: Physical Science: A Search For Understanding
Brows, and Anderson
J. B. Lippincott and Coepany
New York, 1972

EDUCATOR: Eloise Torok Schmckers

SCHOOL: Park Forest Junior ugh School

I am giving you this inventory to find out your skills in certain areas of
seisms. It will help me make plans for our units of study.

Alead each question carefully and try to give me the best answer you can find.

There is ID GRADE for this survey.

Write the rawer on the left side of the paper.

I. PARTS OF THE BOOEThis part of the inventory is to see bow-well you use
different parts of the book.

011

1. On what page does the Index begin?

2. If I want to look up a definition in your book, where would I look?

3. On what page is the definition of "diffusion" listed?

4. Bow many chapters are in our science book?

S. What is the title of Chapter 13? (a) Energy in Waves (b) Waves Of

Energy (c) Energy Pros Waves (d) Sounri

6. The questions at the end of every section in your book are called:

(a) Did You Learn? (b) Should You Learn? (c) Have You Learned?

II. VSL 07 RESOORCIES--This is to find out if you aze familiar with resource materials

related to science.

7. Are there sets of eutyclopedias with material just for science?

8. Encyclopedias are located: (a) In the front of the LBC (b) Behind

Mrs. Cox's desk (c) In the media center

9. Pura science books Wive what call numbers?

10. Name one magazine I could use for a science current event.



1.46

mamas - Read "Bow Atoms Differ" Section 3, pages 156-162-This section is
to see if you can find meanings through reading in your text book.

11. At at is defined as: (a) the largest particle of an element (b) The
smallest particle of a molecule (c) the smallest particle of an eleer'

12. The neutral part of the at is the ? .

13. The electron revolves so fast around the nucleus we say it surrounds
the nucleus with: (a) A shower of power (b) A cloud of enersv
(c) A cloud of power

14. Atomic weights are not whole numbers. They are: (a) fractions
(b) an example (c) an average

IV. NOTING TUNA= IDEA--In this section I am trying to find out if you can tell.the
main idea from supporting details. Turn to page 1311. Rea:,

the first three paragraphs. Write the slain Use for welt
paragraph on the lines below.

15. Paragraph fl:

16. Paragraph f2:

17. Paragraph fi

V. NOTING PUTINENT SUPPORTING DETAlLS--This is to find out how well you can Cod
details that give wore information about the
main ideas in your book.

la. The weight and size of a proton and neutron are: (a) equal in weight
and size (b) equal in weight but not size (c) equal in size but not
in weight.

19. Ic comparison to the weight and size of the proton and neutron, the
electron is: (a) very small (b) such larger (c) equal in sirs and
weight.

20. The atomic weight of carbon is ?

21. Carbon has how many isotopes?



1.47
VI. .POLLOVIll DIRECTIONSThis section is designed to see how well you follow

directions.

22. Using the index, tell as on which page I mould find "surface

tension"?

23. Writs the, first word on page 7, the 1, -word on page 41, and-the
word used to describe the speed of tne electron on pee* 158. pill.
in the blanks below.

Page 43 Page 158

24. Mead page ix-in the Contents. In what section and on what page
mould I find out how to build a simple thermometer?

Section Page

VII. DRAW/MG CONCLUSIONS- -This is to see how well you can read and then draw
conclusions from what yGu have read.

25. The atomic weight of an atom is the weight of one proton or neutron.
The atomic umber tells you the number of protons or electrons. The

atomic number of copper is 29 and the atomic weight is 64. Vow many
neutrons are there?

26. The number of neutrons can vary in the same element (isotopes). The
neutron has no effect on the Chemical activity of the atom. What
mould you say about the chemical activity of the 3 carbon isotopes?
(a) Act 3 different ways (b) act like 3 different elemeuts (c) act
the sans way

27. Only a few atomic numbers are whole numbers. Why is this? Because
most elements: (a) are magnetic (b) have ions (c) have isotopes

VIII. APPLYING THEORETICAL INFORMATIONThis section is used to see if you can read
and then form a theory (hypothesis, or as
educated guess) about what you think will
happen.

28. After having read about the three kinds of particles found in an atom,
page 158, what do you think would happen to the nucleus if the neutron
had a negative charge? (a) break apart (b) stop moving (c) become a
new element

U. URDZISTANDIBG FORMULAS AND EQUATIONSThis is to see how well you are able to
understand formulas and equations.

29. What does this mean in a chemical formula

30. The large number to the left of the formula stands for the number
of ? .

31. All equations must be ?

5



ANSWERS

1. 492
2. Glossary
3. 433
4. 15
5. (4)

6. (c)

7. Yes -

8. (b)

9._600
10. My reasonable answer
11. (c)

12. Matron
13. (b)

14. (c).-

15: An atom is the smallest particle of an element."
16. The nucleus is near the center of the atom and is composed of two

of particles.
17. The electron revolves around the nucleus at great speeds.
18. (a)

19. '(a)
20. .01

21. 3
22. 83
23. Science is great!
24. 1 110
25. 35
26. (c)

27. (c)

28. (a)

29. 'field

30. Molecules
31. balanced

READING LEVEL I.R.I. SCORE

Independent 28 31

Instructional 21 - -27

Frustration less than 21

types

1.48

Diagnostic information on parts of the book; use of resources; vocabulary; noting
the mein idea; noting pertinent supporting details; following direction; drawing
conclusions; applying theoretical information; understanding formulas

1 2,



INFORMAL READING INVENTORY

SUBJECT: ' Studies

MI6 MEL: 8th

SOURCE: EistorTOf Our United States
Sibling, flag and Harlow
Laidlaw Brothers
Atlanta, Georgia

1.49

EDOCATOR: -Jeff Wirt and Bob Sealy

St L: Penns Valley Junior Rub School

GIOURAL DIRECTIONS-----Thia is a survey to help se evaluate the skills you will be
using in this course. `,"This is not a test to see what facts
you know and will not be given a.grade. lead each question
carefully and egive the best an you can find.

I. PARTS OF TER BOOK This section is designed to see if you know the fuectims
of various parts of the book and can utilize them while
studying.

1. On what page does Chapter 7 begin?

2. Name the title of the-unit of which it is a part.

3. If you wanted a page reference for the topic "Truman, Doctrine",
where would you look in the teat? On what page?

4. In what part of the book would you find a definition of embargo?
On what page?

5. Why are vocabulary words listed at the end of each chapter?

II. USE OF RESOORCES-----In this course, we will use resources outside the text to
learn more about different topics. These questions are
to see how familiar you are with various resource material.

6. If you wanted to find a particular book in the library, how would
you find it?

7. Name one set of encyclopedias. Row are the topics in them arranged?

8. If you wanted curreet magazine articles on a topic, where would you
look to find out what magazines and issues and information on your

topic?

9. What system of serial cla3sification is used to classify books in
the school library? -

5 t;
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1.50

114 OF CRAM, GRAPHS, ETC.-----TO help you have a better understanding of certain
topics, we will be dealing with in this course,
graphs and charts will be used. These questions are
to see how.well you understand information given in
this form.

.40

Turn to page 86. Read the chronology, then answer the questions.

10. What year was St. Augustine founded?

11. What was the thirteenth colony founded in 1733?

Turn to page 451 in the tart. Answer these questions on that chart.

12. Approximately how many elementary students were there in 196Q?

13. Approximately how many high school students were then in 1910? .

IV. =DRUMMING VOCABULARY This section is to see if you can understand
word meaning through context.

-', Turn to page 282. Read section entitled "Rayne's Argument". Answer
the questions below.

14. What does the author mean by Sectionalism?

15. DatuutmligLAlop as used in that paragraph.

Turn to page 130. Read "Patriots and Loyalists". Answer the
questions below.

16. Define loyalists.

17. What are mercenaries?

18. Why did Thomas Paine write "Common Sense"?

V. MUM THE MAIN IDEA-----This section is to see if you can distinguish the main
idea from supporting details.

19. Turn to page 113 end read the section "Taxation Without Representation."
Writs the main idea of each of the two paragraphs.

VI. COMPUHRZION-----The questions below are designed to see if you can under-
stand the materials you read. Read pages 91-92, then answer
the questions below.

20. What is the relationship between French settlers and the French
Government?

21. Give an example of prior behavioral trait of the French and English
people which the author discusses.

22. What patterns of learned behavior become established between the
French and English?

23. What happened to the Dutch, Finns, and Swedish people?

24. Why ware the Indians to become involved in this conflict?

5/1



Atictimc

1. Page 125
2. The Founding Of A New Nation
3. Index Page 570
4. Dictionary of Historical Terms Page 645
5. To review and point out basic concepts empha -ized in the chapter.
6. Go to the Card Catalog and look under the author's name.
7. Eritannica, World Book, Colliers, etc. Alphabetical order.
8. Reader's Guide
9. Depending on schoolLibrary of Congress or Dewey Decimal.

10. 1365
11. Georgia
12. 61 million
13. 1 million
14. Different geographic sections of the United States.
15. Null And void.

,ople loyal to King George III
17 2ed soldiers
18. To influence the colonists to accept independence.
19. England wanted the colonists to pay their share of the French and Indian

war debt. The colonists weren't represented, therefore they shouldn't
be taxed.

:J. The King rules - subjects obeyed.
Queen Ann's War, King Williams War and King George's War.

22. War
23. Absorbed
24. t was their land.

READING LEVEL I " I. SCORE

Independent

Instructional

21 - 24

16 - 20

Frustration less the.a 16

Diagnostic information on parts of the book; use of resources; use of charts,
graphs, etc.; understanding vocabulary; noting the main idea; comprehension.

5

1.51
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1.52
CLOZETEST

- SUBJECT: Biology

GRAM 9th

BOOM: ISCS Green Version, High School Biolory
Band ?Wally and Company
Chicago, 1968

EDFCATOR: Paula Myers.

8C800L: Westerly Parkway Junior High School

Amer bag will hold potatoes, but it will not 1-old water very long: A

plastic bag will water, but oxygen will through the plastic fast
1 2

to keep a goldfish
4

in the water (but enough to keep
5

alive -- you need more than a goldfish does). paper bag is permeable
7 8

water but not to ; the plastic bag is to oxygen but not
9 10 11 12

meter. A :membrane that permeable to some substances - not to others is
13 14

to be dif-/rentially permeable.
15

molecules that diffuse easily cell membranes are those
-fr- 17 18

meter, carbon dioxide, and . Many ions of inorganic also diffuse easily.
19 20

But molecules of many compounds are dissolved or suspended the
21 22 23

cell are too to pass through the membrane by diffusion.
24 25

The in which any given of molecule or ion is determined, as
28

we discussed above, by its . If the concentration is outside the-17 30 31
cell, the of diffusion is into cell. The direction is if the

32 33 3ft

concentration is within the cell.
35

Differential is of special importance we consider the water--76 37
diffusion of a cell. Let assume that Compound X, molecules are

38 39 40
too large diffuse through the cell , is found in a high

41 42 43
concentration within a but does not occur the fluid outside the

44 45 46
First, Imagine that the has no membrane. The for the solution to

47 48
unilorm results in the of the molecules of E the area of their

50 51
concentration to the area their lower concentration.

52 53

5r_



ANSWERS
1.53

1. bold 15. :said 28. diffuses 41. to
2. pass 16. Among 29. have 42. membrane
3. enough 17. through 30. concentration 43. relatively
4. alive 13. of 31. greater 44. cell
3. not 19. ox; Sea 32. direction 45. in
6., yo 20. substances 33. the 46. cell
7. =am 21. the 34. outward 47. cell
8. The 22. that 35. higher 48. tendency
9. to 23. inside 36. permeability 49. become
10. potatoes 24. large 37. When 50. diffusion
11. permeable 25. cell 38. relationships 51. from
12. to 26. direction 39. ns 52. higher
11. Is 27. -Ind 40. whose 53. of
14. and

READING LEVEL CLOZE TEST SCORES

Independent 30-53

InstructIonia 23-29

Fri Atrial= 0 - 22



CLOZE TEST

SUBJECT :. Business Mathematics

GRADE: 9th

SOURCE: General Business For Economic Understanding
DeBrum, Haines, Milsbary, Crable
South-Western Publishing Company

Dixie Vogt

SCOOOL Penns Valley Junior High School

It is risky for a traveler to carry a large sum of money, since it can e

easily lost or stolen while he is moving about and staying in strange places.

It is also inconvenient him to try to his traveling expenses with
1 2 3

checks, since he will dealing largely with strangers will not know
4

whether checks are good. Even orders and bank drafts not be entirely
6 7 8

satisfactory, the traveler may not able to get the that is necessary

5

1.54

9 10
in such forms.

12

11

Special forms making payment have been for the traveler's use.

13 14

forms are known as checks. They can be at banks, office of

15 16 17 18

companies, travel bureaus, and Western Union offices. A charge, in

19 20

addition to face value, is made travelers checks. They can bought

21 22 23

in convenient denominations _as $10, $20, $50, $100.

24 25

The travelers check two spaces for the signature. When he buys
26 27

checks, the traveler signs in the presence of agent. When a check
-15- 29 30

cashed, it is signed in the presence of person cashing it. The
31 32 33

of the two signatures adequate identification.
34 35

Travelers checks commonly accepted by banks, companies, hotels,

36 37

restaurants, stores, other organizations throughout the . Almost anyone

38 39

is willing accept a travelers check there is little chance its not

-Tr 41 42

being signed the right person.
43

When Suy travelers checks you immediately record the serial
45 46



of each cbsdk on fora that is generally
47

on the fort you also note the place

by the issuing agency.
48
date of each check

1.55

49

50 51

ANSTMRS

52

1. for 14. designed 27. traveler's 40. to
2. Pay 15. These 28. the 41. since

3. personal 16. travelers 29. each 42. of

4. be 17. bought 30. the 43. by
5. nbo 18. express 31. is 44. you

6. his 19. many again 45. should

reasonable.7. nextey 20. 33. the 46. number

8, nay 21. the 34. similarity 47. a
9. at 22. for 35. provides 48. furnished

10. be 23. be 36. are 49. Then

11. identification 24. such 37. transportation 50. should

12. cashing 25. and 38. and 51. and

13. for 26. provides 39. world 52. cashed

BUD= LEVEL CLOZE TEST SCORES

Independent 29 - 52

Instructional 22 - 28

Frustration 0-21



SUBJECT:

GRADE:

SOURCE:

EDUCATOR:

.SCODOL:

CLOZE TEST

English

7th

"Get It OW
Car And Driver
April, 1976

Peens Valley Junior High School

CLOZE PROCEDURE

I thought I'd meet them coming around the lagoon, so I pulled off the road onto

1.56

a flat tongue of land sticking out into Cie water and waited, listening for the

sound of their- engines. Across the lagoon, a

out of the water,
2 3

The morning sun sparkled
6

1

ring of wooden houses

the Pacific, but the

lagoon was still in
8 9

otill hadn't come, IAfter a while, when

Beach anyway.

10
I thought

away, the Bolinas headland

on stilts around its

around the edge of
4

7

to drive on toward
11 12

sight get up onto escarpment above Stinson

13
before cane so I could

15 16
village, swarming across the

19

fifty motorcycles __all. I waited
21

intersection and then wheeled my
24

I the first backmarkar at

23-- 27

brown jacket and white helmet.-11
He was too wooden go quickly.

32
him going under the beyond the

35

sight the whole pack. It

37 38

edge alive with them, darting

14
them stream by. But met them right in

17

past Ed's Superette in fileabout
19 20

until last of them had the

22 23

car around went after them.

40

5

25

head of the lagoon. was wearing a
28

rode stiffly, awkward and
30 31

I passed and the man ahead
33 34

bridge. Around headland I ca.ght
36

stringing out fast. The by the water's

39

leaning and twisting like

41 42

60



Chasing over a lake.
43

leaders were already rounding
44

1.57

nest bluff, a half

across the inlet. I I'd never catch the
45 46

ANSWERS

47

1. tile - 13. I 25. and 37. of
2. 14. the 26. caught 38. was
3. a 15. they 27. the 39. rota
4. standing 16. watch 28. He 40. was
5. bps* 17. I 29. leather il. and
6. on 18. the 30. He 42. swallows
7. road 19. intersection_ 31. upright 43. the
S. the 20. double 32. to 44. the
9. shadow 21. in 33. hint 45. stile

10. they 22. the 34. of 46. knew
11. decided 23. cleared 35. trees 47. front - runners

12. Stinson 24. I 36. the

READING LEVEL CLOZE TEST SCORES

Independent 27 - 47

Instructional 21 - 26

Frustration 0 - 20
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1.58
CLOZE TEST

SUJECT: English

GLADE: 7th - 9th

SOURCE: Separate Peace
John Heavies
HatHillan and Company
New York, New York, 196(

EDUCATOR: Daniel Gallagher

SCHOOL: Penns Valley Junior High School

the tree was tremendous; an irate steely black steeple beside the river. I

was dammed if climb it. The hell it. No one but Phiness think

1 2 -c-
up such a idea.

4
He, of course, nothing the slightest bit about it. He wouldn't,

5 6

wouldn't admit it if did. He Phineas.
8

"What like best about this ," he said in that of his, the

9 10 11

equivalent sound of a hypnotist's ...._, 'what I like best this tree is

12 13 14

that such a cinch!" Be his eyes wide and us his maniac look,

15 16 17 18

only the smirk of vide mouth with his lip protruding reassured as

19 20 21

wasn't completely goofy.

"Is what you like best," said sarcastically. I said lot of
22 23 24

things sarcastically summer. That was my summer, 1942.

25 26
"Aey-ash," said. This weird New affirmative always made as _____,

27 28 29

as //nay knew, so had to laugh, which we feel less sarcastic less
30 31 32

scared.

"There were others with us -- Phineas those days almost always

33 34 35

in groups the size a hockey' team -- and stood with as looking masked

36 37 38

apprehension from him the tree. Its soaring trunk was set with
39 40

wooden pegs leading up a substantial limb which farther toward tha water.

42 43

on this limb, you by a prodigious effort far enough out into
---!--

45 46 47

river for safety. So had heard. At least 17 -year -old bunch do it;

48 49 50

but they a crucial year's advantage us.

51 52

6
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CLOZE TEST

sinuicr: English

GRADS: 8th

SOURCE: The Pigman
Paul Zindel
Dell Publishing Company
letr York, New York, 1968

EDUCATOR: Cynthia Shirey

SCHOOL: Perms Valley Junior High School

1.60

I sat in a creaky wooden chair near the window, and I could feel a terrible

draft. Outside, the gamma and it looked very . There were a lot

1 2

pine trees, and the was sticking to them. dawned on se then a strain

4 5 6

it must been on Et. Pignati have trudged all the down to see the

7 8 9

. He had even shoveled walk outside, which I vas fur us. And

10 11 12 13

at that moment, for reason at all, I the old lady at street saying

"Death is
17

14

"Anybody hungry?" I asked,

. I cane back with
20 21

up. The TV
24

"Hurray for Hollywood...

15 16

out to the kitchen vithort waiting for an

18 19

candy on a plate. I wanted WA to everybody

22 23

certainly doing the best cold, with a blonde singing

25 26

" as two hvndred chorus lifted her up into air.

"Have a piece
-"Yr

hypnarte.d by that

33

his mouth looking.
36

27 2d

candy?" I asked, offering

he simply reached ever

Then a comedian told a joke we at.
37 38

34

29

plata to John. He so

31 32

grabbed a piece and it in

"John," I whispered, "

35

think right now is good time." I got and

39 40 41

turned the TV and waited for John otart.

42

He 'poke very
44

" Pignatti -"
46

"Yes?"

"Hr. Pignati,
47

43

over what we had to tell the Pigman.

45

something Lorraine and I we should tell you."

48

Cr



1.61
ANSWERS

1. fallins 13. just 25. it 37. finally
2. pretty 14. no 26. starlet 38. laughed
3. of 15. remembered 27. La-La-La-De-Dm 39. 1
4. snow 16. Chambers 23- boys 40. a
3. it 17. coming 29. the 41. up
6. what 18. Fang 30. of 42. down
7. have 19. again 31. the 43. to
8. to 20. answer 32. 10115 44. nervous
9. vay 21. some 33. starlet 45. decided10. baboon 22. all 34. and 46. Mr.U. the 23. cheer 35. stuck 47. there 'a

12. knew 24. was 36. without 48. think

READING LEVEL CLOZE TEST SCORES

Independent 27 - 48

Instructional 21 - 26

Frustration 0 - 20

65



-
CLOP,. TEST

EJECT: Bowe Economics

OMAN: 7th and 8th

SOURCE: So You Are Ready To Cook
Mary Ann Duffle
Burgess Publishing Company
Minneapolis, Minnesota, 1974

1DOCATOR: Connie Martin

SCHOOL: Park Forest Junior High School

The story of nutrition is exciting and it is one we all should know in

1.62

order to develop good food habits. Nutrition is a science deals with the
1

food eat and bow the uses it--the series processes by which the
2 3 4- 5

is Changed to nourish bodies. Our bodies must able to build skin, ____,
6 7 8

blood, nerves, muscle tissues, all the other tissues in healthy body
9 10

the food we eat. need food for energy work and play, to , to

11 12 13 14

breathe, and to the heart beating.Tr
Less two hundred years ago, began investigating the relationuhip

16 17
food and good health, that time a French discoverer that the source

18 19 20
body energy is the burning of food. World continued tc investigate

21 22 23
the between food and good . In 1911, an English established that

24 25 26
vitamins and are essential to our for growth and normal . Since then,

27 20 29
scientists have fifty to sixty nutrients. , it is necessary to a

30 31 32
variety of foods will provide the essential the body needs from Four

Food Groups.
33 34 35

Good requires a knrvledge of the human body needs how to acquire
K 37 38

it. . nutrition is one of most important scientific explorations.
39 40 41

food industry is one the largest and most industries in the world.
42 43 44

processors are pursuing scientific programa to help meet needs of the
45 46

future. the excitement and drama the moon orbital flight? exploratIm
-.47- 48 49

int, space would impossible without the proper for good nutrition.
50 51

6C



1.63
ANSWERS

1. that 14. move 27. minerals 40. our
2. vs 15. keep 28. bodies 1. The

3. body 16. than 29. developmcit 42. of

4. of 17. science 30. discovered 43. important

5. food 18. between 31. Therefore 44. Food

6. our 19. At 32. select 45. research

7. be 20. chemist 33. that 46. the

8. bone 21. of 34. substances 47. Remember

9. and 22. slow. 35. the 48. of

10. needed 23. scientists 36. nutrition 49. lien's

11. from 24. relationship 37. what 50. be,

12. Tour 25. health 38. and 51. food

13. for 26. scientist 39. Today

READING LEVEL CLOZE TEST SCORES

Independent 29 - 51

Instructional 23 - 28

Frustration 0 -22

6



1.64

CLOZE TEST

SOSJECT: Hone Economics

GRAM 7th - 86

SOURCE: The World Of Food
Ira Medved

Ginn and Company
Lexington, Massachusetts, 1973

EDUCATOR: Peggy Campbell

SCHOOL: Westerly Parkway Junior High School

The recipe is a blueprint or a pattern tL follow is preparing foods. It will

tall you ingredients to use and to put them together. recipe has
1 2 3

two important : (1) a list of ingredients ; and (2) directions for
4 5

combining to make a specific product. Moat foods undergo kind of
6 7 8

preparation for table. There are so many recipes as th. Na are to
9 10 11

prepare food, sone and some simple.
12

The used and the directions in a recipe for particular product
13 14 15

follow special or principles which are upon science. From science
16 17 18

learn what nutrients are food and how these will react to certain
19 20 21

procedures. Science tells us protein wdll coagulate or firm when heated,
22 23

and at high temperatures will toughen due to of water. We also learn that
24 25

contain protein. By applying information to ee cookery, know that
-yr- 27 28
heat will egg protein to become , and that low temperatures be used-Tr 30 31
to prevent of egg protein. All recipes are built around cookery

32 33 34
principles. Since foods made of many ingredients contain a variety of

35 36 37
cookary.is based upon scientific principles.

38

For good in preparing foods, it best to select tested standard-
39 40 41

iced recipes. A tested standardized recipe is one which the proportion of
42 43

has been carefully adjusted the directions for making follow the
45 46

rwl'es of . By following a standardized carefully, you can produce
47 48 49

bi4b quality product every time. recipes are given in book and hizort
50 51

6S



in government publications, in

newspapers and magazines.

and food processor's booklets,
53 54

ANSWERS

1.65
in

1. which 14. given 27. this 40. is
2. how 15. a 28. we 41. or
3. Each 16. rules 29. cause 42. or
4. parts 17. based 30. firm 43. in
5. used 18. we 31. should 44. ingredients
6. them 19. in 32. toughening 45. and
7. food 20. nutrients 33. good 46. food
8. same 21. cooking 34. sound 47. science
9. the 22. that 35. are 48. recipe

10. different 23. become 36. which 49. a
11. ways 24. it 37. nutrients 50. Tested
12. complicated 25. loss 38. many 51. this
13. Ingredients 26. eggs 39. results 52. cookbooks

53. manufacturer's
54. and

READING LEVEL CLOZE TEST SCORES

Independent 31 - 54

Instructional 24 - ZO

Frustration 0 -23

61



1.66
CLOZE TEST

SUBJECT: Industrial Arta

GRADE: 8th

SOURCE: General Metals, 2nd EditiJt
John Feirer
McGraw-Hill Rook Corpanf
New York, New York, 1959

EDUCATOR: John L. Kubalak

SCHOOL: Penns Valley Juniof-HKgh School

Metal casting consists in making a mold that ccntains a cavity, or opening,

of the shape of the product. Molten metal is poured this mold. The molten
1

is allowed to cool harden. It therefore takes shape of the cavity
2 3 4

the mold.

Castings are in many different ways by many different processes,
6 7

they all follow the procedures described here. First pattern of
I- 9 10
mood, metal, ____.0 or we is made. is slightly larger than finished

11 12 13
casting, but exactly _. In most cases, original pattern is made

14 15 . 16

wood. However, in high , where maty castings are from one pattern, the
17 18

is metal. In some , plastic patterns are used place of metal patterns.
19 20 21

pattern oust be slightly to allow for the of metal when it . The
22 23 24 25

pattern must also made larger in the that may require machining
26 27 20

The pattern is used make the mold. We make a sand mold, it one
29 30 31

of the main ways of casting. pattern is placed in box, or flack, as
32 33 34

is called, and then is packed around the . Since the flask is
35 36 37 38
in two or more ____, it can be taken and the pattern removed. the pattern

39 40 41
is removed, gate is cut to pour, or sprue hole the mold closed. If

42 43 44

finished castiag wet have or other openings through ____, special sand
45 46 47

cores are in the mold before . The molten metal is into this cavity.
-Tr 49 50

11)



ANSWERS 1.67

1. into 14. like 27. areas 39. parts
2. metal 15. the U. later 40. apart
3. and 16. cf 29. to 41. after
4. the 17. production 30. shall 42. a
5. in 18. made 31. which 43. the
6. produced 19. pattern 32. five 44. and
7. and 20. cases 33. The 45. the
8. but 21. in 34. a 46. holes
9. general 22. The 35. it 47. it

10. a 23. larger 36. sand 48. placed
11. plastic 24. shrinkage 37. pattern 49. closing
12. This 25. cools 38. made 50. poured
13. the 26. be

READING LEVEL MAZE TEST SCORES

Inlependent 29 - 50

Instructional 22 - 28

Frustration 0-21



CLOZE TEST

SUBJECT: Mathematics

GRADE LEVEL 9th

SOURCE: Basic Computer Concepts
Reimer, et. al.
Bogdan and Quigley, Inc.
Tarryton-on-Hudson, New York

EDUCATOR: Kurt Breon

1.68 1

SCHOOL: Penns Valley Junior High School

It was pointed out earlier that computers can add, subtract, multiply, and

divide. In addition, computers can certain other functions
1

what from computer to . Essentially, however, all computers

and our computer, BYCCHP, will to illustrate these bas
5 6

event, it always true that there a limited number of

any given can follow. Thus if
11

you must first tell
14

_be stated in terms
17

- which 11011M

In similar ways
4

In any
7

instructions that.
9 10
have a problem that want a computer to

12 13
computer how to do ; moreover, all your instructio

15 16
operations that the .x.iputer .

18 19

world" was mode by
21

century's most brilliant nathemeticians. realize:
24

represented in binary form,
26

problem. This meant that themselves
29

One of the important contributions to the "
20

von Neumann, one of
22 23

that just as and numeric information could
25

could instructions for solving
---rr"-- 28
could also be in the computer. Before

-Tr-
uer* externally programmed in

33

load* this discovery,

to obtain an

31

sense that the computer

34
instruction some outside source, execute instruction, then secure its

35

instruction, and so on. you will learn, this--rr 38 39
state because among other , it limited the speed the

41 42
computer to the of the unit for instructions. The result of

43 44 45
able to store a internally led to an zaze important development, however,

32

a very unsatisfactorr

47



it became possible to
49

that computer could modify its

1.69
instructions for a computer such a way

50

program. This was an of great

Importance
51

and
52

will learn more about
53

in a su'Jsequert chapter.

54

AllSWAS

55

1. perform 15. the 29. instructions 43. speed
2. vary 16. it 30. stored 44. Imputt Ins

3. computer 17. must 31. von 45. being
4. perform 18. of 32. computers 46. program
5. thus 19. can 33. the 47. even
6. serve 20. most 34. had 48. for

7. operations 21. computer 35. from 49. write
8. is 22. Sobn 36. the 50. in
9. is 23. this 37. next 51. the

10. basic 24. Ee 38. As 52. ova
11. computer 25. alphabetic 39. was 53. outcome
12. you 26. be 40. of 54. you

13. you 27. so 41. things 5`. it

14. solve 28. a 42. of

READING LEVEL CLOZE TEST SCORES

Independent

Instructional

Frustration

33 - 55

27 - 32

0 -26

7L,



1.70
CLOZE TEST

SUBJRCT: Science

GRADE: 8th

SOURCS: Probing The Natural World, Vol. 2
Intermediate Science Curriculum Study
Silver Burdett Company, 1971

EDUCATOR:

SCOOOL: Westerly Parkway Junior Fish School

Sherlock Dolmas of detective-..tory feme had an assistant, Dr. Watson, who

was usually baffled by the clues that led to the solutiln of a crime. Holmes

maid often say him, "It's elementary, my Watson, elementary!"

1 2

Is could as easily have said, " simpler The word elementary
3 4 5

simplicity. But a scientist, hearing the word elementary, also think of

6

the or so elements that up all matter.
8 9
Is a good way to of matter -- that it so simple? Does all

10 11 12 13

really involve only 100 eo elements? Your particle says co, and several

14 15

you've done support this . For example, if you Excursion 4-3, you

--ir 17 13
found the element carbon was such things as styrofoam, ., and

19 20 21

turpentine. In Chapter 4, found the elements copper iodine in several

22 23

quits looking chemicals. From the:A , you would expect that materials

24 25 26

would contain one more elements in common.
27

this Chapter, you will this portion of your model for matter.
-11- 29 30

In to looking at chemicals the laboratory shelf, you try to find out
7T. 32 33

ordinary bousenold materials have element in common. If do, then
34 35 36

your model be supported. You will even more reason to that 100 or

37 :'.3 39

so really can combine to the variety of matter the world around yon..

,r) 41 42

7



ANSWERS 1.71

1. to 12. is 23. and 33. will

2. deer 13. matter 24. different 34. if

3. just 14. -r 25, observations 35. an

4. It's 15. model 26. other 36. they

3. implies 16. investigation° 27. cr 37. will

6. upon 17. idea 28. in 38. have

7. may 18. did 29. test 39. believe

8. 100 19. that 30. particle 40. elements

9. maks 20. in 31. addition 41. give

10. this 21. wood 32. from 42. in

11. think 22. you

READING LEVEL CLOZE TEST SCORES

Independent 24 - 42

Instructional 19 - 23

Frustration 0 - 18

'7
t,



CLOZE TEST 1.72

SUBJECT: Social Studies

GRADE: 7th

BOURCS: Worn Backounds For American History
Sibling, King, and Harlow
Laidlmw Brothers
River Forest, Illinois

EDUCATOR: Harry Dissinger

SCHOOL: Harrisburg Middle School

pyramid is a large, four-sided structure that comes to a point at the top.

---Theirrommide-ef-Egypt ----built-of-heavy stone- -They served as tombs
1

Egyptian kings.
3

The blocks skillfully carved and carefully into place. Even
4 5

though mortar was used, some were so yell constructed a knife
6 7 8

blade could be inse-rted in the between blocks. The Great near
9 10 11

Gisth has sides 755 long. Yet, it was well laid out that
12 1.3 14

longest side of the is only six-tenths an inch longer than other
15 15 17

other sides.

The Olympic originated in Grence, but one knows when they
18 19 20

first held. Ty 776 B.C., they an important part of life. Every four
21 22

years, from all the city- gathered in the plains Olyup4- near
13-- 24 25

Elio, Greece. they tested their skill strength in a variety
26 27 28

sum. This Olympics were

29
important that time was by them. The four-

745
span between games was as an Olympiad.

31 32

When Romans built a town, left a space in middle for aB. 34 35
forum. forum was the center the town's life and . Large cities

36 37 38
had several.

Roman Forum was actually center of the whole . Bore vas
40 41



the Senate wher,t the Roman Sepators

world. Sere were beautiful
-4-. 45
strolled important ""- gentlemcn in their flowtog

7
soldiers marched the arches when they

49 50
tribunes addressed the people,

decisions that affected the
43

for worship of the gods. Rare
46

. Here victorious
48

from battle. And here
51

to expressoften gathered in the

1.73

satisfaction or
52

ANSWERS

53

54

1. were 15. pyramid 29. so 43. mode
2. blocks 16. of 30. measured 44. whole
3. for 17. tae 31. year 45. temples
4. were 18. gases 32. known 46. Roman
5. put 19. no 33. the 47. Romeo
6. no 20. were 34. they 48. robes
7. pyramids 21. were 35. the 49. under
8. that 22. Greek 36. The 50. returned
9. not 23. athletes 37. of 51. the

10. cracks 24. states 38. government 52. who
11. Pyreedd 25. of 39. The 53. Form
12. feet 26. There 40. the 54. anger
13. so 27. and 41. empire
14. the 28. of 42. building

BEADING LEVEL. CLOZE TEST SCORES

Independent 31-54

Inetructional 24-30

Frustration 0-23



CLOVE TEST

SUBJECT: Social Studies

GRAM 9th

SCORCH: Challenge And Change: United States History
sibling, Jackson and Perrone
Lela's Brothers
River Forest, Illinois, 1973

ODOCATOR: Fred Johnson

SCODOL: Penns Valley Junior High School

1.74

American industry today produces got-1s of all kinds at rates unknown even

a ball century ago. It is able to so largely because of combination
1 2

of a few ideas into the system called mass production.. One
3 4 5

these ideas is the of a moving assembly . The man who lad vey in
6 7 8

applying this was Henry Ford. More a century earlier, "11 bad
9 10 11

successfully developed the of interchangeable parts. And had bwen used
12 13

to standardised products in American before the Civil War. the74- 15 16
assembly-line techniques Ford introduced significantly changed

17 18
production process.

In 1913, was building his Model-T by :ming a stationary _____, the
19 20 21

laborers moving to work which was in fixed place. In this it took
22 23 24

over twelve of labor to assemble Model-T chassis. Bet by Ford had
25 26 27

revolutionized his . He first split the work into many small , each
-378 23 30

Laborer performing one two tasLa. Then, the assembly lira vas introduced.
31 32

1- laborer performed his appointed as the work moved on a conveyor
-3 34 35

belt. this way, Ford Motor was soon producing a in only one and
36 37 38 39

half hours -- one-eighth the time needed before.
40

--rr-
success with the moving__

43

line Groused the interest other
-4-

industrialists. Soon the was being used in factories and in other .

44 45 46
And today some fora the moving assembly line used in almost every

47 43 49
that produces large quantities goods.

50



ANSWERS 1.75

1. do 14. produce 27. 1914 40. of
2. the 15. factories 28. production 41. Ford's
3. simple 16. But 29. production 42. ansenbly
4. often 17. which 30. tasks 43. of
5. - of 18. the 31. Or 44. plan
6. use 19. Ford 32. moving 45. other
7. line 20. automobile 33. by 46. industries
8. the 21. assembly 34. task 47. of
9. idea 22. the 35. by 48. is

10. than 23. one 36. In 49. industry
11. Whitney 24. way 37. Ccmpany SO. of
12. principle 25. hours 38. car
13. machines 26. one ,39. one

READING LEVEL CLOZE TEST SCORES

Lidependent 27-50

Instructioral 21-26

Frustration 0-20



2.1

II. GROUPING ,ROCEDURES

After the classroom teacher has assessed the reading levels of his students
and determined their areas of skill weaknesses and strengths, he say_ begin to
group his students for instruction.

The following section presents various plans for grouping both according to
reading level, -- i.e. Independent, Instructional, Frustration -- and according
to reading skill areas of Vocabulary, ComprehensiLn and Study Skills.

Some teachers also suggested further non-reading grouping patterns which
have been included in this section.

Contents Of This Section

A. Grouping By Informal Reading Inventory Scores

B. Grouping By Cloze Scores

C. Grouping By Criteria Other Than Reading

j



GROUPING IT:

SUBJECT:

EDUCATOR:

SCHOOL:.

GROWING

Informal Reading Inventory/Skills

English

Drucie Conner

Park Forest Junior High School

Independent Level Instructional Level

lathy P.
Lima I.
Catherine G.
Bob K.
Francolse L.
Jennie L.
Wendy M.
Andy N.
Eric S.

Dee K.
Steven M.
Heather R.
Janine S.
Lynne S.
JOenneA..
Jon V.
Randy VI

Ann P.
Andy S.

2 . 2

Scores/Reading Level

Frustration Level

Mary J.
Iteetber M.

Scott S.
Rusty V.
Chris V.

STUDY SKILLS: All students performed well in this area, therefore, it
rill be emphasized at neither the general, nor individual
level. Rather, it will be reinforced periodically.

VOCABULARY SKILLS: All but the following students need help here: Kathy P.,
Catherine G., Laura I., Andy M., Eric S. The entire class
will work on prefixes, suffixes, roots, and parts of speech.
Those students listed may read freely during this time, or
help classmates.

CCEPREHENSION SKILLS: Various levels of questions will be :aced to accommodate
the charts above. Furthermore, those at the frustration
level will work with an aide or -e.



MUM
CHOCIIIC BY: informal Reading Inventory/Skills Scores /Reading Levels

soma: Home Economics

EDUCATOR: Margaret Campbell

SCHOOL: Westerly Parkway Junior High School

I
Student's Name kart, of Use of Understanding Comprehension Total

Book Resources Vocabulary

2.3

Dana B. 3 2 9 15 29
Erase P. 3 2 9 18 32
Linda G. 5 2 9 20 36
Lisa H. 4 2 9 14 29
Johanna H. 5 2 9 16 32
Busy L. 4 2 9 14 29
Nora No 3 2 9 22 36
Lisa M. 3 2 8 7 20
DendyN. 5 2 9 24 40
Peggy S. 3 0 9 8 20
Caroline S. 2 2 8 11 23
Nancy S. 5 2 9 21 37
Man T. S 2 9 25 41
Debbie W. 3 2 9 14 28
Beth W. 5 2 8 23 38
Chris W. 4 3 9 21 37
Zarin Y. 5 3 9 24 41
Jo-Jo T 0 0 0 0

Parts Of Book

Dans B.
Irene P.
Nora M.
Lisa H.
Peggy S.
Carolina S.
Debbie W.
Jo Jo T.

GROUPINGS /SKILLS

Using Resources

Peggy S.
Jo Jo T.

Vocabulary:

Lisa M.
Caroline S.
Beth W.
Jo Jo T.

ComprAension

Lisa H.
Sassy L.

Lisa M.
Peggy S.
Caroline 8.
Debbie W.
Jo Jo T.



Endo:wade:It

Dana D.
Irene F.
Linda G.
Lisa R.
Johanna R.
Susy L.
Vera K.

Mandy M.

Mangy S.
Ellen T.

Debbie W.
Deth W.
Chris W.

Karin T.

pROVPIRC/LEITPLS

Instructional

Lisa M.
Peggy S.
Caroline S.

2.4

Frustration

Jo Jo T.



GB.00711iG EY:

SUBJECT:

EDUCATOR:

SCHOOL:

Informal Reading

Social Studies

Richard Henderson

Penns Valley Junior

GROUPING

Level

2.5

Inventory/Skills Scores/Reading

Mill School

INFORMAL READING INVENTORY SCORES

Student Textbook IMC Maps Meaning Main Comps- Overall
Skills Skills Etc. from Idea hension

Context

Crvetol B. 4 4 5 4 2 1 20
Pam B. 3 2 5 1 0 1 12
Missy IS 4 4 5 2 2 2 19
Debbie B. 5 2 5 4 0 1 17
Luther D. 4 5 4 4 2 2 21
Lisa D. 3 1 3 2 2 2 13
Joe E. 4 3 4 2 1 1 15
Rick E. 2 3 c

- 4 2 0 16 .
Lt fie G. 3 3 3 2 0 0 11
Laura G. 4 3 0 4 2 2 '15
Kis H. 5 3 5 3 2 1 19
Susan I. 3 3 4 3 2 1 16
Rowena J. 5 3 4 2 2 1 17
Todd J. 4 2 4 1 1 1 13
Colleen K. 4 2 3 3 2 2 16
Carol K. 4 3 5 5 2 1 20
Melody L. 1 2 2 2 1 1 9
Jeff M. 3 2 4 3 2 1 15
Steve M. 4 3 5 3 2 2 19
Lori M. 4 4 3 4 2 0 17
Kevin M. 5 z 3 4 2 2 18
Bryan M. 2 3 2 3 2 1 13
Eric O. 3 2 4 3 2 0 14
David R. 4 4 4 4 2 2 20
Kevin R. 3 4 5 3 2 1 18

GROUPING BY LTTLL

Main Idea

Pam B.

Debbie B.
Toe E.

Laurie G.
Todd J.
Melody L.

Maps, Graphs
and Charts

Lisa
Laura G.
Colleen K.
Lori M.
Kevin M.
Bryan M.



GROUPING BY LEVEL

Independent Instructional

Luther D. Crystol B.
Missy B.
Debbie B.
Rick F.
Sim H.

Susan I.
Rove= J.
Colleen K.
Carol K.
Steve M.
Lori M.
Kevin M.
David R.
Sevin R.

2.6

Frustration

PeolD.
Lien D.
Joe E.
Laurie G.
Laura G.
Todd J.
Melody L.
Jeff M.
Bryan M.
Eric 0.
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GROUPING

GROUPING BY: Informal Reading Inventory/Skills Scores

SUBJECT: American History

EDUCATOR: Bob Sealy

SCHOOL: Penns Valley Junior High School

Informal Reading Inventory Scores

2.7

Nome
I

Tart of
Book

II
Use of
Ream-
Tee!

iii ry
Use Note

Charts Voc.
Graphs

v
Note
Main
Ideas

vi \Compre-
pension

Possible Correct +7 +5 +5 +5 +2 +5

Adrian 7 4 n 2 1 0
Pays 5 3 c

3 3 3
Michele 7 5 4 5 2 4
Sharon 6 3 4 2 1 1
Jackie 6 2 2 4 0 2
Hike 5 3 3 1 1
Carol 7 5 5 5 2 2
Vickie 6 2 2 2 1 2
Wendy B. 6 2 3 2 1 2
Marie 6 2 4 1 1 1
Deanne 7 5 5 5 2 5
Eathleen 7 5 5 5 2 4
William 7 5 5 5 2 5
Jeffrey 6 2 3 2 2 0
Cynthia 6 1 3 1 0 0
Robert 3 3 3 2 1 1
Roger 4 4 4 2 1 1
Tina 3 2 2 1. 1 0
Martin 7 4 5 c

2 4
Donna 5 3 5 1 0 3
Thomas 7 5 4 5 2 4
Wendy 7 5 5 4 2 4
Cindy 6 2 3 3 1 1

GROUPING BY SKILLS

Parts Of suck Use Of Resources

Faye Jeffrey Adrian Jeff ry
Sharon Cynthia Faye Cynthia
Jackie Robert Sharon Robert
Mike Roger Jackie Roger
Vickie Tina Mike Tina
Wendy H. Donna Vickie Martin
Maria Cindy Wendy H. Donna

Marie Cindy



Use of Charts/Crap Vocabulary

Michele Jeffery Adrian Jeffery
Sharon Cynthia aye Cyntbia
Jackie Robert Sharon Robert
Nike Roger Jackie Roger
Vickie Tina Mike Tina
Wendy H. Thomas Vickie Donna
Ririe Cindy Wendy H. Wendy

Marie Cindy

Mein Ideas Comprehension

-Adrian Marie Adrian Jeffery
Faye Cynthia Faye Cynthia
Sharon Rob rt Mic"ABle Robert
Jackla Roger Sharon Roger
Mike Tina Jackie Tina
Vickie Donna Mike Martin
Wendy H. Cindy Carol Donna

Vick 'e Thomas
Wendy H. Wendy
Marie Cindy
Kathleen

2.8



2.9

GROUPING

GROUPING ET: Informal Reading Inventory/Skills Scores

SUBJECT: English

EDUCATOR: Doris Trueblood

SCHOOL: Penns Valley Junior High School

Part I: Using Parts of Magazine Part II: Use of Resources

Rick F.

Wayne T.

Part III: Use of Charts, Graphs

Rick F.
Wayne T.
Charles M.

Rick F.
Wayne Y.

Part IV: Understanding Vocabulary

Rick F. Albert M.
Kerry 3. Charles H.
Jon B. Floyd W.
David L. Sharon P.

Wayne Y.

Put V: Comprehension Part VI: Skil:min&

Rick F.
Kerry H.
Sharon P.
Wayna T.
Harold A.

Jon B.
David L.
Albert M.
Floyd W.

Rick F.
Kerry H.
Albert M.
Charles M.



GROW= BY:

SUBJECT:

IDOCATOR:

SCHOOL:

Sandra G.
Brenda B.
As R.
Michelle A.
Ell= S.
May P.
Wilma V.

Elenther W.
Bothell. B.
Masan M.
Marleen S.

GROUPING

Informal Reading Inventory/Skills Scores

Home Economics

Ray Endres

Harrisburg Middle School

Informal Reading Inventory Scores

Parts of Main Coe Pre- Vocab-
Book Ideas hension ulary

Use of
Resources

3 2 3.5 4 1
3 2 3.5 3 0
3 2 4 4 2.5
2 2 0 0 0
3 2 4 2 .5
3 3 4.5 1 1.5
3 0 4.5 2 2.5
3 1 4 1 2.5
3 2 5 3. 0
2 2 3.5 2 2
3 2 3.5 0 0

2.10

Use of
Charts

GROUPING BY SKILLS

Parte of Book Main Ideas Comprehension Vocabulary

lachelle A. Wilma V. Sandra G. Michelle A
Magali M. Klanther W. Brescia B. Mary P.

Michelle A. 'leather W.
Magali M. Rochelle B.
Marleen S. Harlem S.

Use of Use of
Resources Charts

Brenda R. Sandra G.
Michelle A. Brenda B.
Rochelle B. Michelle A.
Marleen S. Klanther W.

Marleen S.

0
0
2
0
2
3

2
1
0
1
0



GROUPING BY:

SUBJECT:

EDUCATOR:

=OM:

Coocett Labeling

Raised B.
Richard B.
Tim C.
Chris D.
May B.
Janet M.
Lathy M.
Linda O.
Chris R.
Nark S.
Debbie W.

:MOWIG

Informal Reading Inventory /Skills Scores

Madkessatic3

Dotty Delafield

WasterlyParkway Junior High School

Book Skills

Richard B.
Chris D.
Mike W.

Graph Skills

Walef_d B.

Rosiest E.

Tim C.
Lisa C.
Debbie D.
Kathy M.
Linda 0.
Tad R.
Rachel R.
Lori S.
Lisa W.

Locating Information

John C.
Tim L.
Lisa C.
Linda 0.
Mark s.

Lisa W.
Mika W.

IsglaainmktIALE

Richard B.
Dana B.
MIkey U.
Ruby J.
Kim L.
Jan Mr.

Tad R.
Chris R.
Randy V.
Mike W.

Debbie W.
Jeannie W.

2.1/
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GROUPING IT

SUBACT:

EDUCATOR:

SCHOOL:

Informal Reading

Social Studies

Jeffry Wert

Penns Valley Junior

GROUPINa

ScoresInventory/Skills

High School

Informal Reading Inventory Scores

beat I(5) II(/) III(4) IV (1) V(3) VI(6)

Gail W. 0 -- 0 2 1 5*

Gay W. 1 MOM 1 1 1 6*

Dave W. 1 -- 0 2 2 5*

Ted D. 0 IFM, 0 3 3 2

Rabe to D. 2 -- 1 0 1 3

Ma M. 0 -- 0 2 1 2

Steve P. 2 101, 1 3 3 6*

Maly T. 3 -- 2 3 1 5

Elam T. 2 -... 2 3 3 6*

Tarry 144 0 1 1 2 1

Paul D. 2 -- 1 3 3 3

Alan C. 1 1 2 1 5*

Andy M. U -- 0 1 0 2

Timmy F. 1 -- 3 3 0 2

Carol R. 1 -- 0 1 2 5

Tsai G. 1 -- 1 1 3 3
Chester D. 3 -- 2 2 3 6*
Deb PL 1 -- 2 3 1 5

Cindy C. 1 -- 1 0 3 4
Crystal W. 1 1 2 1 3

Ed W. 1 -- 0 2 2 5

Carol L. 1 -- 1 1 0 1
Jeff H. 1 -_ 0 2 ,

., 5

Debbie Y. 4 -- 1 3 3 6
Eric C. 1 -- 2 1 0 2

Ravin B. 2 -- 1 2 3 6*

*Did not miser at least 4 questic,, of Part VI.

Main Idea

G^ OUP BY SKILLS

Word MeacinisContext Clues to

Dove W. Taal. G. Gail W. Alan C.
Ted D. Cheater D. Dave W. Tammy P.
Steve I. Cindy C. Ted D. Cheater D.
Barry T. Ed W. Tie M. D2b M.
Terry M. Jeff H. Steve F. Crystal W.
Paul D. Debbie K. Emily T. Ed W.
Carol R. Kevin B. Barry T. Jeff H.

Paul D. Debbie Z.
Kevin B.

9

2.12



GROUPING

GROUPING IT: Cloze Scores

SUBJECT. Industrial Arts

EDUCVOR: John Fubalak

SCNOOL: Penns Valley Junior High School

2.13

Independent Instructional Frustration

Frank Lynn Paul
Martin Randy Dave

.. Thomas Jerry LeRoy
William Jim Kinneth

Kevin
Adrian

MOO

9



2.14

GROUPING

GROUPING BY: Close Scores

SUBJECT: Home Econcmics

EDUCATOR: Connie Martin

SCHOOL: Park Forest Junior High School

Independent Instructional Frustration

lathy F. Jenny L. Handy MacE.

Cathy G. Nancy H. Julie S.
Sue S.
Lori B.
Stephanie J.
Holly P.
Sharon I.
Margo M.
Cindy 0.
Celeste N.
Tara Mc.
Debbie M.
Gail B.

4.1



2.15

GROUP ING

GROUPING BY: Cloze Scores

SUBJECT: Mathematics

EDUCATOR: Kurt Breen

SCHOOL: Penns Valley Junior High School

Independent Instructional Frustration

John, Chip Kim
Gordy Gary Todd
Cindy Doug Rod
Keith Ted Julie
Jeff Kant Ron
Rick Dave Rose
Dwight Joy
Roy



2.16

GROUPING

GROUPING BY: Close Scores

SUBJECT: Science

EDUCATOR: Kurt Eysenback

SCHOOL: Westerly Parkway Junior High School

Independent

Cloze Scores

Mike M. 15 Jeff 21

Oren 29 Mike G. '23

Kim 28 Chris 21

Mark 16 Lori M. 25

Caroline 18 Linda 24

Tad 19 Amy 23

Robbie 22 Jon 21

Nancy 24

Instructional Frustration

Oren 29 *Amy 23 Mirk 16

Kim 28 Robbie 22 ?tike M. 15

Lori M. 25 Jon 21

'Nancy 24 *Chris 21

Linda t4 *Jeff 21

Mike C. 20

Tad 19

Caroline 18

*Amy was placed in the grouping with frustration level. Although she scored 23,

she has a great deal of trouble with the science concepts, and needs the closer'
supervision.

*Chris and Jeff were also put under the restrictions of the frustration level.
These two students lack sufficient motivation to maintat, adequate progress without

clos- supervision.
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GROUPING

GIMPING B1: Close Scores

SUBJECT: Social Studies

EDUCATOR: Barry Dissinger

SCOWL: Harrisburg Middle School

Close Scores

Name Clore Z

Frank A. 44
Julian A. 26
Mark A. 67
Vernon A. 46
Tony C. 33
Ron G. 48
Ron J. 27
Vernon M. 54

Galen S. 37
Morris W. 33

Donna A. 50
Marie B. 24

Jackie G. 37

'Patricia G. 56
Llolita H. 30
Adrian H. 48
Pauline J. 52
Kim N. 30
Mary P. 26

Cornelia P. 44
Nancy S. 48
Charlene S. 48
Bertha S. 46
Careen T.' 52
Sheila V. 35
Dawn W. 69
Robin W. 57

David F. 46
Leslie G. 57

9
4.

2.17
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MEISISES.

Meth A.
Leslie C.
Dam W.
Raids W.

ONO

IMO

MI1

ONO

MI1

Instructional

Prank A.
Julien A.
Vernan A.
David F.
Patricia G.
Ronald G.
Adrian R.
Pauline J.
Vernon M.
Cornelia P.
Nancy S.
Charlene S.
Bertha S.
Carmen T.

9?

2.18

Fruntration

Julian A.
Marie B.
Tony C.
Jackie G.
Lolita R.
Ronald J.
Kim IR.

Mary P.
Galen S.
Sheila V.
Morris V.
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2.19

GROUPING

GROUPTOG IT: Interest

SUBJECT: Social Studies

ZDIELTOR: Harry Dissinger

SCOOOL: Harrisburg Middle School

INTEREST GROUPING

Choosing a certain topic and working on the material together to develop
a mmposite product is a common technique used for grouping students in the
social studies. Tor =ample, students interested in the topic "Pyramids of Egypt"
will yolk in one group. Students interested in the topic "Process of Numdficatiou"
will work in another group. A third interest group may be formed by students
working on the topic "Tutankhemon" and so en.

hers of groups varying in size are formed depending upon topic selection.
If this procedure is used, the students nay initiate the topics or the teacher
may suggest a list of topics to choose from.

9E
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GROUPING

CRUM= IT: Survey of Interest

SUBJECT: Mathematics

EDUCATOR: Dotty Delafield

SCHOOL: Westerly Parkway Junior Sigh School

PREFACE

Tour answer to these questions will help Mks. Melefiald to make lassoing

centers for you in the library. The centers will have math word problems end

I it than to be aboUt things you like.

=NET

Math word problems eons in all shapes, sixes, and different subjects.

Check the types of problems below that you like best.

sports goy and overtime

sewing recipes

money conversation

discount perimeter and area

interest

commission

miles and distance

Please list below any hobbies or interests you have.

2.20

If you-bad a whole Saturday to spend as you vented to, what would you do?

p

93



2.21
GROUPING

0001110 NT: irommOf Residence

SUBJECT: English

EDUCATOR: Candace Marion

!WOOL: Penns Valli, Junior High School

PREFACE

In the book, many references are made to areas in Pennsylvania and the Indian
tribes who lived in these areas. As part of our study of this novel, I plan to
bees my students explore their various backgrounds in connection with their ancestry
and the history of their "villages." Students will be grouped according to that
tows er arse they live in. Each group then is responsible for "digging up"
informaiden about the history of that tome. The emphasis will be on discovering
it tribes of Indians prevailed in the area, and any existing links to these tribes
is "current" families.

lea student within the group will also devise a family tree tracing his
cultural and heritage as far av he can. Any similarities found within mops will
be noted."

So, to initiate the activity described above, the class will be divided into
five groups. These groups wili be comprised of members who live in the same
puma' region of this valley. They will work:together in uncovering the background
of their home areas. Pollowing are the groups that will be used.

Centro Rail

Dews 0.
Jim B.
Don S.
Stave W.
Bornics W.

GRO771:G

Sp.fni; Hills

Ron R.
Dottie S.
Ian S.

Scott U.
Chuck W.

Woodward Aaroarburg.

Charlie R. Kevin R.
Nike Z. Allen V.
Polly W. Lonnie B.
Dena G. Berta N.

Urea R.
Carol7n W.

00

Jay S.
Brian B.
Peggy R.
Ron P.



GROUPIE

GROUPING DT: Vocational Shop Enrollment

SORACT: English

ODOCOOR: Doris TruebloOd

SCOOOL: Penns Valley Junior High School

Ante Body & Mechanics

Wayne!.
Harold A.
Albert N.

NUS V.

CarpentsT

Barry R.
David L.

Welding

Jon B.

19

Heavy Inuipment 4 Mechanics

Rick T.

Charles N.

Painting & Ditcoreting

Sharon !.

Radio &

Dan B.

2.22
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III. READDIC SKILL EXERCISF

3.1

After the students in-classes had been surveyed and grouped according to
. reading levels and skills, tiny were provided with content based instrection
at their reading level in those skill areas where they had demonstrated weaiusesses.

Using the list of skills provided by the project (see Appendix A3), work-
shop participants designed reading skill exercises.

The following exercises are classified according to the primary skill being
taught. The materiel under "Preface" is from the teacher and usually includes a

.statement of the type of classroom instruction provided prior to the students
:working of the exorcise.

Contents Of This Section

A. Vocabulary
Concept Labels q

Concept Labeling And Symbol
Identification

Context Clues
Context Clues, Phonics and Sound

Patterns, Concept Labels
Somonyme, Synonyms and Antonyms
Root Words and Affixes
toot Words and Affixes. Multiple

Meaning*

B. Comprehension
Interest Development, Motivation
Reading For Significant Detail
Reading To Locate Information
Understcnding The Main Idea
Recognizing Sequence and Relationships

in Tins, Place, Ideas, Events
or Steps

Understanding And Drawing Comparisons
And Contrast

Drawing Conclusions

C. Study Skills
Problem Solving
Graph, Chart, Table And Map Reading
Searching Skills
Yellowing Directions

1 0
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%.0 Dee tittles worts to fill io the blalOs below.

O
AS Olt

dish

'1410011410
WC01198

3.3
The blanks should go vim the

F 1.

II.

selvage

Sys
The piece of fabtie above is 1 ioehes vide.

This is a (lengthwise, crossvise) fad?

'&1 411

/-1/IV.
This is

a (lengthwis,erosawisa)
fold?

4441/
AVMS

1 0 1:



SSE: Concept Labels-

AUBJECT: Some Economics

CRAM LEVEL: 7th - 8th

EDUCATOR:

SCOWL: Westerly Parkway Junior High School

VOCABULARY

PREFACE

3.4

This exercise is used to teach sewing terms. It is necessary for the students
to learn the-meaning of these words in their construction unit beciuse they are used
jelefesely in pattern directions. I teach these words before the :students start to

-.tie penman in the 7th grade, and review them again in. eighth grade abases:

I tell students to reed the hand -outs with the definitions on then. I then
deoostrate the messing of these terms on a cloth sample.

The student then does a sample to illustrate the meaning of the terms and labels
each of the terms. They may Cheek then with my sample before banding them in.

EXERCISE

MIX SRAM -- means to cut away part of the seam.

GRADE SEAM -- cut each side of the seam to a different width.

CLIP SEAM moms to snip up to the machine stitching, usually done on a curve
or in a corner.

NOTCH SEEM -- means to snip the material to the stitching, cutting a V.

PIMA, SEAM -- a seam finish for material which does not ravel very such. The
seam is trimmed near the edge with pinking shears.

PIVOT -- to sew around a corner -- leave the needle in the fabric, raise the presser
foot, turn the material and lower the presser foot.

his NO714
6r-deieV

1-rthm

MP --------------- - - - - --

19:
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3.5
VOCAIIULAR_I

EXERCISE: ..;Concept Labels

_SWIM 'Science

sGRADO LIVE.: Sth

nociim Elaine Torch Schuckers

SCODOL: Park Forest Junior High School_

PREFACE

This 'hest 'Is used very early in the unit of study. The students use their
books and any resource book to find the answers. This sheet prepares them for
our unit by teaching them the correct scientific terminology.

. The student varied very bard on this They seem to enjoy the
challenge. Met only do-they learn the vocabulary, they also learn how to spell
the words. .

EXERCISE

ACROSS: DOWN:

2. A lowering of the body's temperature 1. An instrument in the bone which
is called ? . depends upon a bimetallic strip.

4. When a solid becomes a liquid it ? .

6. The amount of beat to raise 1 g of
matter l'C.

3. The temperature scale with 0" as
the freezing point and 100' as the
boiling point.

5. The temperature scale with absolute
8. Sidewalks ? in the summer. zero :marked on 't.

10. At 4'C as water freezes ? form.

11. When water turns to ice it ? .

13. When Medi turns from a liquid to a
gas it is called .

14. Temperature is a measure of the ?

kinetic energy of the molecules.

15. Heat is measured in ? .

17. A prefix :leaning one thousand.

19. This color reflects beat.

21. The temperature scale we use in
class. 20. The temperature scale you use at

home.

7. The material between the wells of
a house does what?

9. In the winter bridges ? due to
the cold.

10. A container used in-the color and
heat experiment.

12. Nabbing your hands tzgether is a
form of ? .

16. Dark colors do this to beat.

18. The freezing point of water on the
Centigrade scale.

23. The abbreviation for British
Thermal Unit is ? .

1 0 C



41-

F -ACROSS Continued:

24. Tim, study of vary low temperatures
sad their effects on materials.

25. Any material that is easily set on
fire.

27. The hest absorbed or given off when
a substance changes state, such as
beat required to salt ice or boil

29. Anything that has lass and occupies
space.

31.-A substance with little or no
electrical resistance, such as
certain metals cooled to
temperatures near absolute zero.

33. Efficielcy in a:Chines is reduced
become of ? which produces beat.

26. The energy of a body in notion.

37. Everything is made up of millions
of t which are in constant
motion.

39. ? built a thermometer in the 16th
century.

ACROSS:
2. Rypothsrsia
4. Melts
6. Specific
3. Expand

10. Crystals
11. freezes
13. Steam
14. Average
15. Calories
17. Kilo
19. White
21. Centigrade
23. E.T.D.
24. Cryogenics
25. Flawsab le

26. Elastic Energy
27. Latent Heat
29. Matter
31. Super Conductor
33. Friction
37. Molecules
39. Galileo

1n

ANSWERS

DOWN Continued:
3.6

22. A chemical reaction involving the
coebination of oxygen with a sub-
stance, it usually produces heat
and light.

24. The movament of but iaterial throng'.:
a gas or liquid.

28. The science dealing with rater in
the planes state. .

30. The organized body of kmowledge
about the universe and the maetiods
and attitudes related to the search ,

for near knowledge.

32. When you are sick you take your t .

34. TO change from a liquid to a gas:

35. The transfer of heat through space.

36. Causes air to cove, chews gator
to steam and IS often produced when
other forms of Energy are used up.

38. When we divide a thermometer into a
scale we drawl* are ? the
thermometer.

40. Because of nary= beating of the
earth ? are tauo.d.

DOWN:
1: Thermostat
3. Centigrade
5. Kelvin
7. Insulates
9. Contract

10. Can
12. Friction
16. AbsOrb
18. Zero
20. Fahrenheit
22. Combustion
24. Convection
28. Nignetolvdrodynesici
30. Science.

32. Temperature
34. 2Vaporation
35. Radiation
36. Neat
38. Calibrating
40. Wads
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VOrABULARY

MOROSE: Concept Labeling

SUBJECT: Mathematics

GRADE LEVEL: 7th - 9th

ELIWATOR:

SCHOOL: Penns Valley Junior High Saco/

PREFACE

3.8

This exercise is designed to develop sr' definitions. This would be
used at the end of a unit to tie in all the kiry that we used. This exercise
40 the student categorizing the vocabulary law the three main topics pf the unit.

good aspect about this particular problem is that a word can be put Inman than
one list. The student must ahoy a knowledge of all terms and their relatioashIps to
oscli other.

EEERCT.SE

In:SECTIONS: Following the list of words below, there are three categories. Place
each word under the category to which it belongs. If you believe a
word properly belongs under more thew one category, you may list it
more than once.

CIRCLE

semicircle -verticles
regions right
arc diameter
simple closed curve inscribed
perimeter segments
circumference center
*cute angles
scalene isosceles
chord central angle
diagonals equilateral
radius sides
obtuse sector

POLYGONS TRIANGLES

10"
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4.1SSIERS

CIRCUS: POLYGONS: TRIANGLES:

semicircle sides acute
arc verticles obtuse
circumference diagonals right
chord regions scalene
diameter simple closed curve isosceles
radius perimeter equilateral
center segments
central angle angles
sector inscribed



IMUCATOlts

SCBOOL:

VOCABULARY

Concept Labeling And Symbol Identification

Reading

7th

Susan Books

Harrisburg Middle School

3.10

PREFACE

the student will demonstrate understanding of vocabulary by labeling illustrations.
(Sometimes I have students meet words as in context of the story. In this
particular lesson I wanted to emphasize how author uses decription to make you
picture the events. I have taped the story students may listen and focus their
attention on this aspect of the author's still . I feel that in order not to interrupt
concentration, I should introduce the voca first so the students could picture
the scenes more accurately.)

I draw a large. illustration on the board in
completed their own papers they enjoyed going to
diagram. no ed many of the poorer students
while t were ening to the tape. I bal
while nth s this visual focus as o
ability concentrate on the spoken (a writt

=WISE

GHOST

DIRECTIONS: Look up the words listed below in the glossary !n the back of the book.
If the word is not there, use a dictionary. Write a short meaning. Then
match the word to the pictures on the next page by writing the word on
the line.

bored chalk. After the students
he board, filling in the larger

focused on the colored iLLUMMIMaelt
WOO merely enjoyed the illustration

poor listening skills and lack of
) word.

1. crag

2. lagoon

3. reef

4. island

5. eel

6. cavern

7. gills

S. dorsal

9. pandanus

111
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10. harpoon

Pandanus

Oceci1 Dorsal

Reef

Lagoon

Cavern

ONO

MIN

ANSWERS

1. A steep rock raising above the others.

2. Small pond of water connected to larger body of water.

3. Ridge near surface of the water.
4. Land completely surrounded by water.
5. Snakelike fish.
6. Cave.
7. Openings through Which fish breath.
8. Bank; on or near the back.

9. Tropical tree.
10. Speer or weapon used to kill fish.

43iO4.35; a zt

On the illustration above, the correct answers are those that are typed.

1 1
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EXEMCISE: Context Clues

SUBJECT: Reading

GRADE LEVEL: 8th

EDUCATOR: Belem Ban

SCOOOL: Harrisburg Middle School

PREPUCE

Uwe students read the handout sheet with statement by Pearl Salley (silently).
Discussion.

plain the importance and use of context clues.

Students will go aver pronunciation of new words on the board (cards).

/rim thi words on the board, the students will make an alphabetical
Students will be asked to read the list to the class.

Discuss the meaning of the words and their relationship to the statement by
Pearl Bailey.

Students will do exercise on word meanings.

EXCISE

Pearl Bailey, dymeic jazz vocalist, actress, author,.and U. S. diplomat,

commenting on the country's educational crisis: "A lot of it stems from the dress.
The children get sloppy, the teachers get sloppy and graffiti goes up on the out-

side of the building and changes the whole atmosphere. Teachers have lost their

authority and have lost their enthusiasm. What are they supposed to do?...Teach
theite Or home train then?"

Words On The Board (Word Cards):

1. dynastic 7. educational
2. vocalist 8. crisis

3. actress 9. graffiti
4. author 10. atmosphere

3. diplomat 11. authority
6. comment 12. enthusiasm

Mike an alphabetical list. Write the words in alphabetical order in the blank

spaces below.

1. 7.

2. 8.

3. 9.

4. 10.

3. 11.

6. 12.



Vhst do the words meant Wits the words next to their meanings.

13. eager, interest

power to enforce obedience

13. surrounding influence

16. drawing or writing scratched or scribbled on a wall

17. point at which a change must come, either for the better or mores

18. having to do with learning

19. a short statement that explains something that has been said, written,

3.13

or dons.

20. person whose work is the management of relations between his nation
and other nations.

21. person who writes books, poems, stories, or articles; writer

22. girl or woman actor

23. singer

24. active; forceful

Match the words with their meanings. Match the vocabulary words on the left with
the meanings on the right. Write the correct letter in the blank space nest to the
vocabulary word.

25. vocalist s. having to do with learning

26. dynamic b. mention, remark

27. author c. an ambassador or statesman

28. actress d. writer

29. comment e. show girl

30. diplomat f. energetic

31. crisis g. power to enforce

32. educational h. turning point, climax

33. graffiti i. surroundings

34. authority j. singer

35. atmosphere k. eager

36. enthusiasm 1. drawing on wall or surface
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3.15
VOCABULARY

EXISCISB: Contest Clues

SOSJSCI: Social Studies

GOADS LEVU: 7th 9th

IMICATOR: Richard Henderson

SCRODL: Pismo Valley Junior High School

PREFACE

Student vocabulary exercise as a reading skill is to be the subject of this
lesson. The following sections are quoted from a Geography text,Eurasia,by Ginn
wend Company, where seerwords are introduced and explained in context.

In practice, the student would read a larger section of the text before doing
this exercise. The student will first reed the section, then be given a word to

define or explain.

EXERCISE

"Ma glaciers scoured many of the valleys right out to the sea. After the ico
melted, the sea entered the lower part of the valleys. In Scotland these drowned
valleys are called firths. In,other parts of the world they are called estuaries.
The glacier also formed many lakes in the interior of Scotland. These lakes are
called lochs. Ton may remember the part of the Scottish song that refers to the
'bonnie, bowie banks of Loch Lomond'."

1. Vast is a Scottish firth?

2. Mat is an estuary?

3. Vast is a Scottish loch?

4. Mat is meant by the expression, "bonnie, bonnie banks of Loch Lomond?"

ANSWERS

1. Scottish firth is the lower part of a valley where the sea enters it.

2. An estuary is the end of any valley where the sea enters it.

3. Scottish loch is a lake in Scotland.

4. The expression means the pretty, pretty shores of Lake Lomond in Scotland.



MAMMY
eilECISE: Context Clues, Phonics and Sound Patterns, Concept labels

SOBJECT: English

GRADE LEVEL: eth

EDUCATOR: Cynthia K. Shirey

Penns Valley Junior High School80100L:

PREFACE

3.16

This crossword puzzle exercise is designed to be used as practice and/or
reinfeecement for the use of homonyms and other words that are "problems" for
studs:its (either in spelling or definition). I usuolly allow the students some
time at the end of a period to get started on an exercise of this type. Then I
expect it to be completed for homework. She 'bold go over the answers in class
the Min day, howevec, this is not an exercise I would collect and grade. I feel
that apneas of this kind is looked upon by the students as a "fun" exercise,
seen though they realise they need to know spellings and definitions in order to
complete it. To "grade" it would brand it as something else work -- and I
try to make some things fun without the stigma of a grade banging over their
heeds.

I usually use this exercise at the end of a
amtoore. The homonyms used in the puzzle would

There are no directions on the puzzle as it
almost every student immediately, begins a puzzle
his bands -- no real I'directions" are needed. I
work by telling them to watch for certain things

ZWICISE

unit on homonyms, synonyms and
have been covered in the unit.

appears bare. This is because
of this sort as soon as it's in
nay guide them as they start to
(hxmony.s, etc.)

1. A hot, sandy place where a cactus would grow.
3. Someone who types and takes dictation in an office. (There's a

this word.)
6. The men likes to (site, cite, sight) the Bible as proof of his
8. This is a good building (site, cite, sight).
9. Distrust, umcertainty.

11. Abswerage drunk hot or iced.
13. Wham someone is strong, stubborn, and rowdy, he is
14. That is (your, you're) bicycle.

16. W have one (our, hour) until it's time for class.
le. Love and (!sSC!, Piece)
19. Berbera makes her own clothes, because she likes to (Gee, sow).
20. To steal
22. (Write, Bight) your name on this peer.
24. The bas just (passed, past) our car.

Continued on nest pogo-

"secret" in

contentions.



AMOS Continued:
3.17

27. The opposite of MOM.
28. Sbe has a big, black Teddy
29. Sbe is coming to the party, even (thought, through, though) she is sick.
30. That is the (weather, uhathex) forcast for today?
33. Islam your (right, write) hand if you know the answer.
34. (Which, Witch) subject do you like best?
37. Third Person Personal Pronouns are Be, She, and .

39. la likes arithmetic, even (though, through) he doesn't get good grades in it.

1. Something sweet eaten at the end of a meal.
2. (!hoir, They're) going away this weekend.
3. IS started losing his (site, sight) when he was 60 years old.
4. When you have a cold, you probably often.
5. Mak be pushed the flower pot, it fell (thought, through, though) the window

amd into the street below.
7. (There, Their) mother is a nurse.

10. Are you going (there, their) tomorrow night?
11. (Their, There, They're) new car is in the driveway.
12. Will one (piece, peace) of chocolate cake fill you up?
15. (Hour, Our) house is the big brick one on the corner.
17. The opposite of DOWN.
21. Vs have to in order to get air into our lungs.
23. Because (there, their, they're) are so many students in this class, we'll get

into small groups.
24. It is now half (past, passed) the hour.
25. The farmer will (sew, sow) seeds in the spring.
26. The teacher asked Jim what he (thought, through, though) about air pollution.
28. On a cold morning, you can see your in the air.
30. Do you know (whether, weather) or not you are going?
31. The closing reads, "Very (truely, truly) yours".
32. There's an old saying that goes: "It's the (though, thought) that counts".
34. At Halloween we talk about black cats and a on a broom in the sky.
35. Can you (site, cit ) a quote from the book?
36. That book is way (passed, past) due at the library.
38. Did you bring (your, you're) books with you?

1 1
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3.20
VOCAAIT

IIIICISR: lomonyme/Synonyme/antonyms

SUJOCT: English

LEVU: Senior Nigh School

EDUCATOR: Candace Marion

SCIOOL: Penns Valley Junior - Senior High School

IIEFACE

The following vocabulary exercise is one that I use with my senior high students.
It is used in conjunction with Iriting and speaking Units. We discuss the
importmme-of hailOg a rich vocabulary and in hawing the ability ter--enrich one's
writing and speaking with words and expressions that deWiate Iran the ordinary,
e veryday, perhaps trite, langlcge of most people. After this, we discuss tba
runs by which to improve s, writing and speaking which Always leads to a
discussion of synonymp, entonyme, and homonyms. This exercise is a follow-up
exert* seeking to reinforce coicepts discussed la clots. Ve thoroughly discuss
thessenings of all words; I then explain bow one Wes these kills when writing
or Planning a speech. (I constantly refer to these ideas in the following weeks
to remind students to utilise these. ideas and skills.) The Importance of these
skills is also Ormissed in conjunction with regaling skills. We then study the
diction orcertain authors with the intent of analysing the effect created by the
use ofcertain Words and ef reaching a deeps; understanding of the author's
seeming and purpose. ,

IDGERCISE

ANTONYMS LID ROMONTMS-You can acquire confidence with words is you will take
some time to:pley with them, The following cctivities deal with
three kinds of words which are very important. The first two
are especially helpful in enlarging your vocabulary and in pointing
out the richness of our language. If you're a slave co a limited
vocabulary; if yOu're in the habit of working a few tir,,4 words
to death because you are unaware of the endless variety of language:
then, this exercise may open a new world of lords to you.

A. STIONiTS are words which have the same or nearly the same essential meanings.
for instance, frank weans almost the same as outspoken, direct, or
candid.

11.-.ANTOMMIS are words of opposite meaning. For instance, opposite meanings of the
word etibid,might be intelligent, sharp, bright, shrewd, or keen.

C. HOMONYMS are words that seem alike but differ in meaning and very often in
spelling. For instance, notice see and all, or miLand Em& or
one and won.

1. lead this bit of nonsense verse. Notice the variety of meanings of the word
ask in the string of synonyms. Are they all true synonyms of speak? Can

you explain their. specific meanings?

Men a boy and girl decide to "speak,"
They my mmeble, yell, grunt, or squeak.
He talks, avows, affirms. Proclaim;

121



She tells, declares, asserts, explains.
They both eau say, empress, announce,
Converse, discourse, reply, pronounce,
Or even state, articulate,
Maintain, repeat, Asseverate.
They then express, argue, assert,
Vbisper, murmur, coo, and blurt.
It seems as though they'd reached a peak,
Int all they did was merely "speak."

2. List as luny synonyms as you can for the word az;

3. lied the antoirms in columns B and C which most nearly match the
meaning of the words in column A.

A

happy dull petite-

large swift corpulent

slow dejected decrepit

sharp antiquated fleet

strong obese salaneboly

yrIng frail blunt

thin diminutive obsolete

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

S.

opposite

3.21

4. Decide which boson's is correct in the following sentences:

The tribe held a (council, counsel) of war.

b. She told her secret to her (confident, confidant).

c. The bride and groom knelt at the (alter, altar).

d. She refused to (except, accept) his gift.

e. Parents are responsible for their (ainer, minor) children.

f. The memorial is located on a beautiful (cite, site, sight).

g. The census was taken after a house-to-house (canvass, canvas).

h. Sound is produced by the vocal (chord', cords).

1. ,Ber (bridle, bridal) veil was beautiful.

j. The old man felt compelled, to (horde, hoard) his money.

1 9
2
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Allswrits

ADMIX. vary.

3.22

Answers vary, but sone examples are whimper, wail, mourn, lament, sob, etc.

happy dejected, melancholy

law diainutive, petite
slow swift, fleet

*mp dull, blunt

-arms frail, decrepit

your antiquated, obsolete
Wm obese, corpulent

4. a. council
b. confidant
C. altar
d. accept
e. minor
fe site
s. canvas
h. cords
i. bridal
j. board

1
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VOCABULARY

RIORCISS: Root Words And Affixes

SOBJICE: Inglish

GOADS MEL: 7th - 8th

=CROW Christine Wow

SCOOOL: Park Forest junior High School

PREFACE

This exercise is a follow-up to a lesson on negative prefixes. It is also an
exercise in using words in context. I have found that this type of exercise melees
the students distinguish between words with similar appearance and focuses their.
attention on the pert added to the root Word.

EXERCISE

TER DIFCIPTAXCE OF IPEVIXES---

DIRECTIONS: Of the two words under each sentence on this page, the second one has
either the prefix "un ", "dim ", or "La" added to it. Read each sentence
and drama line under the word that belongs in the sentence.

1. Ors. Pout was to finish the skirt she was 'eking because she broke the
sewing machine needle.

able unable

2. The fisherman to go to Noose Lake because the fishing was excellent and
there were new cabins for rent.

liked disliked

3. There were so Amoy rocks along the seacoast that it was
etween them.

, possible Impossible

to steer a boat

4. When Mr. Barber realized that the ladder was he clung to the tree until
someone came to help.

steady unsteady

S. Robert had with Jean about the party. Be wanted to have it Monday, and
she thought Friday would be better.

agree disagreed

b. It requires many hours of practice before a beginning flier learns to make
landings.

perfect imperfect

7. Since Mr. Pox did not like to hear owls hoot, he was when a couple of
then built a nest in his yard.

pleased displeased



3.24

8. Man the big fish -fild not bite, Henry became and picked up the ous and
roved doom the river.

patient impatient

9. Andy thought the.model coal mine was the most sight'that he saw at the
museum.

, usual unusual

10. The day of the boat race vas very
wd blowing across the lake.

pleasant

1. unable
2. liked
3. impossible
4. unsteady
3. disagreed
6. perfect
7. displeased
8. ligation
9. unusual

10. pleasant

1

. The sun was shining and a cool breeze

unpleasant

9
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SUBJECT:

GRAMISft:

EDUCATOR:

SCBOOL:

VOCABULARY

Root Words and Affixes

English

7th - 8th

Christine Belau

Park Porest Junior nigh School

PREFACE

3.25

IIIMAABLANLMEtitIALis part of a unit on prefixes, suffixes and root words.
This at is to be used after students have had instruction on using endings to
nab root words into other parts of speech. Prior to this, they have dons work'.
AMMO an adjective, noun, verb and adverb suffixes. The exercise affords an
opportunity for teaching or reviewing the spelling rules governing the addition
of suffixes.

EXERCISE

Look at the underlined word in each sentence. In the first blank put the root word
from Ala the underlined lard was. formed. In the second blank put the ending that
vas added to the root word. The first two are done for you.

1. The football players looked huge in their padded suits. ad ed

2. Lora -out electric virint had caused the fire in the old house.

3. John had worked until he solved the difficult problems.

4. It was hotter in the afternoon than in the morning.

5. Timms pinning as he shoved everyone the big fish.
smsima4.1ma

6. The men chopped, the log into small pieces.

7. Bob needed no urging to enter The race.

8. Thelbiggestanake was nearly thirty feet long.

9. The campers watched the sun risint in the east. men,
10. Ton put thin paper over the map and traced it. mn11
11. The glass fell aver and water dripped, on the floor.

12. As the candles burrA lower, the light became dimmer.

13. The childeoueexed the balloon until it burst.

14. The sommaftturtle must be handled very carefully.

Mils cutting some wood, Val broke his saw. mdal
16. Jerry stood up and aged the class.

011/111111110 mm=1.11111,

17. Tbs cat settled down in the msasigedace in the room.
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VOCABULARY

IZERCISE: Root Words and Affixes/Multiple Meanings

SUBJECT: English

GLIDE LEVEL: 7th

EDUCATOR: Candace Marion

Penns Valley Junior High SchoolSOUL:

PREFACE

3.27

.The following vocabulary exercise is one that I developed and used a few
leeks ago with my seventh grade English class. I incorporated this into a short
unit on the structure of words. We studied roots, prefixes, sod suffixes and
how they could naiad' the meaning of unfamiliar words. This exercise in particular
mos used with the entire class: The independent reading students completed it,
individually; while I worked with several other groups of students reading below
grade level. 1' students in between were encouraged to use a dictionary.

The seeped half of the exercise was used to develop facility in recognising
shades of seeming, or words with multiple meanings. instructional procedure
was the same for this as for the first half. (Students understood the terms used
in the exercise since we had studied then previously.)

EXERCISE

NORD STRDCTORE-If you know the meaning of a prefix or suffix, you can often
unlock the meaning of a word that is new to you. With the
kelp of a dictionary, give the meaning of the prefix or
suffix that applies to the word example. The, give the meaning
of the word.

1. anti

2. inter

3. pea

4. sob

3. super

6. trans

MEIN: MORD
EXAMPLE:

(against) antitoxic

international

paraphrase

submarine

superabundant

transcontinental

1 9

mrArnic OP IMO:

(against poisons)



WORD

EXAMPLE:

7. swim (place relating to) aquarium

S. 4y liquefy

"9. plc dramatic

10. -tw persuasive

11. -1st streemlet

_12. -ship friendship

3.28
WANING OF WORD:

(place /tank for water animal

19LT1PLI 1IAMIN08-----

A. Weds often have more than one :waning depending how they are used in a
semtemce.

Semple: What word canoe= all of the following?
(a) A part of a book.

A written snide.
(c) Wane of one of your fingers.

13. Write three sentences using the cord in each of its different seamless.

S. Mere are some common meanings of force:
(a) Nomstrength (The force of the wind was stroeg.)
(b) Verb --to move something against resistance with strength or

violence (She forced his into the bathtub.)
(c) Verb--to break open (80 forced the lock on the door.)
(d) Noun --s group of people organised to do certain work (Hs joined

the Air Force.)

14. Write a paragraph or two about a bank robbery. In your story, use the
word force in as many different ways as you can.

15. Think of trio other words that have more than two meanings. Write each
definition clearly and completely. Then, write one sentence fer each
different meaning of each word.

ANVERS

1. anti -- against; antitoxic; against poisons
2. inter--between; international; between nations
3. perm small or summary; paraphrase; summery of a phrase or thought
4. sub -- under; submarine; under water
5. super--over or above; superabundant; more than necessary; over - abundance
6. trans -- across; transcontinental; across the continents
7. -erimm--place relatina to; aquarium; place/tank for water animals
8. - fy--to make; liquefy; to make into a liquid
9. -Le like or made of; dramatic; made of drama
10. -ive-relating to; persuasive; relating to persuasion
11. - let -- small; stremlit; small atream
_12. -sdtp--consisting of; friendship; consisting of friends
13. Various answers
14. Various gnawers
15. Various answers

1 9



3.29
COMPRIODYSICH

Interest Development, Motivation

SUEJECT: Science

GRADE LEM: 8th

EDUCATOR: Elaine Torok Schuckers

SCHOOL: Park Forest Junior High School

SOURCE: 'taster Warming: Beware Eypothermia"
Seisms World
December 6, 1972

?REFACE

I use the article on Hypothermia to increase student interest, and show
bow what we are learning has meaning outside of the classroom. I always teach
this unit during the winter. As articles appear in newspapers, on hypothermia,
etc., the students and I bring them in. We just discussed the fact that some
of out roads are heaved up due to the frost action in the ground.

This paper is filled out after the article is read out loud. Through
reading and class discussion of the terms students are able to fill in many of
the answers without using the wagazine.

2E.:=CISE

1. Hypothermia is

2. Hypothermia meet often happens to people when air temperatures are
between and degrees F.

3. Hyperthermia is an An example is a

4. Mortal body temperature is

5. A body temperature of 109*F. - 112' usually people.

6. The regulates body temperatures.

7. Goose bumps tell us to change our and

8. When a person shivers ha uses up as such energy as if he was

9. As your body gets near 90', you areo't able to think clearly and
you usually get .

10. When the body temperature drove Jelow 90.1? you lose control of
your

11. Your body looses heat in five ways:
a. Radiation -- wear a .

b. Conduction .

c. Convection -- causod by
d. Evaporation -- wear be.a.,:se it lets the moisture out but

keeps you warm.
e. Respiration -- so wear a

1



111. 12. the first sign of hypothermia in 3. 30

vinter?

13. is the most important source of heat for the body.

14. Vint is the best vsy to dress for a day outside during the

o-

ONO

MN&

MI=

MN&

AVMS

1. levering of a person's body temperature below the pormal body temperature.
2. 30 and 30'7.
3. incrmaas in bodY temperature fewer
4. Minor 37.C.
3. kills
6. hypothenns.
7. AMMIZOMMt get warm
6. cutting weed
9. =meals

10. y Weds and lags
11. 414 bet

h4 bast flow from a warn body to a colder one
c. brisk winds
4. moot
.. breathing in and out scarf/math

12. shivering
13. Pbed
14. Must any something shout wool and layers of clothing.

1 3 1
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CMPREUNSION

CRICISZ: Reading For Significant Detail

SUBACT: Rose Economics

GRAM LEVU: 7th

EDUFATC11: 0111111111

SCOWL: Westerly Parkway Junior High School

PREFACE

FAIRIC STRUCTURES----

3.31

WORM FABRICS have two sets of yarns at right angles to each other. May be
cads of many different fibers -- cottons, cotton blends, polyesters,

woolens and-others.

DITTO FABRICS have continuous yarn in interlocking loops. They are stretchy

and flezible. May be made of many different fibers including
polyesters, cotton, polyester and cotton blends and others.

There are single knits and double knits. The double knits are
usually more stable and easier to work with than the single knits.

Knits can also be bonded, eliminating most of the stretch.

If a pattern says "for knits only" you must use an usibonded

knitted fabric.

If you are using a knitted fabric, you should use polyester
or cotton covered polyester thread.

When sewing on knits, especially single knits, you must use
a sharp needle and pins or ballpoint needles and pins.
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ACROSS:

M:ERCISE 4e

T1

1. Alayer Ala eliminates most of the stretch.
2. Awed type of machine mesas to use for knits (2 lards)
3. knits -- fabric often used for T-shirts.
4. I7-i pattern says "Tor only" you must use an unhanded knitted fabric

DOW:
1. The kind of thread which must be used with knits.
2. %wens and knits may be mode out of my different .

3. knits -- more stable, easier to wort with then single knits.
4. Fabric with continuous yarn in interlocking loops.
5. Fabric with two sets of yarns at right angles to each other.

AMOS:
1. bonded
2. ballpoint
3. single
4. knits

DOUR:
1. polyester
2. fibers
3. doable
4. knits
3. woven

ANSWERS

13
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COMPREHENSION

Heading For Significant Details, Understanding The Main Idea,
Locating Irrelevant Detail

SES.JECT: English

CUE LEVEL: 8th

EINELTOEs Cynthia Shirey

=COL: Penns Valley .Junior high School

PREFACE

3.33

This comprehension exercise is included in a unit on writing (8th grade). We
Law discussed the basics of writing a good paragraph. The students have looked
at amoral paragraphs and found unrelated sentences, topic sentences, and so on.
They have also written several paragraphs of their own.

This Stroup of students has also completed a detailed unit on summer and
wigs. So now, after giving than a chance to utilize whet we've covered: I would
give then a chance to sealante each other's work. I find this type of exercise is
a useful tool. The comments from their peers very often reinforce comments that
I had written on the paragraph when I graded it.

I would pass this exercise out to the students and ask than to read each
paragraph and make any corrections, additions, and so on (see directions). They
could do this for homework. Then I would expect them to be prepared to thoroughly
discuss and evaluate each paragraph the next day. This would probably take
anywhere from 15 - 30 minutes (or even a little longer).

This would not be an ezerc=i4V70.-would "grade" as such. I. would collect
their papers and look over the ts and corrections each student made. I
sight make notes on any inlet-lice' that students consistently did not correct and
review these later as we worked on new paragraphs.

EXEECISE

DISECTIONS-----Esad each of the ten paragraphs below carefully. Then find the
mein idea in the topic sentence. Underline the topic sentence.
Next, find any sentences that do not belong in each paragraph.
Drava line through these. Finally, go back through the paragraphs
and fimilumrsdstakes. Correct these and add any comments you feel
are necessary. Watch for sentence fragments, spelling errors,
punctuation errors, words used incorrectly, run-on sentences, etc.

The ten paragraphs are typed on the next page--

131
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3.34

1. Sometimes ay mother decides for the family. For instance we were planning
eui vacation and she vent to the three A's Club. She picked out all the
places she vented to go. And it ended up she picked places far out of our
ley. So we had to change our plans.

2. Living in the country is better for teenagers than the city. There is little
if any smog is the air. Just walk outside and take a deep breath. Take a
,big drink of fresh, clean spring water. There are lets of thins* to do all the
time. Also is the winter when there's lots of snow your house gets drifted in
quite easily, because there are no windbreaks.

3. Says are hatter than girls. Ever since the beginning of the world woman have
tricked so with their beauty. Why do you think the women hsve the babies?
Bays out-do girls in sports because let's fate it, east girls aren't built for
it. Girls are slower thinkers and sore fussy than most men.

4. Soya are smarter than girls. Ask anyone you meet. I'd like to see girls do
what vs do. Girls even have to cheat on tests. But the boys just whiz through
it. So boys are a lot smarter than girls.

3. Girls end boys are equal, except when it comes to brains. The girls out-em
the boys. While the boys are out playing baseball and basketball, the girls
are inside studying for the big test. The only time a boy studies' is right

-e before the test, and most boys flunk it. Girls are smarter than boys.

6. Chewing gum is bard on teeth. The sugar in the gum just sits on your teeth
until it eats its way right down,to the gum. Unless, of coarse, you basalt.
your teeth while chewing it. But there is an exception to this statement,
because some gun companies make gun safe to Chews

t

MI/
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7. Rural life is better for teenagers than urban life. Like they can get better
e xercise. Cr sleep better because hardly any noise. The air is better for
their lungs at that growing age. They can mature better.

S. Aural life is better for teenagers, because when you live in the city pollution
is all around. There is noise pollution, air, water, and land pollution.

9. Chewing.gum is hard on teeth. It has sugar and sugar is bard on teeth. It

is also an expensive way to ruin your teeth. My mother can't stand the small
of some of the wild flavors of gun like - wild cherry, grape, orange,
chocolate,manilla, and strawberry.

10. Chewing.gwe is hard on your teeth because it gives you cavities and you may
end up with a toothache. Another reason is it gets stuck in your braces if
_you wear them like we and your mother yells at you.

1 L"



3.35'
ANSWERS

SET: Sentences solidly =declined are topic sentences.
Sentescse with brokaa -underlining. do not relate to the topic sentence.
Not-all comments are indicated that would be expected to be beard from the
students as they evaluate these ,..- just the major ones.

1. Sometimes as mother decides for the family. For instance we were planning
out vacation and she went the three A's Club. She picked out all the

1,1P
places she wanted to go- it ended up, she eicked_places far out of our
wax: So we bad to cheje plans.

Living in the country is better for teenagers -than the city. There is little
if any smog in the air. Just walk outside and take a deep breath. Take a
big drink of fresh, clean spring water. There arid lots of thine to do all the
time. Also in the snow rola;prdirtrd in

421
3. tck::e better than girls. Ever since the bejinninj1'of the world women have

men with their beauty: Wy_do_you think the women have the babies?
Toys out-do gals In sports because let's lice it, most-girls area iluilt for
it. Girls are slower thinkers and more fussy than most men.

ti

4. Boys are smarter than girls. Ask anLonejou meet. I'd like to see girls do
what we do. Girls even have to cheat on tests. But the j t whiz through
M. -WSW: are a lot smarter than girls. 0444

5. Girls and boys are equal, except when it comas to brains. The gir
the boys. lane the -boys are out playing baseball and basket
are inside studying for the big test. The only time a boy
before the test and most bozrit Girls &re smarter

41.04..44,0a, 40a,
6. Chewing gum is hard on teeth. The sugar in the gum j sits on

,.

teeth
until it eats its way right to the gum. CulesSi.of rousse,
crimmtreth while chewing it. 0!) here is an mention to this s

same_gum comunies Iva sate to chew.

.M

7. Rural life is better for teenagers than urban life. they can get better
exercise. Or sleep better because hardly any noise. air. is better for
their

..
tr growing age. They can eaters better.0044/

S. Rural s is better for t ers because when ou live in the ci ion
ere no e.po

vale/ ..1°. 17:4442.424(4.44,4",e40. 41,Z,41710,-,4404,,,a*,,..- r%
9. Chewing gum is bard on teeth. and' sugar is hard on teeth. It

is also an expensive way to ruin teeth. ily mother, can't stand the smell
.. of some of the wild flavors of_gum like - wild charryj_graees.oranses.
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COMPREFENSIOU

SOICISE: Reading To Locate Information

SMUT: Library Science/Social Studies

GRADE LEVEL: 7th - 9th

EDUCATOR; MINI

SCHOOL: Penns Valley Junior High School

PREFACE

3.36

c

The purpose of this exercise is to acquaint students with various history
sagesines and give them further information about events of the past and people who

abated them. This is part of an added-credit assignment used in history classes by

9th graders.

Students are to go to the Instructional Material Center and obtain some history
'maxims frog which they are to report on two articles giving the information required

by the worksheets. Points are given for each item on the worksheet filled in.

Name of magazine

Name of article

Author of article

EXERCISE

Page number of article

Main idea of article:

Time span covered in article

List five new words you encountered in article and write their definitions:

Nome two people discussed in the article and tell what they did:

ANSWERS

Answer will vary according to subject.

13



3.37
COPPREHENSION

Reading To Locate Information

SUBJECT: Physical Science

GRADE LEVEL: 8th

EDUCATOR: Elaine Torok Schuckers

SCHOOL: Park Forest Junior High School

SOURCE: }Physical Science: A Search For Understanding
Walter Brown and Norman Anderson
J. B. Lippincott Publishing
New Tork, New Tork, 1972

PREFACE

Students have been assigned the reading of Chapter four before this class
period. They are to answer all questions with the exception of lumber 8 and 9.
amber 8 and 9-involve reading :mid setting up a formula, then solving two
problems. Extra credit is give:. their completion. The students are
encouraged to answer as many Tien 'us as they can without using their book.
They may work with their lab group.

This assignment is due two days after it is handed out. When the papers
returned, we go over each of the questions.

The stud y guide is a very important part of each of my units of study. It
is the introduction to all the materiel to be covered in the unit. The students
read the chapter before the study guide is banded out. I try to get then to
answer as much as they can on their own. I also try to teach them the study
skills needed to find their answers. I've shown them how lead sentences and
words in dark letters are tha key ideas is each section. The student must -

read and then apply their strly skills in anzwering the questions accurately.
They must begin with. this material so that their lab work is understood.

The study guide: reviews the temperature scales; diecusses expansion of
materials; introduces the three methods cf heat transfer; helps thei understand-
why water expands when it freezes; and introduces them to factOts which affect
the boiling point of liquids.

EXERCISE

The four elements the Greeks thought everything was made of were .

2. The first thermometer was made years ago.

3. The first thermometer was made by .

4. One hundred-twenty (120) years after the first thermometer was invented a
system of was developed.

S. On the next page, fill in the blanks beside the thermometer--

1
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11AIRINIZIT

Dolling point of water

Normal body temperature

Doom temperature

*owing point of water

CENTIGRADE

Boiling point of water

Normal body temperature

Roos temperature

Freezing point of water

3.38

6. Another term for calm:Ins temperature scale is the .scale.

7. Solids such as railroad tracks when heated and when cooled.

8. Write a formula to show how we "find the increase in vaunt of an object
when heated.

9. USID; PAGE 116, ANSWER THE MIMING QUESTIONS:

A.. If you have 10 liters of water and its heat rises 40% what will be
its new volume?

B. If you have 50 liters of water and its heat rises 20ft What will its
new voltam be?

ANSWER THESE QUESTIONS BY READING TEE MART ON-PAGE 116:

10. A. Which materisl ,apands the least?

B. Which materials expand at the same rate?

C. Which material expands most?

11. Unlike solids and liquids the coefficient of volume expansion of all gases
are .

12. The coefficient of volume expansion for gases is at temperatures near
0°C. This means that gases sore than solids and liquids.

13. When heat is added to a substance work is done or. the molecules. Tha heat
energy forces them apart and at a certain distance a takes place.

14. The ability to absorb heat is called and is different for each substance.

15: Almost every substance has a specific heat lower than

16. De you think that some of the scientific theories accepted today will, 300
years from now, seem just as silly as the Theory of the Caloric does to as?
Why?

133



17. The Conservation of Energy states:

10. Natter is composed of molecules which are in

19. Beat la the energy of action of .

20. An object is cool if beat energy flows it from its surroundings end warm

if hest energy flows from it.

3.39

21. The lowest temperature possible is or absolute zero. This is the zero
point on the scale.

TRAISTER OF BEAT:

22. Transfer of heat by direct contact is called . Give an example.

23. Beat transferred by the movement of matter is called . Give an example.

24. Both convection and conduction depend on the presence of

25. The most important source of heat is the .

26. When energy is a form other than heat travels through apace and is changed
into beat when it strikes matter, it is called .

27. MCAUSO the Earth has heat unevenly distributed over it, are produced.

28. The expansion of the liquid in a thermometer measures the speed of the

molecules that strike it.

29. When fast moving molecules in liquids have enough energy to break the surface
of the liquid and escape into the air, has taken place.

30. Why does water mead when frozen?

31. The two factors which affect the temperature at which a liquid boils are:

32. is removed from a substance when it goes from a gas to a liquid and then
lo a soli'. As the molecular action decreasee the molecules move .

ANSWERS

1. water, sir, earth, and firs
2. 350
3. Goillleo

4. calibrating

5. 212.1 lreC
98.6'?
72'? 22
327 O'C

6. centigrade
7. expend contract
O. Increase in Vol V of object Coefficient of V. Enp. xaT
9. 10 z 0.0002 x 40 .08 liters. New Volume 10.08 liters

50 m 0.0002 x 20 .2 liters. New Volume 50.2 liters

1 4 1,-)



10. A. Iron
D. Dress and silver
C. Madam

11. equal
12. 0.0037 expand
13. chine in state
14. specific but
13. water
16. Accept any reasonable answer
17. 2 like natter can be converted frau one form to another, but 8 cannot be

created or destroyed.
18. continuous notion
19. molecules of getter
20. 'Into away
21. 273.16% Kelvin
22. conduction burned finger

23. convection beating rooms
24. setter
25. sun
26. radiation
27. winds
28. average
29. evaporation
30. Student west include formation of crystals in answer.
31. The forces between molecules making up the liquid -- Cohesive /Adhesive; and

air pressure
32. Energy closer

3.40
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COMPEER :NS/ON

EXIICIEE: Understanding The Main Idea

SONJECT: Bone Economics

GRADS MEL: 9th

EDUCATOR: Margaret Campbell

ECNOOL: Westerly Parkway Junior High School

PREFACE

3.41

In nearly every paragraph there is one idea that is more important than all the
others.' The more practice you have in finding this main idea, the better. It mill
be helpful in your studying.

More often than not, the main idea is found in the first sentence of a paragraph
Sometimes it comes in the middle of a paragraph. In fact, the main idea may be in
any part of a paragraph. So, in finding it you have to think about all of the sentences
and decide which one really does give the most important idea to the entire paragraph.

EXERCISE

FINDING ZEE MAIN IDEA IN PARAGRAPES-----

Dawn= -- Below are several paragraphs for you to read. See if you can find the
min idea in each one. Underline the idea that you decide is the main
one in the paragraph.

1. The shape of bread varies with the cultural background of the baker. The large
round corn-rye is popular in Jewish neiahborhoods; Jewish ChAllan is formed of braided
coils; brittle bread sticks come from Italy; Greek kouloura is wring; French breads
are slim and smooth; and German pumpernickel is a dark, long, rectangle. Our American
heritage has been enriched bY all of these breads.

2. The vide variety of yeast products can be classified according to the flour used
to make-them such as whole wheat and rye, or according to their forms or shapes. Yeast
products can be conveniently grouped by basic shape such as loaf breads, rolls, and
doughnuts.

_3. Eothimg quite measures up to the satisfaction and pride derived from a veil-made
loaf of fragrant golden-brown bread. This enjoyment and pride can be yeers too when
you begin by selecting the proper ingredients. The basic ingredients of all yeast :bush
are yeast, flour, liquid, and salt; sugar and shortening are often used. Crusty, crisp
breeds as French or Italian bread are made with only the four basic ingredients, while
breads with a soft crust use all of then. The ingredients used will determine the
characteristics of the bread.

1 1



ANVERS

1. The Shape of bread varies with the cultural background of the baker.

2. The vide variety of yeast products can be classified according to the "lour
neadmor according to their forms or shapes.

3.- The ingredients used mill determine the characteristics of the bread.

3.42



COMPREHENSION

ININOISZ: Understanding The Main Idea/Reading For Significant Detail

SUOJOCT: Home Economics

GRADE LEVEL: 8th

IDOCATOR: Commie Martin

SCOOOL: Park Forest Junior High School

PREFACE

3.43

Eighth grade Home Economics students are studying Child Care for a six week period.

As part of the unit, they are learning about a safe home environment and than about
providing a safe environment while babysitting.

Students were permitted to select either

Noting the Main Idea
or

Worksheet Questions

for their reqUired activity using the bookletnSittingSafely" by Metropolitan Life
Insurance Company. The activity takes about 45 minutes.

MCERCISE

REQUIRED ACTIVITT-----

Select one of the assignments which will help you understand the pamphlet,

"Sitting Safely."

Option A -- Noting The Main Idea

Option B Worksheet questions

OPTION A -- NOTING THE MAIN IDEA--

In the space provided, write the main ii.ua for each section in the pamphlet,

"Sitting Safely."

1. Suggestions for the baby sitter --

2. Reminder for the Baby to 6 months --

3. Sestinder for the Baby 6 - 12 months --

4. Reminder for the Child 12 - 15 months --

5. Reminder for the Child around 2 years --

14_
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6. ismdader for the Child around 3 years --

7. Reminder for the Child around 4 years --

8. Reminder for-the Child 5 - 7 years --

9. Safe Surroundings --

10. OmmTbe4ob Performance --

11. What to Expect Prom Parents --

WORISHIRT QUESTIOSS----

3.44

Answer the following questions using the pamphlet "Sitting Safely" for the

information.

1. What are two steps you r.-.ould take if a firs occurs in a home where you are

bebysitting?

2. Her can you gain some aspartame with children before going out babyditting?

3. Describe how you would feed an infant under 6 months of age.

4. Why is it a good idea for parents of a child 6 - 12 months old to invite a sitter
to the home in advance of the babysitting job?

5. What would you do if a one year old won't go to bed without his favorite toy?

6. Comment on the folltrwing statement, "Two year olds are adventurous and

independent."

7. Her old is a child when be or she is able '.o listen to a story?

8. List three quiet activities a 4 year old would enjoy?

9. Describe two possible danger areas in the &me.

10. Should you accept a babysitting job if you don't enjoy children? Why or why not?

11. What Mould a babysitter expect from parents regarding transportation to and
from the job?

1 I



commusiow

VEIBCISI: Recognizing toque:lee

'OBJECT: Vass Economics

CUM MIL: 9th

Westerly ParLsay Junior Sigh School

?MACS

3.45

This exercise is used with my ninth grade classes vben teaching the application

of pockets in clothing construction. It is important for then to understand the

sequemft of the steps so as not to omit any .

This enercies proceeds smell group student demonstrations of pocket

amplicatioas. One student demonstrates with two or three observing.

EXERCISE

DESECTIOOS----Read Column 1 on page 58 of the Simplicity Sewing Boa. Clods the book.

*umber these steps in the proper order for applying a pocket to a garment:

Turn hem facing to the side and press.

At top edge turn 1/4 inch to the wrong side and stitch.

Press deem allcvanca to the wrong side, rolling the urchins erSIChing
to the underside so stitching will not show w5en pocket is attached

to garment.

On curved edges, make notches to the stitching line so same allowance

will be flat when the edge is turned under.

Urn top edge to the right side on fold line to form a hem facing.

Trim corners and ease allowance of hem facing.

Starting at top of hem fold, stitch around the pocket on the seen line,

backstitching at both ends.

Mew check the hod: to see if you have numbered these steps correctly.

ANSW1MS



COMPREHENSION

USES Recognising Sequence and Relationships in Time, Place, Ideas,
Events or Steps

SULTECT:

GRAM LIVEL:

IRMCATORs

SCROOL:

Some Economics

8th

Casale Mania

Perk Forest Junior nigh School

PREFACE

3.46

Rhea beginning the unit on salads in 8th grade, we begin by discusoing the
importance of salads in today's menu planning and the large variety of types
free adds as can choose.

Rtudents will use the textbook The World Of Food, Chapter 16, "Salads".
As aaplastatioa of her to outline was given to students aid crimples wars placed
ea the beard. Students mere than asked to outline the chapter. This activity
teak about 40 minutes.

The World Of Food, Eva Medved, Ginn and Company, Lexington, Massachusetts, 1973.

EXAMPLE

I. Parts of a salad

A. Salad base - leafy greens

B. Body of the salad - fruits, vegetables, meta, eggs, Cheese, etc.

C. Dressing - French, mayonnaise, cooked

OR

I. Parts of a salad

A. Lettuce, endive, escarole and watercress are common salad greens.

B. fruits, vegetables, seats, eggs, cheese, macaroni are examples of foods
used in the body of a salad.

C. Dressings nay be either French, mayonnaise or cooked.

IOUs Students had difficulty understanding the breakdown required in outlining,
and mended review of Ronan numerals.



COMPREKERSION

IDs: Recognising Sequence And Relationships In Events

SOSSICT: English/Reading

GADS LIM: Sth

IDOCASOM See Books

.: Barrisburg Middle School

PREFACE

Students will complete outline of story "Yellowstone" demonstrating ability

to locate details and pick net main idea of paragraphs.

Students will demonstrate ability to write information in an outline f^rm

(not necessarily write their con outlines).

3.47

Them purpose of this exercise ems to expose students to an outline and to

hews them see a useful purpose in organizing information. I chose a story they

could relate to or an article they eight encounter in a history book. Be discussed

using reeding class to practice skills that meld help-then in other snbjects.

With this goal set, we will work on sequential skills for writing their own

outlines.

1. Seeing how outlines are organized

A. Using headings, titles, main ideas

B. Including names and terms

C. Including identifications and definitions

D. Making lists

E. Including series of events or statements

2. Identifying slain idea of paragraph or several paragraphs

3. Selecting important details

4. Organising 2 and 3 into an outline

3. Studying from an outline



I. Yellow Stems was discovered

A. Dy Colter, (a trapper and trade*)

1. Hs saw:

a.

b. waterfalls

c. boiling mad

2. His adventure

a. with friend Potts

b. attacked by Indians

c. Potts was killed

d. Colter had to run for his life

II. Yellow Stone was explored,

A. Captain Clark, (a famous explorer)

1. heard about Yellow Stone from Colter

2. put Yellow Stone on ! of Lewis and Clark

3. Yellow Stone nicknamed Colter's Hell

1. boiling springs

2. steaming pots

3. bubling pools

C. Jim Bridges (siedge and story teller)

1. discovered a petrified forest

2, was not believad because he stretched the truth

D. Henry Washburn (a general)

1. mode the discovery of Yellow Stone official

2. in year 1871

3. records kept by Langford

4. decided Yellow Stone should be a National Park

1
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III. liserUllow Stem bums a National Park

A. Illamepsperstories printed

1. bp_t_ and photographs as proof

C. People began to Wising,

D. Congress, passed Bill in 1872

**.

150
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COMPREHINSION

EXERCISE: Recognising Sequence Ana Relationships In Ideas

SUBJECT: English

MADE LEVEL: 7th - 8th

EDUCATOR: Christine Kolas,'

SCEQOL: Park Forest Junior High School

PREFACE

3.50

The skill for this exercise, "Mice," is outlining an article. The student must
read the entire article carefully and then identify the three main topics. -hzxt, the
student mu . r -Pangs the details for each section (in logical order). Proper reviews
is also coot 'n this exercise.

EXERCISE

DIRECTIONS -- Yellowing is a theme written with a carefully planned outline. You are
to read the theme carefully, then reconstruct the outline used by the
writer. Use the ruled outline following the theme. The number of the
topics and their relationship are correctly indicated by the blanks in
the outline.

Though I happened to get my first white mouse by chance, I now can think of three
good reasons for having mice.

The first reasons is the pleasure you can got from owning and observing a small-
I.never get tired of watching my nice scurry around, eat, and play.

Hy next reason is probably a more serious one, altha.gh it didn't at first occur
to me. Owning small animals such as mice, rabbits, or guinea pigs is educational.
You learn a lot about small animals and what they'must have to be healthy and happy,
through owning and observing them.

Too, there's a financial profit to be made from raising pets, especially if
they reproduce as quickly as mice do. My third reason, therefore, is thq fact that
sometimes you can make money, or at least try to. I souldn't want to emphasise this,
because I've never managed to make much of a profit myself. la fact, I blear' plow
my profits bast into the business, and I never have any money to buy pet food when
I run out - which is often.

If you're going to raise mice, you need the proper equipment. A guinea pig will
live happily in any cardboard box, but a mouse would climb out in five seconds_ The
most important piece of equipment you need is a mouse-proof cage. Fortunately for
my father had some old window screens and made me a wire cage with steel wire on all
six sides. Once I had this, I didn't need to worry about my mouse runnivg away, but
I did discover that only a cage isn't enough.

T 1 cage needs three additional kinds of equipment. Sipco mice spend much of
their time eating, you need to have food and water Claims. This is easy; any typo
of dish or container will do. The second thing a mouse cage needs is a nest of oc.a
sort. Nice like to build themselves a nest where they can sleep and raise their
young. This can be a little cardboard box. Of course the mice will eventually chew

Maw

1 5



3.51
it to pieces, but it is easy to replace. Lastly, because mice quickly start smelling
'limey," they need fresh litter in their cage. Shredded newspaper will do, and it
coots nothing.

Once you have your mice, your cage, and the rest of your equipment, you have to
leare-hiarto take care of your pets. These are two things my parents always insist
upon. I have to give my site food and water every day, and I have to keep the cage

/lading mice isn't any trouble. Mice eat almost anything, but they especially
like and:tura of seeds, width can be bought at any pet store. They also like bits
of fresh vegetables sod bread. There always should be water for them.

I didn't realise how important keeping the cage clean is until I'd had my first
MOON about &meek. I hadn't Changed the litter. and as a result, our basement began
to smell "mouse. When I changed the litter, the smell lent away.

You can expect happy, healthy, fat mice if you feed them propirly, give them a
neat box and plenty of meter, and always keep their cages clean.

I.

II.

A.

B.

C.

A.

B.

A.

B.

2.

3.





COMPREHENSION

VIINClits Understanding and Drawing Comparisons and Contrasts

IONOCTI leglish

. GRAM MIL: 7th - 9th

IDUCATORs Caodace Marion

$CIDOLs limes Valley junior High School

PIEFACE
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The following comprebsesion exercise is one that I vill use with my seventh
grade class. I think it is a good exercise to use in getting students to road an an
tafereetial level, not only on the literal. This exercise is designed to develop and
reimforce skills in drawing inferences and in understanding sod drawing comparisons
and contrasts.

I believe that /vat allow the better readers to work on this individuellyor
in pairs. I Mill then form one or two groups with the slow readers and work through
this with than.

This morels* will be incorporated into a larger unit that is designed to improve
general reeding skills of students. After studying figurative language, the class
than will apply these concepts to literary selections in tryi"g to understand the
author's purpose and meaning, and in analysing how language constitutes to the overall
mood and style of writing.

EXERCISE

MOM m SIDOEN

Writers often oaks their warning clear through comparisons. The two things being
,copared may aeon at first glance completely unlike. In comparing them, the writer is
saying that they are Alike in some one May. In some comparisons, the writes tells you
in what way the two things are alike. In others, be asks the reader to figure out the
likeness - to read between the lines. You can sea this difference in these two
sentences s

"I ma so gey that I felt as light as a feather."

Illy hands were like ice."

If you reed the first sentence literally, it does not make sense. Mb one ever
weighs as little as a feather. but sometimes when a person is happy, be feels as
though be has no weight. The second sentence is not exactly true either, but it I.
lemeiag for the reader.

Clearly, it is important to know when a writer is asking an accurate, serious
statement and when he is merely making a comparison. The words as and like are clues
to comparisons. When you see them, you know that 'be writer may be raking a
cosgeriaon.
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In the following sentence, you can see the clue word, and the writer tells you

In what way the plane seemed like a leaf.

"The damaged plane fell gradually, like a fluttering leaf."

Did you get a picture of that fall? Did you see the plane looking something
like a leaf and falling a little at a time? And, did you notice the clue word like?
The semtsoce compared plane to leaf because both were fluttering.

A. Bead the semtences below that contain comparisons. Then answer the questions that
follow each statement. We will discuss your answers later in class.

1. As larknees came on, a million stars blossomed in the sky.
a. To what are the stars being compared?
b. What word gives you the clue?
c. What was the author thinking of when he made this comparison:
d. Can you tell whether the author loves flowers?

2. The ranger plodded on stubbornly through the underbrush, while the
tempestuous wind snarled at him and the driving rain stung his face.

a. to visit is the wind being compared? Through what word?
b. To what is the rain being compared? Through what word?
c. What kind of sound do you think the wind made?

3. Dad waited for Danny to explain the disappearance of his best saw and
hammer, but the boy could not seen to find his tongue.

a. Was his tongue lost? Where was it all the time?
b. Bow does a person feel when he acts as though his tongue were lost?
c. Why was Danny unable to answer?

4. The Marine inched his way through the bushes to get a peek at the soapy.
a. Did he use a ruler to measure his progress?
b. How far did he go each second? An inch? A foot? A yard?

Or doesn't it matter?

5. Immediately upon the sound of the bell, a horde of students came pouring
out of the doors into the school yard.

a. Students are compared to what? Pitcher? Water?
b. How faint can a liquid be poured? Very slowly? Very fast?
c. Did the students came one at a time, or in a steady stream?

ANSWERS

1. a. flowers
b. blossomed
c. stars appeared and became brighter, slowly, just as a flower blooms
d. no

2. a. an animal lion, etc.); snarled
b. bees; stv

c. varidd answers

3. a. No; in his mouth
b. scared or shocked, so that he is speechless
c. scared
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CON2REHINSION

tbderstanding And Drawing Comparisons And Contrasts

SOMICT: Mathematics

CADS LIM: 7th - 9th

nucarat:

SCHOOL: Penns Valley Junior High School

PREIPACE

At the end of the year, I like to pull all the vocabulary together. In this
mercies the students are asked to draw comparisons and contrasts using the given
palmy of wads. I would use this as a review at the end of the year before a final
test.

ICCIRCISE

MiliCTIO'l If the two words of a pair seen the some or nearly the ammo, or are
otherwise related, write "S" on the line batmen them. 'It they mean
the opposite or nearly opposite, write "0" between them. If there is
no relationship between the words, write "R".

1. approximation eounl

2. add subtract

3. multiply divide

4. vertical Lorisontal

5. circle square

6. square multiply

7. minus subtract

8. scalene equilateral

9. right angles complementary angles

10. even numbers odd numbers

11. numerator denominator

12. obtuse acute

13. ratio quotient

14. rational irrational

157
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COMPREHENSION

EXERCISE: Understanding and Drawing Comparisons and Contrasts

SUBJECT: Social Studies

GRADE LEVEL: 7th - 9th

EDUCATOR: Richard Benders=

ECODOL: Penns Valley junior High Wool

PREFACE

This mercies is a geography lesson designed to develop comprehension by

making comprisoms and contrasts betweer areas coder study now, and previous lessons.

The pegesin the book, 34rasia,,by Ginn and Company, are 51, 52, 53, and 54. They

deal with Loudon.

=CUE

1. Are there different places in London that would make it easy for you to tell it

from some American eityl Mena some of these.

2. Would Nat York and London harbors have the same kinds of ships in them? Ihtplatn

why.

3. Weld you aspect London to have more or fever government buildings then an American

city like New York?

4. lay would you expect the "sky line" (a the cities of New York and London to Le

different?

5. Why are the industries of soot big cities somewhat similar in character?

1. London :maid be easy to distinguish because of the palaces, bridges, government

buildings, taxis, and double-decker buses.

2. London harbor would not have as *any big passenger and freight ships due to the

shallow Thames River.

3. London would most likely have note government buildings because it is a national

capital and New York is not.
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4. luildimga in London are shorter because of the soft soil under the city. New

Tart bas tall buildings and solid rock to support thee.

3. inet atlas specialise in "light industries" where less room is requirad and
now corkers.

.1 6C)
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COMPREEIENSION

1=C011s Drawing Conclusions

11111111011: Mathematics

SAS LEM: 7th - 9th

IMUCATOM NOMMINS

SC1100Ls Penns Valley Junior High School

PRE/MCI

It is very important for sy students to recognise the relatioeships between
the emoted Seal !umbers. The tern "number* suddenly becomes vague, they used
to as specific in their explanations and definitions. This assignment allows
them to visualise the structure of the set. In class us mould coestruct the tree
disarm starting vita Neal Numbers. Important to any discussion of sets is the
lagmege ineolveds

Intersection

Union L)

lapty Set)e

EXIMCIS11

Seta of Real NUmbers

Structure

Real Numbers

Irrational Rational

TT/actions Integer

Negative Whole
Whole lumbers limbers/

Zero Natural
ambers

R Sat of heal lumbers
Q Set of Rational Numbers
I Set of Irrational Numbers
Inn Sot of Integers
V Set of Whole 'ambers
11 Sat of Natural Members

15i
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Wag the previous diagram, answer the following questions. These queetions will
*ow reiatlosehips between the sets of Real lumbers:

1. 14 Q .
2. TO t 0
3. Q id 1 a

4. NOV.
3. Vil Imo

6. 01 V
7. RON

So W V a

9. Q1 I
10. IA V a

1. Q

2. 1
3. 1
4. V
5. V
6.
7.
8. 1
9. 0

10, 0

1'
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STUDY STILLS

EXORCISE: Problem Solving

EORJOCT: :latheatics

GRADE LEVEL: Junior High School

EDUCATOR: 10
SCOWL: Penns Valley Junior High School

Problem
Read

PREFACE

What isThat
Given

State
Draw a Uceful

Pictnte Relation-
3hips

1P 3
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man= Ate! WORD PROBLEMS

EXAMPLE: Else Clark paid $6.30 for i dinner, including the tip. If the price
of the dinner was 6 times :le tip, how much was her tip?

1. What unknown quantities are asked for?

price of dinner price of dinner and tip

tip 6 ailed the tip

2. What methematical expressions are useful in this problem?

X 6X 1461 X + $6.30

3. Will a skate,: help to make the problem clearer?

4. What mathematical relationships are useful in this problem?

the tip is 152 of the dinner

the tip plus price of dinner equals the total bill

the tip is lees than the price of the dinner

the equation is always balanced

3. Based on all the above questions, which of the following is correct?

6z - $6.30

6 + z $6.30

+ 6x $6.30

y 4. X $6.30

6. Solve the equation you chose.

7. Check your answer.

EXAMPLE: The sum of two numbers is 28. One number is 4 more than another. find
the numbers.

1. What is given in the problem?

2. What unknown quantities are asked for?

3. Will a picture help?

4. Formulate an equation.

8. Solve the equation.

6. Check your answer.
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STUDY SKILLS

EXERCISE: Problem Solving

SUBJECT: Mathematics

CEDE LEVEL: 9th

EVOCATOR: David Perri

SCBOOL: Harrisburg Middle School

!MACE

The teacher will review how to solve word problems by steps.

Many students will not touch a word problem with a ten foot pole, but if
you would follow tnese steps word problem.' could be easy. Try these steps
to help you answer these word problems on the attached pages.

STEP #1: Vat does the problem TALL you?

STEP #2: That does the problem ASK?

STEP #3: What PROCESSES are used to solve the problem? s r + -?? In what order?

STEP #4: WORK the problem

STEP #5: CHECK the problem.

EXERCISE

1. There are 8 students in the advanced math class. If each student is to do
an equal number of problems and there in 2048 problems to be 40134, haw many problems
will each student do?

2. Divide four thousand one hundred and twenty-seven by eight. Is there a remainder?
If so, how Pesch?

3. John made $154.80 in one week. If he worked 40 hour' that week, how. such did
be make per hour?

4. John owns a company that does yard work. He pays each of the four an working
for him the same salary out of a payroll account of $424.00 to be divided
among the 4 men equally. How much does each ma receive each payday?

1. 256
2. 515 yes 7

3. $3.87
4. $106

AM OS

1F3
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STUDY SKILLS

EXERCISE: Problem Solving

SUBJECT: Mathematics

GRADE LEVEL: Junior High School

EDUCATOR: 411
SOWS: Penns Valley Junior High School

PREPLCE

Statement problems can be the most frustrating part of any mathematics class
for a 'student. This study guide is set up in a manner that establishes a pattern
for students to follow when solving a statement problem.

In the classroom situation this study guide would be explained one step at
a time. Mathematical expressions and relationships mat be explained. When we
solve problems in class it will be important to ask these same questions in the
same sequence. Through this repetition the class will form (or should fors) a
more positive attitude toward statement problems.

EXERCISE

Last week Tom bought a shirt on sale. He paid $7.00 after a 40X discount
bad been marked off the original pried. What was the original price?

A. What are you asked to find? (Cher% the answer)
selling price percent
discount shirt
original price ratio

D. What mathematical expressions are useful in this problem?
60

100

100

40
100

- 40 60

7

.40 x $7.00

3-
7

C. What mathematical relationships are useful is this problem? Check the
statements that are true.

X of discount plus X of selling price'always equals 100.
the selling price is a percent of original price.
orle 1 price - discount selling price

2:
commi sion is a percentage of sales
pore means per hundred

D. Based on all the above questions, which of the following is correct? Be
able to explain your choice.

60 x
100 7

60 7

100 x

I

40 7

100 z

40 x
100



I. Solve the equation you chose. What was the original price?

I. Cheek your answer.

ANSWFAS

A. original price

D. 60 7

100

C. Z of discount plus X of selling price always equals 100.
the selling price is a percent of original price.

D. 60 7

No

E. 60 7

130

60 z 700

700
z 60

$11.67

V. z original price
.40 z discount
- discount selling price

11.67 z .40 4.67
11.67 - 4.67 7.00 selling price

3.66
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STUDY SKILLS

IMEOCIEZ: leading A Graph

SUBJECT: Chemistry,

GOADS LEVEL: Senior High School

EDUCATOR: Deborah Pinchers

SCHOOL: Poems Valley Junior-Senior High School

PREFACE

The purpose of this exercise is to char the pressure-temperature relationships
of a gas, and to introduce the absolute temperature scale. The activity starts with
a demonstration dealing with the effect of temperature on pressure of a gas. This
activity allows the student to collect experimental data and see it arranged in _

chart and to represent the same data as in a graph.

This activity is to take place prior to Section 4-3,4 in Chapter 4 of the text.
At the end of the activity, the student should be able to rtate the effect of
temperature on the pressure of a sac,

Today's demonstration deals with the relationship between temperature and
pressure. The bulb of "John's Law Apparatus" will be filled with a given amcunt of
air and then submerged in three different temperature baths: (1) boiling water;
(2) ice-water :mixture; ant', (3) dry ice-mmylalcohol eizture. The pressure will be
read for each temperature bath. You are to record tho following data during the
demonstration:

ature Gat e Pressure
unlmgrature of boiling water
More of ice later mixture

Gauge Presdure
Gauze Pressure

Tomperature of dry ice-saylalcohol : Gauge Pressure

EXERCISE

1. Plot the data with temperature along the abscissa and gauge pressure along the
ordinate. The origin should be at T300% and P 0 PS1 (Pounds per square
inch). Draw the best straight line through these points.

2. Extrapolate the line formed by the four points to ie line P 0.

3. Answer the following =cations:

a. Is the relationship between temperature and pressure direct or
indirect?

b. As temperature decreases, pressure

c. We earlier defined temperature as a measurement of Kinezic Energy.
Does the centigrade scale accurately measure Kinetic Energy? Explain
your answer.
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SUBJECT:

GRADE LEVEL:

EDUCATOR:

SCHOOL:

SOURCE:

STUDY SKILLS

Lading A than

Some Econorics

8th

Westerly Parkway Junior Sigh School

Simplicity Sswi Book
Simplicity Publishing Company
New York, New York, 1975

PREFACE
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This exercise is used to teach the study skill of reading a Chart. The
student will need this skill to purchase the correct amount of fabric for the pattern
they choose for a project for clothing construction.

EXERCISE

ROB EKE FABRIC TO BUY--

I. lead page 23 in the Simplicity Sewing Book. Using the book, answer the following
questions:

1. What three things doe you need to know before you can figure out how
much fabric to buy?

2. Bow much fabric wad be needed for view 4,
44 inches wide?

3. Bow much fabric would be needec for view 1,
36 inches wide?

4. Ham much fabric would be needed for view 3,
60 inches vide?

5. Bow each fabric would be needed for view 4,
36 inches wide?

6. How much fabric would be needed for view 2,
45 inches wide?

in a

in a

In a

in a

in a

sire t.n, using fabric

size fourteen, using fabric

size six, using fabric

size sixteen, using fabric

size twelve, using fabric

7. Bow much lace trim is needed for view one, size eight? Bow wide?

8. Bow each interfac:ng is needed for view 4, size ten, using interfacing
32 inches wide?

V. Bow mach interfacing is needed for view 1, size six, using interfacing
25 inches wide?

II. Check your mowers with the key.



ANSWERS
3.70

1. the view you are using, your mire, and the width of the fabric you Intend to buy.
2. 1 7/8 yards
3. 2 3/4 yards
4. 1 1/2 yards
5. 2 1/2 yards
6. 2 1/4 .yards

7. 1 5/8 yards 2 inches
8. 3/4 yards
9. 7/8 yards

17:
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STUDY SKILLS

EXERCISE: leading A Chart

SUBJECT: Bone Economics

GRADE LEVEL: eta

EDUCATOR: Latherine Zack*.

SCHOOL: Harrisburg Middle School

PREFACE

The student learns to read a chart.

The student learns to interpret tables by locating the information he
weds to inks a sewing project.

Lecture by teacher using well chart and pointer. Explain parts of
chart and verbally guises students on its nee.

Students will complete the folluwing two worksheets: (a) Parts of e
Pattern Envelope, and (2) Finding What You Need

PARTS OP A PATTERN ENVELOPE
EXERCISE

A. lead the chart and answer the questions---- --

1. List the man's sizes
a.

b.
c.

2. List the five vememisizes
a.
b.
c.
d.

e.

3. List two suggested knit fabrics for making this top
a.

b.

4. This pattern ma made for material of 3 widths. List how vide these materials
are

a.

b.
c.

3. How many pattern pieces are included in this pattern?

6. Name one sewing notion needed to make this pattern.

7. Bow many views are included in this pattern?

S. What is the pattern number for this pattern?
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S. Finding Wbat You Need-----Use the chart for Part A to find your answers

1. 'If you are a man and your waist is 28 inches, what size will you need?

2. If I am solop to make view 1, size medium, and my fabric is 44" 45" wide
without nap, bar such material will I need?

3. If you are pins to make this top, name one kind of knit fabric you could use.

4. If you are a misses and your waist is 30 Inches and your hips are 36 lathes
what size pattern would you Choose?

3. List the names of the pattern pieces you will used to make this top for
View 1.

a.
b.
c.

d.
e.

f.

S.

ANSWERS

Ammer' will vary dependent upon pattern chart used.
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STUDY SKILLS

EXERCISE: leading A Chart

.3RINCT: Some Economics

GRADE LEVEL: Sth and 9th

EDUCATOR: Brenda Nye

90NO0L: Harrisburg Middle School

SOONCI: Simplicity Pattern Envelopes
#6165 and #5864

PREFACE

Mee I teach clothing, I use this sheet to teach students bow to read the
pattern graph on toe back of the pattern envelope. This teaches them how to find
the emeat of material needed to make a specific garment. If they can read the sample,
Om should be able to read any pattern back.

EXERCISE

You read pattern envelope backs like a graph. To do this correctly, you must
know:

1. Width of material (35 inches, 44 !aches, 54 inches or 60 inches)
2. The size you take, according to your measurements.
3. The view number you wish to make or whirl part of the pattern

(blouse, pants, skirt, jacket).

EXAMPLE: Look at pattern "A" at the top of your sheet. It is marked for 44 or 45 inch
wide material. The size is a 12. The view number is View 1, or the
pants.

Find the section of pattern "4" for pants. Nov find the material
width of 44 inch or 45 inch wide.

Find size 12 at the top.

Come down the 12 column and across the 44 inch or 45 inch line for
pants. Where the two meet is how such material you need for pants
of that pattern (.6165).

You would need 2 1/4 yards if you were making that pattern.

Maw, follow the same procedure to answer any questions on how much material you will
need for any given garment. There are many things found on pattern envelope backs.
All anewera will be found on envelope back "A" (#6165) or on envelope back 711" (p5864).

1. The pattern number for pattern "A" is . For pattern "B" it is

2. You are asking pattern "A", size 10, view 1 or 2 - pants, and the material is
44 inches wide. Haw much material will you need ta make these pants?

3. Pattern S, sire 14, short skirt, material is 36 inches wide. Mow such material
will you need to make the skirt?
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4. Ivory pattern has suggested fabrics to use for that particular pattern. List

the first three suggested fabrics for pattern "A".

3. Iamb pattern also lists sewing notions needed. List all of the notions needed
for pattern "B".

6. Pattern pieces are lettered. Pattern envelope backs tall you which letter. are
needed for what you are making. Look at pattern "A". What letters would you use
to mike peals - View 1 and 2?

7. Pattern "B" - jumper or tunic. Which pattern pieces will you use?
Letters

8. Pattern "B" - Bow such elastic do you need for the tunic or jumper,
else 10 ? else 12 ? size 16

9. Bowman)? pawn= pieces are given for pattern "A"?

10. Pattern "A" - sirs 14, view 3 - shorts, material is 60 inches wide. Bow such
material should you bay for shorts?

11. Pattern "8" - size 8, abort skirt, material is 54 inches wide. Bow such do you
need?

12. What is the pattern number for pattern "A"?

13. Pattern "A" - List notions needed (on beck of sheet).

14. Pros either envelope back, list the standard body seasurememts for a:
Size 10 Sise 12 Size 16

Bust
Waist
Bip
Beck

15. Extra is needed to match plaids, stripes, or °airway designs.

16. What are lightweight wool, wool flannel, tweed, gabardine, double knit, canvas,
Chino, poplin, linen, challis? What pattern number has these
fabrics under suggested fabrics?

17. Patters "3" - What is the width of the lover edge of the short skirt:
size 8 size 12 size 16

18. Pattern "A" - Size 8, view 2 or 3 - top, 45 inch vide material. Bow such material
is needed for contrasting cuffs and facings?

If you got these right, you can answer any questions from ANT envelope back you are
given.

1."15
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STUDY SXILLS

EXERCISE: Reeding A Chart

mum Industrial Arts

GRADE LEVEL: 8th

EDUCATOR: john Eubalak

SCOOOL: Penns Valley Junior High School

EXCISE

Many times it is necessary to put threads on or in a piece of metal. This
is done by a tap or a die. The tap is used to make internal threads and the die
is used to make the external threads such as on a bolt. These tap and die sets
make an American National thread that is the most common type used in the United
States. the two common series are:
1. Matiomal Coarse (NC) has fever threads per inch for the same diameter than the

other series On. It is used for general purpose work.
2. National Fine (IF) has more threads per inch and is used in precision assemblies.

The chart is read is the following -Amy:

a. Determine the S124 of the threads and
the number of threads per inch to be
used. (Size of tap)

b. Find that tap on the chart.
c. Look to the right of this size for

the threads per inch.
d. To the right of the threads per

inch is the size of drill that is
used so the hole may be threaded
with the proper tsp.

1/4 - 20 - NC

SEE CHART ON NEXT PAGE

The above is an example of the proper vay a threaded hole would be on a
drawing. The 1/4 would describe the diameter of the bolt, the 20 would tell that
there are 20 threads per inch of bolt and the NC stands for National Coarse Which
is the series.

17;



NATIONAL SCREW THREAD3

COMMISSION -- STANDARD*

American National Fine American National Coarse
(W) (NC)

Sise of
Tap

Threads
par in.

Tap
drill

Size of
tap

Threads
per in.

Tap
drill

# 4 48 43 f 4 40 NO 43

f 5 44 37 f 5 40 No 38

f 6 40 33 ft 6 32 No 36

f 8 36 29 8 32 No 29

#10 32 21 #10 24 NO 25

#12 28 14 #12 24 No 16

1 1
28 3 4 20 NO 7

S 5
16 24 1 16 18 F

3 3
8 24 8 16 16

7 25 7
16 20 64 16 14 II

1 29 1 27
1. 20 64 2 13 64

9
TT 18

33
64

9

16 12
31
64

5 37 5 17
8 18 64 8 11 32

3 11 3 21
16 16 4 10 32

7 13 7 49
14 16 8 9 64

15 7
1 14 16 1 8 8

*taped on 75 percent full threat.

1

3.76
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By using the chart and the paragraph on the proceeding page, answer the following
questions!

1. What is the most common suise of threads used is the United States?

2. A hole in a drawing is labeled 3/8 - 16 - NC, whit is the seeming
of:

a. 3/8 -
b. 16 -
c. NC

3. What is the size of the tap drill for the hole in question #2 above?

4. A tap drill of 7/8 would be used for what size tap?

5. What is the main use of the National Coarse Series? For the
National Fine?

6. What series of thread would you use in a car sad why?

ANSWERS

1. The National series
2. a. the diameter of the bolt

b. the number of threads per inch -- 16 threads per inch
c. National Coarse series

3. S /16. drill

4. 1 - 8 - NC
5. NC for general purpose work

NF for precision assemblies such as cars
6. The National Fine series because (answer may vary) that is the type that is

used in precision work. It will hold better and make more accurate adjustments.
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STUDY SKILLS

=CUE: leading A Table

SUBJECT: Mathematics

GRADS LIM: Junior High School

IDUC"-JCIL:

SCHOOL: Penns Valley Junior High School

PREFACE

Essential to solving any problems dealing with square root is reading
a square root tale. This exercise would follow a class drill on the square
root table. I go through each part of the table explaining the different parts.
The best ray to master this table is through practice -- therefore these
problems are varied, covering every situation. .Correct answers to these
questions would indicate a thorough understanding of the table.

EXERCISE

Using the square roct table on page 421, answer these questions:

1. 16
2. 27

*

3. 1(63

4. 6Ok

5. 1/ 361

6. V6889

7. 4.243

8. 9.592.

9.

10. 502-

1. 4
2. 729
3. 7.937
4. 3600
5. 19
6. J3
7. 18
8. 92
9. 9,055

10. 2500

ANS'W'ERS

1'7

.1
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STEINS:1'1LS

EXERCISE: Searching Skills

SOBJECT: Library Science/Social Studies/Language Arts

GRADS LEVEL: Junior Sigh School

EDUCATOR: Daniel Gallaghe:

S41O0L: Penns Valley :rumlor High School

PREFACE

This exercise is a reinforcement of skills taught by the librarian in
class. The lesson emphasizes the variety of encyclopedias available and the
methods used to obtain the information contain in then.

The student will be given the test toward the end of the class: after
instruction in encyclopedia use has been given. Et will have approximately 10
to 15 minutes do the worksheet.

Those students who answer 1002 of the questions satisfactorily will be able
to move on co doing their report. Other students will be given further instructionin the

EXERCISE

1. Give five entropies of different subjects that will apply to five different
school subjects for which you can fine, information in an encyclopedia.

Topic, School SAtect

2. Give the titles of three encyclopedias contained in the library.

a.
b.
c.

3. Encyclopedias are most often arranged by order.

4. On the next page you will find a copy of a page from the index volume to the
Book of Pocular Science 1976 edition. By looking at this page, write down inwhat volume and on what page you can find information on TBRAIEERS.

5. Beside* dealing only wr-th science, the Book of Popular Science is afferent
from other encyclopedias in another way. What is that difference?

6. What is the purpose of guide words in encyclopedias?
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7. Below is a list of guide words and following that 'al a list of subjects which

will fall between the guide words. Match the work. on the left with the guide

words it will fall between.

a.
b.

DOT DIG

DESIGN, DECORATIVE
DUMARDIER, DAPHNE
DIRECTORY

1.

2.
codes and ciphers
protective coating

c. CL 1S, ORION COLLECTIVE BARGAINING 3. Midgard
d. MEXICO (state) MIMOSA 4. doable cloth
e. PROBOSCIS PUBLIC FINANCE 5. dictionary

ANSWERS

1 Open to student's imagination.
Check with librarian.

3. alp4abetical
4.' V. 6; p. 48
5. It is soCarranged alphabetically, it is arranged topically; the

be used to get at information.
6. To indicate a general area where words can be found.
7. a. 4

b. 5
c. 1
d. 3

e. 2

index MUST
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STUDY SKILLS

EXERCISE: Searching Skills

SUBJECT: Library Science/Social Studies/Language Art

GRADE LEVEL: Junior High School

EDUCATOR ,.
SCBOOL: Penns Valley Junior High School

PREFACE

The purpose of this exercise is :o give the ctudent practice in using
the card catalog and to define weaknesses in his knowledge of the card catalog
and library prior to his embarking on a report vhich requires his to use sources
found in the card catalog. The student had been given instruction in class as
well as a manual prepared by the librarian abut the card catalog. This is the
second step of a unit prepared to acquaint the student with reference sources
in the

The student is given the worksheet to be completed on his first visit to the
library. The student it judged competent if he gets 8 or 11 answers correct.
However, 1002 efficiency is aimed for so students will have added instruction in
areas where they failed.

EXERCISE

1. What are the three ways materials are cataloged in the card catalog?

2. The difference between the author, title, and subject cards is the information
given on the line.

3. The card can be told from the other types of catalog cards because the
top line is generally tyoed in black capital letters.

4. Go t- the card catalog in he library and look up FOOD and answer the following
que.cives:

a. In the card catalog there is a card that sticks out slum all the rest
labelled FOOD. Where are all the other cards for books about FOOD found?
Cheek one.

in front of that card
behind that card
on both sides of that card

b. Write the author of one book about food,

c. What is the title of the book that he wrote?

d. What is the call number of that book?

e. Find that book on the shelf and show it tq your instructor. Bring this
worksheet with you vhsn you do so.

1g.
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3. Pet the following entries in alphubetical order:

a. LEWiS AND CLARK EXPEDITION

b. Lighthouses of AA

c. Lent, Henry Bowles

d. LINCOLN, AIRMAN

S. Leviton, Mynah

6. The library has some book. written by Doroth/ Gladys Spicer; what is tns title
of glee of those books?

7. Who is tta author of A Book of Giant Stories?

MIMS
1. author, title, subject
2. top
3. subject
4. a. behind

b.
c. oust be checked rgainet card catalog
d.

S.
3. c, s, a, b, d
6. Festivals of Western Europe

46 Days of Christmas
The Kneeling Tree
Yearbook of English Festivals

7. Kathleen Adams

1C;
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STUDY SKILLS

EXIMCISI: Searching Skills

8011.11CT: Library V-ience/Social Studies/Language Arts

GRADE LEVEL 7th - 9th

EDUCATOR:

SCHOOL: Penns Valley Junior Hip* School

PREFACE

3.83

This worksheet is designed to give students practice in obtaining information
free various entries in the leaders' Guide to Periodical Literature and in filling
out the farm necessary to obtain back issues of magazines from storage in the lam.
This worksheet is given out during the class on use of the Readers' Guide given as
part of the reference skills unit for seventh graders.

The students are told to find a certain subject in the pamphlet, Bow To Use
The leaders' Guide To Periodical Literature. All th. students will use the sums
*Object and will be revired to request two megazinfta with articles in them on
that subject. They will do this on the worksheet. 1002 efficiency is needed for
competency.

EXERCISE

SAMPLE MAGAZINE REQUEST FORM

IMC COPY

Student's Name H.R.

Date Due

Magazine Date

ANSWERS

Mowers will vary with assigned subject.

1 Q
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STUDY SKILLS

ISENCIEB: Searching Skills/Dictionary

SOBJECT: English

GRADE LEVU: 7th - 9th

EDUCATOR: Candace Marion

SCNOOL: Nome Valley Junior High School

?MACE

The following study skill was developed for the purpose of reinforcing a
dictionary skill which is introduced earlier in class. It is a part of a larger
imstructiosal omit dealing with various aspects of the dictionary. Prior to this
exercise, the class works on the concept of alphabetising and bow to place words
in correct alphabetical order.

Again, students working at the independent level nay complete this exercise
individually. I mark with the others in smell group* providing additional
instructional aid.

Since tba concept of using guide words is important, we then continue
instructions by using dictionaries themselves on asi Individual basis. Students
must temple:4 additional exercises in locating certain words.

EXERCISE

DICTIONARY - GUIDE WORDS-----

After you tiro to nearly the right page to find a word, your next move is
to turn to the exact page. for ails purpose, the dictionary offers you an
important aid. At the top of every page there are two guide uords in heavy black
print. The first one, at the left, repeats the first entry word at the beginning
of the pegs. The second one, at the :Ight, repeats the last entry word at tba
sod of the page. Ey looking at the golds words you can tell whether the word
you are looking for belongs somewbere between those words (that is, on that page)
or whether it belongs on an earlier pegs or a later one.

If the guide words are barmovvanetharvest, will appear on that page?
The first three letters are alike and the fourth letter f"comes after le of
bassos, but before "v" of harvest...bermony...hamoon...barvest. Therefore, hartoon
belongs somewhere bttVINIZI those two guide molds, and it will be found on that page.

A. There are three lists below, each heeded by a pair of guide VOr.-..4. Decide
which words in each list would be faced on the ammo page ac the guide words.
Hake three calms on your paper, placing the guide words above then. Write
the words from the list that would be found with then.

(words are listed on the next page-----)
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corral - cottase stagger - stanch

COTINW hurry
correct hurtle
cotton huge
comet bunch
corridor but
cordial bump
corset humid
COMM burl
cote hustle
countess boater

stampede
stagnant
staff
stake
+tend
stamp
stags
stammer
starch
stalwart

1. On your paper, copy only the numbere of the words. After each number write
'Icor decision about the ?lace of the word. It it belongs on :be page, asks
a :'beck nark. If it belongs before the page, write "3 "; if it belongs after
the page, write V':

thick - think

1. these
2. thistle
3. thicken
4. third
5. thine
6. thing
7.

8. thimble

1. shanty
2. shatter
3. Shawl
4. iharpen
5. Shame
6. Shark
7. sheath
8. shapely

C. In this esarcise you are to locate the page on which sada cord in the first
column amy be found. The pale numbers are Shown alongside the guide words.
Match each word in the first colvm with the aroropriate guide words, and
you will find the confect page. On your mei* mate the words and the number
of the page on which each can be found.

em,

campaign 130
captivate 131
calipers 132
canyon 133
caloric 134
cardinal 135
cannon 136
capillary 137
carbonic 138
candidate 139

Guide Words

calico - callow
calm - camel
cameo - campus
canal - candor
cane - canopy
canteen - capability
capacious - capitulate
capitulation - carabao
caracul - carcinoma
cardiac - carillon



A.

corral - cottage

3.86

ANSWMIS

hvmorous - hurt stagger - stanch

correct hurry stampede
corridor hunch stagnant
coma hump stake
cote hurl stamp

hunter SUMOV
stalvert

I.

C.

thick - think shape - shave

1. b 1. b

2. a 2. /
3. / 3. a
4. a 4. /
5. / 5. b

6. / 6. /
7. b 7. a

8. / 8. /

Word Yag!.

campaign 132

captivate 137

calipers 130
canyon 135

caloric 131

cardinal 138
cannon 136

capillary 136

carbonic 138
candidate 133

1



GROUPING

GROUPING BY: Inform.. Reading Inventory/Skills Scores

SUBJECT: American Eistory

1DOCATOR: Bob Sealy

YAWL: Penns Valley Junior High School

Informal Reading Inventory Scores,

Moe
I

Part of
Book

II III IV

Use of Use Note
Resou- Charts Voc.
rces Graphs

V
Note
Main
Ideas

Vi
Coepre-
bsnsion

Possible Correct +7 +5 +5 +5 +2 +5

Adrian 7 4 5 2 1 0
/aye 5 3 5 3 3 3
Michele 7 5 4 5 2 4
Sharon 6 3 4 2 1 1
Jackie 6 2 2 4 0 2
Mike 5 4 3 3 1 1
Carol 7 5 5 5 2 2
Vickie 6 2 2 2 1 2
Wendy H. 6 2 3 2 1 2
Marie 6 2 4 1 1 1
Deanne 7 5 5 5 2 5Wide= 7 5 5 5 2 4
Willies 7 5 5 5 2 5
Jeffrey 6 2 3 2 2 0
Cynthia 6 1 3 1 0 0
Robert 3 3 3 2 1 I
Roger 4 4 4 2 1 1
Tina 3 2 2 I 1 0
Martin 7 4 5 5 2 4
Donna 5 3 5 1 0 3
Thomas 7 5 4 5 2 4
Wendy 7 5 5 4 2 4
Cindy 6 2 3 3 1 1

GROUPING BY SKILLS

Parts Of Book U34 Of Resources

Faye Jeffrey Adrian Jeffery
Sharon Cynthia !dye Cynthia
Jackie Robert Sharon Robert
Mike Roger Jackie Rnger
Vickie Tina Mike Tina
Wendy R. Donna Vickie Martin
Marie Cindy Wendy H. Donna

Marie Cindy

2.7



Use of Charts/Graphs Vocabulary

Michele Jeffery Adrian Jeffery
Immo Cynthia 7aye Cynthia
Jackie Robert Sharon Robert
Mike Roger Jackie loser
Vickie Tina Mike Tina
Moody B. Thomas Vickie Donna
Marla Cindy Wendy H. Wendy

Marie Cindy

Main Ideas Comprehension

Adrian Mists Adrian Jeffery
Faye Cynthia Faye Cynthia
Sharon Rot- -* Michele Robert
Jackie Roger Sharon Roger
Mike Tiny Jackie Tina
Vickie Donna Mike Martin
Wendy H. Cindy Carol Donna

Vickie Thomas
Wendy H. Wendy
Marie Cindy
Kathleen

1 c
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STUDY SKILLS

EXERCISE: Following Directions

SUBJECT: Mathematics

GRADE LEVEL: 7th - 9th

EDUCATOR: David Perri

SCBOOL: Harrisburg Middle School

PREFACE

3.87

The following exercises are to be used with 9th and 7th graders, ALI students.

The lesson rill be taught as follows:
1. Teacher motivation - talk on why students should know their

grade standing and be able to figure it.

2. Teacher will read instructions.
3. Teacher will demonstrate how to find grade averages

EXERCISE

Find your grade by following these directions for this 9 weeks:

1. Remember for math, you had a total of fourteen blocks for each nine weeks.
2. Add all the grades you have received so far. Look on your check off sheet.
3. Don't forget, each homewoni:ema marked as one block and each test was marked

as two blocks.
4. Divide the total you found for instruction 02 by fourteen. This answer is

your grade so far, and what it would be on your report card if you would stop
at this point.

5. Try these examples then find what your grade is so far.

A. Fourteen grades: B. Fourteen grads.:

852 ) Test 952 ) Test 952 ) Test 972 S.W.
852) 952) 952 ) 922 ) Test
752 H.W. 982 H.W. 852 H.W. 922 )
752 ) Test 872 H.W. 962 H.W. 942 ) Test
752) 762 ) Test 962 H.R. 942) '

842 H.R. 762) ' 932 ) Test 902 H.W.
92% H.R. 782 H.R. 932) 902 H.W.

Find your total average:

1. Add all the grades you have for your major subjects.
2. Your major subjects we will say are: Math, Language Arts, Reading, Social

Studies, Science, and typing or Business. Of course it is also necessary
that you pass your minor subjects.

3. Divide the total you had for instruction 01 by the total number of major
subjects that you have.

4. Try these. Also find your total average.

(continued on next page-----)



Social Studies 852 952 702 892 982
3.88

Mathematics 832 922 85Z 682 802
Science 752 852 722 1002 742
Language Arts 952 962 602 1002 882
Typing 842 962 732 882 942
Reading 842 942 60% 892 762

Answers will vary with each student.

ANSWERS
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Sections IV, V and VI contain longer segments of instructions which illustrr....
the integration of reading skill instruction with content area instruction.

Since these units of instruction are considerably longer than other model
materials in this paper, only a feu exemplary models are included.

The following model units and Learning Activity Packages are available
The Content Area Reading Project Office, The Pennsylvania State University:

Adult Education -- "Personal Checking Accounts"

English -- "Frederick Douglas"

English -- "Fundamentals Of Writing"

Bose Economics -- "Interpersonal Relationships"

Mathematics "Checks And Passbooks"

Music "Playing The Recorder"

Science -- "Nature Of Matter"

LAP Adult Education -- "Personal Checking Accounts"

LAP English -- "The Newspaper"

Social Studies -- "Ancient Civilizations

Contents Of This Section

Unit, "Portable Electrical Appliances"
LAP, "Grooming"
LAP, "Early Peoples Of Africa"
Learning Center, "Poetry"

I

from
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4.2

EMEMENCITOMAL WIT

SWAM
GRAM:

IDOCANORS:

3CHOOLS:

TITLE:

ADDIEINCE

TARGET:

TIME
ALLOTMENT:

IVERCOUCTION :

GENERAL GOAL:

OBJECTIVES:

INSTRUCTIONAL UNIT

"Portable Electrical Applicances"

Home Economics

9th

Connie Martin and Margaret Campbell

Park Forest and Westerly Parkiay Junior High Schools

Portable Electrical Applicances

This unit is designed for students in Foods.f, Grade 9.

Three to four weeks. Fifteen to eighteen, forty -five minute

lessons.

This unit has been designed to develop the skills necessary
for the selection, proper use and care of small portable
electrical applicances. Included in this unit are a variety
of activities which develop reading skills and food
preparation techniques suitable for specific appliances. This
unit has been developed so that it can be used in its entirety
or in small segments based on teacher and student needs.
Students will be evaluated both as a group and Individually.
Crades will be based on written and oral assignments, tdsts
sod laboratory activities. An individual point scale for
grading will be determined by individual,inarruc:ors.

This unit will develop the skills necessary for the selection,
proper use and care of small electrical appliances, using
those reeding and study skills necessary to absort this content.

1. Students will achieve a score of 80Z on a safety test.
(Cognitive)

2. After reading the use and care booklets of selected smell
appliances, students will note the main ideas. (Cognitive)

3. Students will be able to select quality electrical
appliances for a specific food preparation assignment.
(Cognitive)

4. During and following a class field trip, tbs. students will
successfully complete an appliance feature and cost
comparison chart. (Cognitive)

3. Students will prepare foodk from recipes specifically
designed to utilize varicus pieces of small equipment.
(Psychomotor)

193
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6. Students will modify and prepare standard recipes to
exhibit the creative use of a_snall portable electrical
appliance. (Psychomotor and Appreciative)

DAT #1: Motivation for student learning will include (a) bulletin board and
(b) display of appliances.

DAY :

DAY #3

4.3

1. Students will be given an overview of the unit to provide
structure and continuity.

PORTABLE_ ELECTRICAL APPLIANCES COURSE OUTLINE**

2. Students will brainstorm a listsof familiar small portable
electrical appliances.

BLACKBOARD

3. Students vill achieve a score of 802 on a safety test.

SAFETY TEST**

1. After reviewing the safety test, students will evaluate
their need for further study regarding the safe use of
small portable electrical appliances.

REVIEW TEE TEST.
ALLOW STUDENTS TO ARRANGE TOR RETEST IT NECESSARY

2. Using the worksheet "New Vocabulary - Portable Electrical
Appliances", the students will acquaint themoalves with
the words and terms necessary for an understanding of this
unit.

NEW VOCABULARY - PORTABLE ELECTRICAL APPLIANCES**

1. Students will understand how listening is directly related
to notetaking skills.

NOTES ON LISTENING AND NOTE TAKING**

2. Using notetaking skills, the students will vetch, listen
and take notes concerning the main ideas and supporting
details in the filmstrip "Convenience Cookery With Portable
Electrical Appliances".

NOTES FOR "FILMSTRIP "

ELECTRICAL APPLIANCES"**

**Words underlined indicate sweetiel contained in the Appendix.

1
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3. Students will write a surnary paragraph to include the

concepts presented in the filmstrip.

SUMMARY PARAGRAPH 1JILL BE WRITTEN AT THE CONCLUSION OF
THE NOTES ON THE FILMSTRIP.

DLTS #4 and #5: The teacher will allow appropriate time for each transparency.

1. Students mill develop an understanding of what an appliance
is supposed to do and bow to operate properly for effective
use.

DAT #6:

Dan

APPLIANCE TRANSPARENCIES

2. Using the prepared and accompanying booklets, students
will.label parts and fastness of each appliance.

STUDER BOOED/2**

3. Students will write a general statement as to the
advantages and disadvantage of using portable appliances
vs. large appliances (range) or for doing tasks manually.

PROVIDE comPosneion PAPER

4. Students will list altemoatituses for the portable appliances
discussed in the class.

CLASS DISCUSSION

1. Students will vier and evaluate the portable electrical
appliances arranged In a learning center. According to
the checklist criteria listed, studests will evaluate
three different appliances.

TOUR CHECK LIST FOR SMALL APPLIANCES**

2. Using notetaking skills learned in Day #3, students will
nota the main ideas contained in the use and care booklet
of at least five appliances.

WORKSHEET - MAIN IDYAS OF USE Am) CARE BOOKLETS**
USE AND CARE BOOKLETS BY MANUFACTURERS

1. During and following a class field trip, the students will
successfully complete an appliance feature and cost
comparison chart.

TRIP H01131.* 19;;
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4.5

1. Using the information gathered during their field trip,
students will prepare a 3-5 ainute oral presentation
concerning one electrical appliance. The report should
include the following information:

a. cost of the appliance at various stores.

b. description of the construction of the
appliance.

c. Expected and multiple uses.

d. Suitability for table use.

e. As explanation of any unique advantages or
features.

f. Safety .features.

e. Recommended cars and cleaning.

STUDENTS WILL WORE IN PAIRS

1. Students will present information concernint their selected
appliance in the fora of an oral report.

2. Students-will be evaluated by the following ritaria:

a. Organization of information.

b. Accurate information.

c. Avoidance of distracting aannerisms.

d. Appropriate length.

ORAL WORTS

1. Students will be required to complete the unit test based
on the information contained in the previous lumens.

UNIT TEST - PORTABLE ELECTRICAL APPLIANCES**

191;
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Da 912:

DAY #13:

DAY #14:

DAT #15:

4.6

1. Students mill view a demonstration by the teacher of a
food preparation, using one or several portable electrical
appliances. The recipes and appliances mill be determined
by the individual teacher.

2. Students mill have the opportunity to sample !weds prepared.

TEACHER PREPARED DEMONSTRATION

EMIT TASTING PART!

1. Students and teacher mill review the unit examination by
discussion.

5

2. Students mill select a recipe and complete an appropriate
planning sheet for the preparation of a basic food product
using a portable electrical appliance. The recipe selected
mill depend upon the time, experience of the learner,
Ingredients and appliances available.

LABORATORY PLANNING SHEET - JOB ASSIGNMENT**

1. Students mill properly prepare, store and refrigerate food
items planned for on the previous day.

2. Students will demoustrate the proper use and care of
selected portable electrical appliances.

1. Students will evaluate food peepared the previous day.
These mill be presented buffet style. Evaluation mill be
recorded in the appropriate location on the planning sheet.

1. Students will select a recipe and complete the appropriate
planning sheet for the preparation of a creative food
product that uses a portable electrical appliance. The
recipe selected will depend upon the time, irate of
the learner, ingredients and appliances le.

LABORATORY PLASHING SHEET

197
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1. Students will properly prepare, store and refrigerate
food items planned for on the prey ions (1E4.

2. Students will demonstrate the proper use and care of
selected portable electrical appliances.

MT 017:

MT 018:

1. Students will evaluate food prepared the previous day.
These will be presented buffet style. Evaluation. will
be recorded 11 the appropriate location on the planning
sheet.

1. Students will review and evaluate the material presented
in the Portable Electrical Appliance Unit. The method of
presentatleavill depend upon individual teacher style.

1 9 s.,)
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APPENDIX

DAY #1

PORTABLE ELECTRICAL APPLIANCES

CouriA Outline

I. Introduction to Unit
A. Safety Test
I. Large variety of appliances

II. law Vocabulary

III. Filmstrip - "Convenience Cookery With Portable Electrical Appliances

IV. Special Features Of Selected Portable Appliances
A. Teacher presentation
B. Student worksheet
C. Understanding of Use and Care Booklets

V. Field Trip
A. Discount store
B. Department store
C. Catalog sales

VI. Class Presentation
A. 3-5 ulnae oral report
B. Results of field trip comparisons

VII. Studdent Evaluation - Teat

VIII. Teacher Demonstration
A. Proper use and care of selected appliances
B. Food preparation

U. Student Food Preparation
A. Basic food preparation
B. Creativity in food preparation

Z. Conclusion And Evaluation Of Unit

192
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DAT #1

.410TER USE IDEAS FOR PORTABLE ELECTRICAL APPLIANCES

Slender:

Wain quick -breads, cakes, rookies
Viking marmalades, jams, conserves, relishes, etc.
Viking soups
Miklag salad dressing, wayonnaise
Sneftult and vegetable cocktails
Seversgms - milk shakes, egg noes, snows and Ices
Icings
Chopping nuts
Chopping parsley
Ileking powdered sugar from granulated sugar
Making asmces
Midis bread, cracker and cookie crumbs
Bread numbs for stuffing
Potato pancakes
Shipping cream
Meats to pulp for canape spreads
Hashing potatoes
Shaving ice
Making baby foods

4.10

Coffeemaker:

Automatic: plugging into timer clock for reedy-usde coffee is the morning.
Percolator: making cocoa (put dry ingredients, nixed with enough water to

make a thick paste, in basket. Perk on "mile setting for
deliciously foamy cocoa.)

Instant, percolator or bottom of vacuum-type coffeemakam:
Soiling water for tea, instant coffee, postum, hot chocolate

broth from bouillon cubes, gelatin
Bard or soft cooked eggs
Seating baby foods in cans; coseomme
Beating baby bottle
Taking along on trips or to summer cabin

Deep Vat Fryer:

Deep fat frying fish, fowl, fritters and croquette*
Casserole for all types of casserole dishes, stews, less tender meats
Saucepan for cooking vegetable:lb cereals, fruits, soup, spaghetti
Stemerlor cooking puddings and custards
Pop corn popper
Rasp-warm utensil for buffet or patio seals
jummdituvesetables for freezing
Long, slow cooking - baked beans, spaghetti sauce
Woking fudge, Seven-minute icing
Sun warner
Defrosting frozen foods quickly



4.11

Pas boiling - meats to broil
/tying - asp, meats, potatoes, corn meal mush, French toast, pancakes, etc.
Toasting - bread, sandwiches, buns
Grilling 'sandwiches

Isep-immna appliance

Mining batter - cakes, quick breads, cookies, cream puffs
Mashing potatoes, cooked squash, pumpkin
'satins fudge and other candies; icings
Desserts - ice creme, prune whip, puddings, sherberts, myusses, marlowes
Making pie crust '"

Orange juicer attachment: juicing oranges, lemons, grapefruit
Grinder attachment: grinding seats - cooked or uncooked,

vegetables, nuts, dried fruits; chopping
vegetables

Pressure Cooker:

Browning, braising, stewing, steaming
Baking cup custards
Cookies cereals, macaroni, spaghetti, noodles, rice
Use as a saucepan without pressure:

Deep fat frying
Popping corn
Steaming puddings, brown bread, fruit cake

Boaster:

Complete meals
Baking, stewing, roasting, braising
Quantity cooking for church suppers, picnics, bcckyard meals for a crowd

serve 50 persons with foods such as scrambled eggs, baked
beans, spaghetti, chili, stew

Quantity of coffee - 50 cups
Water bath for canning tomatoes, fruit
Biking jams and preserves in quantity
Frying out lard
Insert` pea can be used as a dishpan (in a pinch)
:teeming vegetables - large quantity or 3 separate vegetables

Griddle attachment: pan broiling seats; frying eggs, seats,
potatoes, corn meal mush, Trench toast,
pancakes, etc.; toasting bread, sandwiches,
*ad buns

Broiler attachment: Broiling moats tut to sise; beating fruits,
vegetables, etc., while seat is pan broiling;
eaking toast

201
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Verbecning - neat and Owl
- meats, fruit, vegetables, snacks and hor d'oeuvres

vegetables - fresh or frozen

stews, pot roasts, one-dish seals, desserts, soups, rice, cereals, etc.
;ors
rolls
foods wsmi

114111w

'tying, pen-broiling, braising, grilling
Popping corn
Cooking cereals for breakfast
gasping foods wars
Defrosting frozenmegetables
venting rolls
kids( potatoes, inples, upside down cake, cup custards
1,0011, afar cooking - spaabetti sauce, baked beans
Crisping crackerst cereals, potato chips, etc.
Viking salted and glazed nuts-

Toaster:

Melba toast
Cold biscuits and satins cut in half and toasted

Vesting frozen-taffles (for best results, turn control know to "light"
sating and put through twice)

Toasting slices of Angle food cake and pound cake

Waffle Baker:

Waffle brownies, dessert waffles, bread toasted for croutons

2 0 2



DAT 81

SAFETY TEST

4.13

It is `important to'use safe workOhabits in the kitchen units, especially
when =tag electrical appliances. Therefore, you must obtain a score of at least
802 on this safety test before food preparation with mall appliances can be done.
You should make arrangements with the teacher for a retest if necessary.

Seed all question. carefully and place all of your mowers directly on the
test paper.

Part I: True or False -- If the statement is true place the word true in the
space provided._If the statement if false place the word false in the
space provide4.

1., Check appliances periodically to see if they are in good repair.

2. Dry bands before plugging appliances into outlets and when using
electrical equipment.

3. All electrical appliances can be submersed.

4. Avoid stretching appliance cords over.the range surface units.

3. If fuses continue to blow, insert a penny to allow the use of
more electricity.

6. If your home does not :lave fuses, more then likely it will have
circuit breakers.

7. Wattage refers to the amount of electricity needed to operate an
appliance.

8. A 14rfon should not try to lift a plias of toast out of the toaster
with a fork.

9. Th seal means that the electrical appliance has met strict
ements outlined by the United States Government.

10. When removing an electrical cord from a well outlet, put the plug
rather than the cord.

";,Part II: Multiple Choice -- Place the correct letter or letters in the *co
provided.

1. When cooking food in deep fat, if the fat should catch fire, one
should:

a. smother it at once with a dish towel or pot holder
b. smother it at once with a metal cover or lots of salt or

baking soda
c. smothei it at once with water
d. remove it from burner quickly
e. none of these

203



4.14
2. If you plug in too many small appliances on one outlet,

a. a circuit will be overloaded
b. use nay burn out

a fire may start inside the wall
the appliance cord may burn out

e. all of these

3. *Small electrical appliances are great conveniences if one
resebers to

a. connect them to light sockets
b. use Tory long electric cords
c. turn off the switch before disconnecting cord from the outlet
d. put the cord under the regiut of sight

4. When an electric mixer is operating, fOod should be stirred with a
a. metal spoon
b. fork
c. spatula
d. rubber scraper
e. all of these

5. The safe way to use electrical appliances is to
a. always make sure hands and floor ere dry
b. be sure major appliances are grounded
c. check insulation on wires for go= places
d. plug appliances directly into wall outlets .

e. all of these

Part III: Definitions -- Define the following words in complete sentences.

1. Puree

2. Deep fry

3. Simmer

4. Whip

. Teflon

it

2O



DAY 82

NEW VOCABULARY - PORTABLE ELECTRICAL APPLIANCES

Part I: Definitions and Syllabification -- The first part of this worksheet
consists of two as:pigments.

A. Using the dictionary provided, write the definition for
each of the words listed below. Select the definition
which best suits the unit we are now studying.

D. Divide each word into the correct number of syllables

EXAMPLE: Electrical - heated, moved, or operated by electricity (source of
enere else - tri - cal

1. Immerse

2. Fuse

3. Watts

4. Portable

5. Convenience

6. Functional

- 7. Volts

8. Catalog

9. Warranty

10. Guarantee

4.15

Part II: Use each of your new vocabulary w1rds correctly in a sentence. You are
expected to spell all of the words correctly. If you are not sure - LOOK
IN TEE DICTIONARY.

1. Immerse

2. hum

3. Watts

4. Portable

3. Convenience

6. Functional

7. Nolte

8. Catalog

9. Warranty

10. Guarantee
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4.16
DAY 03

LISTENING AND NOTE-TAKING SKILLS

Bid you know that you can think four times as fast as the average teacher can

speak?

When you begin to train yourself to be a good listens, the speed with which you
think causes problems - something like trying to drive a car without brakes. Only
them* discipline and unewerving concentration can you bold your mind on the track

of the speaker. Below are MN suggestions to hell, you.
/-

Prepare to listen. Have pencil and paper ready to take notes.

B. *sect to what is being said. Question silently the accuracy or importance of

what is being taught.

C. Listen; then write. Be concise.

D. Ose an organised format. Example: 1.

a.

b.
2.

a.

b.

E. le-read and edit your notes. Fill in supporting detail under the nein ideas.

F. Write a summary paragraph in your own words.

G. Establish important points. There are several ways to recognise these

important points:

1. Tone of voice
2. Mannerisms
3. Items put on board
4. Items emphasized by repetition
3. Any questions, for example, "You should be thoroughly

familiar with "

2 S
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DAY #3

LISTENING AND NOTE TAXING

4.17

1. The world is full of sounds. Some we cannot avoid hearing, even if we try.

a. =eh of traffic
b. pounding of machinery
c. _some sounds we screen out to insulate selves

2. Other sounds we have to listen carefully to hear.

a. hum of insects
b. movement of the wind
vs strive to hear some sounds if we take pleasure in them

3. In between are the sounds we are going to listen to in class. They are the
sounds you need to hear to meke your life more meaningful.

a. we listen to get information
b. we listen for eujoynent

4. Prejudice or nonlistening occurs when you close your ears because the
teacher flunked your best friend.

20
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DAT 83

NOTING IRE MIN IDEA AND SUPPORTING DitTAILS FOR THE TIIIISTRIP "comma= Coo=
PINZABIS ELECTRICAL APPLIANCES"

This filmstrip vas made in conjunction with an Exposition - Wer1da Colmiblan
lepositiya (400th anniversary of the discovery of America - 1893)

1111 in the socessary information as' you view the filmstrip.

Pact I - Background Information

Main Ides -

Supporting Details

Part II - Use of Appliances

Mein Idea -

Supporting Details

Part III - Recipes

Main Idea -

Supporting Details

Write a summary paragraph concerning the information presented in the filmstrip.
Use the space below and the back of this paper if necessary.

2
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COOKER-FRYERS
210
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ROASTER-OVENS
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COFFEE MAKERS
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MULTI- APPLIANCE CENTERS
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CASSEROLES
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CORN POPPERS
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The cheek lists below include the main points you
shoal consider when making a purchase. To do so
wisely, assign a nmerical nine, running. per-_
helps, tram 1 to 10, to each applicable point de-
pending an what is most important to you-and
thus make your choice with confidence.

HEAT-PRODUCING (Cooking)

APPUANCES

Fry pans, saucepans, Dutch oven, deep-fat fryer,
dig Mak coffee maker, waille-grill, teakettle,
Munro sencepon, toaster, roaster-oven, griddle,
food warmer, bottle warmer, hot-tlog two ay, egg
cooker, etc. Be sure you have adequate wiring for
appliances using high wattages-op to lap watts.
Tile manufacturer% plate on the appliance will
state wattage.

APPLIANCE
Appliance easily carried, mobile

Can be used for more than one purpooe

Autontatec control for

Time

Pressure (pressure saucepan)

Saves

GiVes uniform results

Increases cooking Capacity of kitchen

Adds cooking units CCuriumscaily

0
U.

I

0

Comes in size suitable to family need

Performs unique function (as wattle baker)

Cool handles and the-mostat controls .

Pan designed for easy washing_

Pan submersible up to thermostat . .

Pan completely submersible (probe control) 0

ray to assemble and diseasemble 0
Warier Inkds in white, color, metal

Suitable for kitchen-to-table u_

22

0V-* e: L.

t. ~As

MOTOR-DRIVEN APPLIANCE

muff. (APPLIAgnarimnovion_aummisiver".
stujerrte''{.

:

tt.

ICA

age misers, fruit juicer, collie grinder
food grinder and/or slicer, caw'
sharpener, kitchen exhaust fan.

portable_:-
Motor replaces human energy toe

Seating - - - -
Stirring .

Cutting

Shredding .

Grindley

Air motion

Saves time

..... -

;-
Performs unique function CI

Performs many functions .

Has unique advantage or feature.- 0
Beautiful appearance_ .- 0
One motor powers many attachments . -

Do.

- - . . 0
: .

*2'1:
t

MOTOR-HEAT APPLIANCES.

APPLIANCE
Rotesserie-the-powar-turnr-mrwei-animm
and the electric unit(s) provides hest tar making.

Separate controls for motor and electric Wit. 0

Multi-use
Broil .

Grill _

"Rohm" and barbecue

Bake

Portable

Essay assembled and dismisembiet--

Busily cleaned-

Mesdames appearance__

racellimit cooking ph

-
t-.? 0

a

a

a
a

r
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4.39
SECTION

FIELD TRIP WORKSHEET - You will participate in a class field trip. Wheh you visit three
different stores, please be careful to accumulate as information as possible so that
you do not waste time. Your assignment is to fill in the following chart with information
about two (2) different appliances. When you return to school, you will have time to prepare
an oral presentati for the class about one (1) appliance.

APPLIANCE #1

A. Brand name

iscount Store Department Store Catalog Sales

11, coot

C. Description of the
appliance
construction.

A

D. Would this be easy
to clean? (Yes - No
Why or Why not?)

E. Can you examine
the appliance?
(Yes - No Why or
Why not?)

F. Will the store
service the
appliance? (Yes -
No) What is the
store's policy?

G.. Does this appliance
have more than one
use? Describe

k. In which store
would you purchase
this appliance? Why.

pecial Uomments:

2



APPLIANCE #2

Discount Store

1 -w T -N

Department Store Catalog Sales

4.40

. Brand name

. Cost

C. Description of the
appliance
construction.

D. Would this be easy
to clean? (Yea - No
Why or Why not?)

E. Can you examine
the appliance?
(Yes - No Why or
Why not?)

F. Will the store
service the
appliance? (Yes -
no) What is the
store's policy?

G. Does this appliance
have more than one
use? Describe.

ammo.

H. In which store
would you purchase
this appliance? Why's

Special Comments:

232 2c2
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DAT 010

Name

Section

UNIT TEST - PORTABLE ELECTRIC APPLICANCES

Part I: Vocabulary--Define the following words according to their use in this unit.
Ust, complete sentences. (13 points)

2. -nee

3. Watts

4. Volts

3. Warranty

Part II: Multiple ChoiceCircle the answer that you think is correct. Choose only
one answer. (10 points)

1. Given one hour of cooking time, which appliance uses the least energy?
a. oven
b. top of the counter broiler
c. broiler

2. Which appliance uses most wattage?
a. popcorn popper
b. toaster
c. waffle iron

3. Which gives the moot light with least energy consumption?
a. a 100 watt bulb
b. a 40 watt flourescent bulb
c. two 60 watt incandescent bulbs

4. If your home is inadequately wired,
a. seltiple "octopus" connections and long extension cords exist
b. lights flicker and dim when appliances are turned on
c. fuses blow or circuit breakers trip too frequently
d. all of the above

3. An are is,
a. 1,000 watts
b. a unit of measure of the force behind the transmitted electrical

current
c. a unit measure of the rate of flow of transmitted electrical

current

6. Your best guide for appliance use and upkeep is
a. a standard cookbook
b. the manufacturers use and care booklet
c. the electrical company in your area

23:



4.43

7. Day only portable appliances that meet standards for safety. Tour aEsurance
that these e_aditions have been set is the symbol from

a. Ubderwriters' Laboratories
b. General Electric
c. The U.S. government Department of Commerce

8. Viten an electric mixer is operating, food should be stirred with a
a. metal spoon
b. fork
c. rubber scraper

9. The advantage of having a detachable beat control In a portable appliance is
a. the 'eating edit is water sealed
b. that the appliance is completely immersible
c. that the temperature remains constant
d. all of the above

10. Connect appliances properly
a. if cord is detachable first connect it to the appliance
b. if cord is detachable first connect it to the outlet then

to the appliance
c. both of the above are correct

Part III: Choose the correct word or words from the list below to fill in each
blank space. Write the word(s) directly in the blank space provided.
Use each word only once. (30 points)

Warranty coverage
Cost
Menufacturm
Duplicates
Pleasure
attractive
occasions
directions
storage

.Msay new

special

appliance
care
asset
important
safety
often
care
company
space
read

Instructions
kitchen
portable appliances
booklet
followed
replacement
quicker
dining
servicing

1 2
for everyday use and for

are introduced on the market each year. These
3

electrical appliances mr.e cooking , easier, and a
4

. Portable appliances are no longer just used in the

the

The

6
Many of than are so

8

7

area along with your best dishes.

furnishes a of

they can be used in

9 10 11
which instructs on the and use of the appliance, its

12
, and its

14
requirement. Before using any

13

2 3 C



new appliance, its that these

13 16

and then exactly.

4.44

Always purchase an appliance nada by a well-known ; to bs sure

19

it has a good-10 21

Casually one year from

date of purchase) and that the parts and the

22 23

rill be available locally when needed.

Men selecting a small consider the

24 23

Amebas it will be used ; bowsaw uses it bao, the available

26

storage ; the it will need; and whether it

27 28

equipment you have. Portable appliances can be an

29
in your home.

30



1.

2..

3.

4.

5.

JON ASSIGNKENT

Section No.

Kitchen No.

Preparation Date:

Learning Unit:

4.45
DAIS #12 11 #15

MENU PLACE sumo,

1

WORX PROCEDURE
Tina Plan Individual Duties

Anwar ITIII

23'



V11111118 SUMO:

VALUATION:

Teachur ABCDS

i

Student ABCS!

4.46

Commentas

90 80 70 60 SO

90 10 70 60 50

90 80 70 60 50

90 80 70 60 50

90 80 70 60 50

Planning

Preparation

Product

Clean-up

tad Clean-up

Coneentas

90 80 70 60 50

90 80 70 60 50

90 80 70 60 50

90 80 70 60 50

90 80 70 60 50



5.1

LEAREDIG ACTIVITIES PACCAGE

Drooping

EDIJICT: Home Economics

GRADHIAMEL: 9th

EDUCATOR: Elaine lathfon

SCHOOL: Sisterly Foamy JUnior ugh School

t

Self-image is a blooding of body, mind and spirit. If a person feels

'confident about bow s/he looks on the outside, s/ho will strengthen his/her

self-imsge and project a better imege. Facial features and the color of the

skin, hair and oyes are all controlled by inheritance. However, a person's

appearance is controlled through acquired habits of health and grooming. This

pocket will help to inform about grooming habits and products concerned with the

care of hair, skin, nails and teeth.

03JECTIVES

MAJOR TAM After completing this LAP, the student will be able to identify
personal care procedures and products which can be used for good

grooming.

SOH-TASKS: The student will become familiar with vocabulary used to study

good grooming skills.

The student will be provided with some decision - making information

regarding personal care procedures and products..

2?



Start

Pretest

Flowchart

LESSON IV

Crossword
Puzzle

Post-test

1

5.2

Mastery

..

LESSON

K E Y

-- start or finish

i

-- LESSON

-- decision point

-- check point

ON. recycling point

-- (Teacher will determine areas
to be redone.)



PRETEST

Write the answers to these questions on a separate sheet of paper. Check

your answers with key provided by the teacher. Consult with the teacher

about the results of your pretest.

1. What is the difference between pores and glands?

2. What are the two typos of skin glands?

3. A product used to stop body odors by reducing the normal flow of

perspiration is a (an)

4. A doctor who specializes in the care and treatment of skin is a (an)

5. What is flossing?

6. Brittle or split nails are usually the result of poor

7. What is a follicle?

8. Giveanexample of an antibacterial soap.

9. What is the treatment for split ends on hair?

10. Describe three different facial shapes.

21
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Pretest Key

I. pores - -tiny ducts in skin

glands - -separates elements from blood and secretes them

2. 311 glands

sweat glands

3. antiperspirant

4. dermatologist

5. dislodging particles in teeth by using dental floss between teeth.

6. nutrition

7. a small sac at the root of any strand of hair

8. Safeguard

9. trim
cream rinse
lam setting on dryer

10. oval

round

square
long

heart-shaped

2l2
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5.5

DIRECTIONS

Write your answers on a separate piece of paper. Be sure you have the

number of the lesson, your name and the numbers of the questions on

each sheet of paper.

You may use this checklist to keep a record of your progress.

Lesson

Completed Questions or activities
which need to be redoneDate Teacher's initial

1

2

3

4

Puzzle

Post-test

213



Lesson 1

Care of the Skin

Read pages 70-72 in "Teen Guide to Homemaking"
Read pages 255-256 in "Living, Learning and Caring"
Read pages 15 and 16 or "Personal Care"

Write the answers to the following questions and complete the suggested

activity:

1. What is the difference between pores and glands? What are the two

types of glands?

2. What causes acne? What minimizes 1t7

3. What Is the name of the type of doctor one should see if acne is

severe?

4. What is the difference between a deodorant and an antiperspirant?

5. What factors - should be considered when selecting a deodorant or

antiperspirant?

6. Monitor newspaper, radio and TV ads for the next week. Chart the

number and type of ads for soaps or deodorants. Which ads were seen

or heard most often? What message did each communicate? Which ad

did you like the best? Why?

Before you go to lesson two, check your answers with the teacher.

21
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Lesson 2

Care of the Hair

Read pages 17-20 in "Personal Care"
Read pages 69-70 in "Teen Guide"
Read pages 256 -257 in "Living, Learning and Caring"

Write the answers to the following questions and do suggested activities.

. What factors affect how often.a person should shampoo their hair?

2. How and when should brushes and combs be cleaned?

3. What are three special hair problems? What two things can be done
in each case to help solve these problems?

4. Clip several pictures of men and women from magazines.--Staple to
each one a paper telling whether you think the hair style is attrac-
tive, fashionable and convenient.

5. Make a transparency by drawing various face shapes on acetate. On

separate sheets draw different hair styles. Try the hair styles on
the different face shapes. Decide which are the most and which are
the least becoming.

Check your answers and activities with the teacher before proceeding to

lesson three.

3.7
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5.8

Lesson 3

Care -'of Teeth

Read pages 21 and 422 in "Personal Care"
Read pages 259-260.in "Living, Learning, and Caring"
Read pages 268 -269 in "Teen Guide"-

-View "Shopping with Skill"

)Answer .. ollowing questions and do the activities.

1. List tne steps for brushing teeth correctly.

2. What purpose does flossing have? Using the floss provided by the

teacher, demonstrate flossing to a student In the class.

1" some prcJucts used for the care of teeth and breath.

..ny do you think people choose a certain toothpaste? Would you ask

a dentist to recommend a toothpaste? Why?

Check your work with the teacher before you proceed to lesson four.

21C



5.9

Lesson 4

Care of Hands and Nails

Read page 23 in "Personal Care"
Read pages 73-74 in "Teen Guide"
Read page 253-254 in "Living, Learning, and Caring"

Answer the following questions and do the activities.

1. How often should manicuring be done?

List the steps.
Using the steps provided by the teacher, practice doing a manicure.

2. List some products for the care of' the hands and nails.

3. Why should hands be washed before meals?
before working with food?
after elimination?

Check your answers and work with the teacher before doing the crossword

puzzle and post-test.

21 7



(Given to student by teacher)

Write the answers on a separate sheet of paper. Check answers with teacher.

Post-test

1. A product used to reduce body odors whiie allowing perspiration to

flow normally is a (an)

2. In daily care of the tseth, it is the that is vital

In cleaning them.

3. Pimples and blackheads are caused by which has not

been removed from the openings in the glands.

4. Where are oil glands most active?

5. What is the result if split ends on hair are not trimmed frequently?

6. Just about any hair style looks good on a person with a (an)

face.

7. Why should one wash his/her hands before working with food?

8. What use does the cuticle serve on a fingernail?

9. In what shape should fingernails be filed to maintain strength?

10. How often should one manicure nails?

2 '1 )
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Post-test Key

I. deodorant

2. brushing

3. oil

4. forehead, along side of nose, crevice of chin

5. bigger split ends result

6. oval

7. to prevent bacterial contamination

8. keeps nails healthy and prevents bacteria from entering the nail area

9. bluntly

10. once a week



3.12

Reading Levels of Materials Used

Proctor and Gamble, "Personal Care", Cincinnatti, Ohio; Proctor and

Gamble, 1975; Fry Graph--eighth grade level:155 syllables, 7

sentences per 100 words.

Barclay, Marion and Champion, Frances. Teen Guide to Homemaking, New

York; McGraw Hill, 1972; Fry Graph - -seventh grade revel:149

syllables and 7.6 sentences per hundred words. -

Dunn, Martha and Peeler, M. Yvonne. Living, Learning and Caring.

Lexington, Mass.; Ginn and Co., 1976; Fry Graph--fifth grade
level, 132 syllables and 8.6 syllables per hundred words.

Proctor and Gamble, "Shopping with Skill" filmstrip.

2 ,
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5.13

1 1
CTIVITY 1,,a ACKET

EARLY PEOPLES OF AFRICA

CIVILIZATION IN THE NILE VALLEY -- THE ANCIENT EGYPTIANS

Student's Full Name

Section

Content Ares Social Studies

Instructor Mr. Harry B. Dissinger, Jr.
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LAP on Early People of Africa -- THE ANCIENT EGYPTIANS

This is a Learning Activity Package (LAP). It was written to help you learn

about the Egyptian Civilization.

You will study the history of the people who lived in the Nile River Valley.

You will also see how geography influenced the way in which these people

lived.

The Stud Guide (Objective 4) will help you in your reading about the
dif erent ro es that the Egyptians played in history. The Egyptians pro-

duced great -- inventors, farmers, writers, builders, embalmers (undertakers),

teachers, scientists, and rulers.

You will learn by doing!

By making a -del of the Great Pyramid you will learn how the Egyptians did

it.

By coclAructing a Time amine you will learn the imputtant events that helped

to shape the history of ancient Egypt.

You will have the opportunity to do a little creative writing.

By making a Dictionary complete with illustrations you will build your word

power.

Finally, you will take a Post-test (pos.". means after - so you will take this

test after you complete objectives I - II) to see how much you have learned

by doing these things.

Now -- turn the page and you will learn how to read a flow chart.!!

Then -- you will take a Pre-test (pre means before) to find out how much
you already know about the Egyptians.

2 r;
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STAAT

-

TAKE PRE-TEST]

LINTRODUCTION

DIRECTED READING!

. MAP STUDY

-1

Flowchart for this LAP on Ancient Egypt

--)yes-)CNASTERY

STUDY

1

GUIDE

Yes

WORD SEARCH

V.

PICTURE

DICTIONARY

Recycle

[---

See Instructor
to record extra
credit

ycle

Bonus Points

Self-correcting Key

2'

KEY

-- start or finish

-- activity

- - decision point

check point

recycling point

self-correction key
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[ TIME LINE

REVIEW PUZZLE

I

EE INSTRUC7OR
FOR OVERHEAD

ECLIPPMEKT

Self-Correcting Key

Self-Correcting Key

POST TEST

ary part of the LAP

(MASTERY )
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CHECKLIST OF STUDENT ACTIVITIES

Instructions: The objectives for this LAP are listed below: They are numbered

1-12. As you complete each objective check it off and record

the date.

Objective / 1 -- Pre-test

Objective / 2 -- Directed Reading -- Egypt: Land of the Nile

Objective / 3 -- Map Study -- Ancient Egypt

Objective / 4 -- Study Guide -- Chapter 4 - Early Peoples of Africa

Objective / 5 -- Word Search

Objective / 6 -- Making a picture Dictionary of Ancient Egypt

Objective / 7 -- Creative Writing -- The Building of a Pyramid

Objective / 8 -- Diagram -- A cross-sectional view of the Great Pyramid

Objective / 9 -- Constructing a cross-sectional Model of the Great Pyramid

Objective /10 -- Making a Time Line of Ancient Egyptian History

Objective /11 -- Pyramid Puzzle -- a review

Objective /12 -- Post-test

Objective number

/ 1

/2
/3

4

/5
6

/7
/8

9

/10
/11

112

Date of Completion Instructor's initials

Student's Name Section

2rV
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Listed below are the competency levels required for satisfactory completion
of each objective in the LAP on ancient Egypt:

OBJECTIVE 1 -- You will take a pre-test to determine your present level of
understanding about the geography and culture of the ancient

Egyptians.

Anyone receiving a 15-16 will have the option to omit Objectives 2, 5,
8, 9, and 11. Anyone scoring less than 14 on the pre-assessment will be
required to complete all 12 objectives.

OBJECTIVE 2 -- Directed Reading -- Egypt: Land of the Nile

To complete this objective satisfactorily, you must be able to recognize
and underline 85% of the vocabulary words upon reading the selection.

OBJECTIVE 3 -- Map Study: Ancien Egypt

Satisfactory completion of this objective requires that you will be

able to:

1. color the Nile Valley and Nile Delta green
2. color the region controlled by ancient Egypt red

3. draw the symbol for the Great Pyramid at the city of Gizeh
4. draw a black arrow to indicate the direction in which the Nile

River flows
5. color the blocks in the key accurately so that anyone can inter-

pret his/her map
6. locate and label the following: Mediterranean Sea, Nile River,

Red Sea, Memphis, Luxor, Aswan, Thebes, Napata, Sinai Peninsula,
Gizeh, Nubia

7. use the scale of miles to calculate the distance between the ancient
cities Memphis and Napata

8. demonstrate to the instructor accurate use of the four cardinal
points of direction

(You must complete the 8 requirements in this objective with 85% accuracy.)

OBJECTIVE 4 -- Study Guide

The Study Guide has been included in the LAP to guide you in your reading

of the text, Old World Backgrounds, pp. -63.

Satisfactory completion of this objective recitilves that you complete all

eleven pages of the Study Guide with 85% accuracy.

25 C
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OBJECTIVE 5 -- ~lord Search (Vocabulary Recognition Exercise (VRE))

This activity is designed to see how well you recognize the vocabulary

of ancient Egypt upon completion of Objective 4 (Study Guide).

This objective is an extra credit option -- you will be awarded 1 point

for each word that you find in the puzzle.

OBJECTIVE 6 -- Making a Picture Dictionary of Ancient Egypt

Satisfactory completion of this objective requires that you will be

able to:

1. use a dictionary to locate and Write the phonetic spelling for each

word in the picture dictionary

2. use texts and reference books to write a complete definition for

each entry word

3. cut out the correct illustration for each entry word and paste it

in the appropriate space

OBJECTIVE 7 -- Creative Writing: Building of the Pyramids

You will be askdd to describe what the workmen are doing in each of

three pictures. You will be asked to identify each tool or simple

machine being used and tell how it made the work easier.

Satisfactory completion of Objective 7 requires that you:

1. give an accurate and detailed description of each of the three

pictures, using a minimum of three complete sentences per picture

2. use sentence structure that is syntactically correct

3. follow rules of punctuation and spelling

4. writes legibly

OBJECTIVE 8 -- Cross-sectional Diagram of the Great Pyramid of Khufu

This objective is a pre-requisite to Objective 8 (Model of the Pyramid).

You will use a transparency to correctly label the cross-section of the

tomb. You will place the correct terms on the appropriate lines.

257
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OBJECTIVE 9 -- Model `bf the Great Pyramid

Satisfactory completion of this objective requires that you will be able

to:

1. read and follow the instructions given for assembling the model

2. label the.following items before assembly process begins: pharaoh':

chamber, queen's chamber, Great Hallway, Entrance, underground

passageway

(Anyone who can successfufly assemble the model' will have fulfilled this re-

quirement.)

OBJECTIVE 10 -- Time Line of Ancient Egyptian History

Satisfactory completion of this objective requires thct you will be

able u.):

1. write each key date In the correct date block on the time line

2. cut out each picture block and paste it in the correct place

corresponding to the event.

OBJECTIVE 11 -- Pyramid Puzzle

This objective is designed to reinforce your retention of vocabulary

utilized in Objective 6 (Picture Dictionary).

You must use the LAP to complete the puzzle with 90% accuracy.

OBJECTIVE 12 -- The Post-Test

Upon completion of Objectives 1-11 you will be given a post-Test.

You must receive an ft% or better to pass this objective. Anyone

who receives a 79% or less will be required to take a re-test -- after

he/she has reviewed all parts of the LAP indicated by the instructor.
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PRE-77ST

Directions: Complete the following statements about the ancient Egyptians

by filling in the blanks with the words listed below.

Name:

SCRIBE MUMMY 4236

PAPYRUS NILE RIVER HIEROGLYPHICS

3100 MENES KHUFU

PYRAMID SHADOOF ARCHAEOLOGIST

PHARAOH 2600 AFRICA
1400

Section: Date:

1. Egypt is located on the northeastern part of what continent? AFRICA

2. The ancient Egyptians invented a form of picture writing called

HIEROGLYPHICS

3. The Egyptians wrote on PAPYRUS which they made from a tall water

plant.

4. In ancient Egypt a person whose occupation (job) was writing hieroglyphics

was called a SCRIBE

5. The Egyptians could travel up and down the length of the country using

the NILE RIVER as a "highway."

6. A MUMMY
decay.

was a dead body that Egyptian embalmers preserved from

7. An ARCHAEOLOGIST is a scientist who studies people, customs, and

life of ancient times.

8. PHARAOH was the title of the ruler of ancient Egypt.

9. A PYRAMID was a huge ancient Egyptian tomb with a square base and

sloping sides which meet at a point at the top.

10. Egyptian farmers used a device called a SHADOOF to irrigate their

fields. It was a long pole with a bucket at one encs and a weight on

the other.

Key Dates and Events in Ancient Egyptian History

11. In 4236 B.C. the Egyptians invented a 365-day solar calendar.

25J
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12. In 3100 B.C. Pharaoh MENES united upper and lower Esipt into one

Kingdom.

13. In 3100 B.C. Egyptians invented a form of "picture writing" called

hierog yphics.

14. In 2600 B.C. the Pharaoh KHUFU built the Great Pyramid at Gizeh.

15. in 1400 B.C. Egyptian power reached its peak during the rule of

Amenhotep III.

Pre-assessment Score

NOTE If you scored less than 14 on the Pre-test go on to OBJECTIVE 12 in
the LAP, and complete the entire packet. If you scored between

15-16 you may omit Objectives 2, 3, 6, 8, 10 and 11.
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EGYPT: LAND OF THE NILE -- Objective #2 - Directed Reading

Directions: As you read the selection underline the following words and

phrases:

In paragraph 1 -- underline -- Egypt is located/Africa/Mediterranean Sea/
Red Sea

In paragraph 2 -- underline -- ancient/Egyptians/Nile River/"highway"/

In paragraph 3 -- underline -- Nile/longest river in the world - 4,160
miles long/flow northward/delta/fanshaped
piece of land/mouth of a river/soil/good
for growing crops/

In paragraph 4 -- underline -- desert/little land/for farming/yearly
average rainfall/less than ten inches/
summer temperature/over 100° F./ winter/

temperature/seldom/below/40° F./

NOTE -- See Instructor for Transparency on Ancient Egypt when you are

ready to do map exercise.

You will also leed a red and green color pencil.

Reminder -- labels in all capita; letters -- use PEXIL ONLY!!

Nume Erosm ar era .0-11. 40, :mar arl. ININV .

EGYPT: LAND OF THE NILE

rilLTERIAL REMOVED D77 TO C07:1irGHT RE5TRICTIOn

Write to author for address of the source of material pulled on Egypt.
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\

POI NT

...w.a.r.....

TAKE DIRECTED READING (Objective /2) and MAP STUDY (Objective A"' to your

teacher for discussion and approval!

Instructor's initials:

NOTE -- Check your flowchart to see where you are now, and where you are

going next!!

2c`
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Text, World Background fur American History. Authors: Eigling, King, Ha AM,

James. Publisher: Laidiaw brothers. Recommended reading level: Middle

School 6-8.

STUDY GUIDE -- Early Peoples of Africa

CIVILIZATION IN THE NILE VALLEY -- Chapter 4

********************

On Page 49 you will begin to study the civilization that developed in the Nile

Valley.

A Good Place to Live.

1. Describe conditions in the Nile Valley that attracted New Stone Age settlers:

A. climate --

B. clothes material --

C. ood and

The Gift of the Nile

2. What happened in the Nile Valley every summer? (sentence)

and

5.26

3. One early historian called Egypt the " " because it

gave water and rich soil.

4. On Page 50 you are told two ways that the Nile River could bt treacherous.

a. If not enough rain came, how d1 it affec the people? (sentence)

b. If too much rain came, what happened? (sentence)

The World's First Calendar

1. What was the name of the star that guided the Egyptians in making a

calendar? sometimes called the

2c,.
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2. The Egyptian calendar:

a. How many moons?

b. What marked the beginning of the Egyptian new year?

c. How many days in their month?

d. This made a total of how many days in the year?

e. How many feast days were there?

f. With feast days, how many days in an Egyptian year?

g. Egyptian calendar was inaccurate (incorrect) because

On Page 51 -- Egyptian Farmers Learn to Irrigate

1. Farmers diverted flood waters into

2. The Egyptians invented a machine called a

into their canals.

. and

to life water

EXTRA CREWT -- Trace the cartoon drawing on Page 51 -- write the

caption underneath the picture and color the water blue.

3. Turn to the glossary on page 417, write the definition of "civilization"

civilization --

tofles, Freeman, Slaves.

1. Tell about the nobles. (sentences)



2. What did the slaves do? (I sentence)

3. The farmers were very important to Egypt. The

they grew in the Nile Valley was Egypt's main source of

Eventually, the Mediterranean countries grew so much grain that Egypt

became known as the " " . (top of page 52)

4. List other groups of freemen in Egypt, whose skilled hands made than

craftsmen.

One King Rules Egypt -- Page 52

5. What King (or pharaoh as Egyptian rulers were called) brought all of

Egypt under his control? Pronounced (me - niz)

On Paae 53 you will learn about Egyptian rule.

1. What is a dynasty?

2. Egypt had

near'y

such dynasties in all, and they ruled, for a total of

years.

The Government of Egypt

3. In Egypt the kings and were thought to be . The

king's word was . Every and

paid in tne form of or

because Egypt did not have until 300 B.C.

4. The king (or pharaoh) could not govern the whole country alone. He appointed

to help him. His most important assistants were the

, the , the chief

and the of

2,q
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5. The country was divided into provinces called . Each nome

had a appointed by the . Each town in the

nome had a who was responsible to the

r- A Land of Many Gods

1. Because the was thought to be a god-king, and

were closely related.

2. Who was the most important of the Egyptian gods?

Pronounced ( ra ). He was the god of the

3. The Egyptians thought gods sometimes took the form of

4. What animals are mentioned as being sacred (religious)?

5. One ruler, King ( ke -ni ti n), did away with 311 the

gods except one.

6. (see caption under picture - pg. 53)

Unlike previous rulers of Egypt, Akhenaten believed that only

t ton ) tmisted.

On Page 54 we begin to look into the Egyptian's feelings about death.

Preservini the Dead -- Page 54

1. In what two things did the Egyptians believe in strongly? (sentences)

a.

b.

2. Tell how Egyptian embalmers preserved the body? (sentences)

They treated it

3. What was the treated dead body called?

2c;;
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Tombs and Pyramids -- Page 54

1. Many Kings were buried in carved out of solid rock

in a place near Thebes celed

2. About kings built which were towering, four-sided

stone tombs that came to a point on top.

3. Check the 9iossary on page 421 for a definitit,n of pyramid.

Pyramid --

4. What fact is incredible (amazing) about the building of the pyramids?

(sentence)

They were built ..111.

5. What simple machines were used to construct (build) the ;,vramids? (see

cap!ion above the picture?) -- Page 54

6. Labor that went into the building of the pyramids was supplied by

(two words) and . (page 55)

7. Craftsmen made fine

for the tombs of kings.

or

8. The most famous pyramid is one near the city of . It is

called the (two words) because of !cs

hugh size. One early historian recorded that it took men more

than years to build it.

Preparing for the Afterlife -- Page 55-56

1. Egyptians believed that the of a dead person (called the Ka)

would use the same things that the person had used in life. Tney placed

such things as

in the tabs.

, and
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2. even found a boat in a secret

room under one pyramid.

3. Because the climate of Egypt was many things were preserved for

thousands of years.

4. Look at the picture at the top of page 56. Uhat are the Egyptians doing

in the picture? (refer to caption underneath the picture) (two sentences)

These Egyptians are.

Why do you think that two of the Egyptians haze shaved their heads bald?

Egyptian Writing -- Page 56-57

1. The Egyptians invented a form of picture writing called

Each stood for a number of things in the language.

2. Eventually the Egyptians developed a system called . (page 57)

This system was based on hieroglyphics, but the symbols were written with

on soft materials.

A Better Writing Material -- Page 57

1. At first Egyptians probably used as a writing surface.

2. Then someone discovered that a better writing material could be made from

, a reed that grew wild along the

3. Explain Now paper was made in ancient Egypt. (senteAces)

Workmen split the

2'
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4. The Egyptians made ink from

5. They made pens by

6. The world's first books were called . They were made by

rolling long on

The next activity in your LAP is called, Ancient Writing. Below the sub-title:
"Information for the Amateur Archaeologist," are three paragraphs. As you
read these paragraphs Underline the following words and phrases.

In paragraph 1 -- underline -- Egyptian writing / 3100 B.C. / hieroglyphics /
"sacred carvings."

In paragraph 2 -- underline -- first / they used / a picture to represent a word /
They changed their writing system / one symbol /
to represent one sound / pictures to represent /
whole words /

In paragraph 3 -- underline -- Hieroglyphics / carved into / Egyptian temples /
tombs / translating / archaeologists / discover

ANCIENT WRITING

iitATZRIE, 7.7 *W"^-nY-r
.

Write to author for address of the source of

material pulled on Egypt.



ILIclanjo to School -- Page 58

1. Why was there a great need for keeping records in Egypt? (sentence)

There was great need

2. What were writers (before printing) called?

3. A had to learn to use about symbols.

4. When you were in the second or third grade you learned that our alphabet

had letters. (Think of all the hours of practice your teachers
have given you in writing 26 letters. Imagine how

long it would have taken you to learn all the
symbols in Egyptian writing!!!)

5. Do you think an Egyptian school would be harder or easier than yours? Why?

6. What were Egyptian boys taught in school?

7. What about girls? . Do you think this

was fair? Why?

8. Do you think that boys and girls should be given an equal chance to learn?

Why?

Unlocking the Past -- Page 58

1. In 1755, a French visitor to Egypt made an important discovery near what

city? He found a broken piece of stone. It is

called the

**(refer to picture at top of page 58 and captions below
and to the right of the picture to answer the next two

questions)

2. The message on the Rosetta Stone was written in what three languages?

3. The

ancient

inscription on this stone provided a co

Other Accomplishments -- Page 59

1. List the three courses taught in Egyptian universities.

studied diseases -- 2 1-()
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studied the stars --

learned to measure distances for boundary lines to property -

(see caption above picture) -- page 59

2. Egyptians gave the world the beginnings of

learned to land in order to re-establish

that had been eliminated during the annual

when they

of the Nile.

Egypt is Invaded -- page 59

1. Egyptians found two natural separations from other people. In a sentence

tell what they were. Vast deserts

2. In 1730 B.C. Egypt was invaded by fierce tribes called the

They came from . pronounced t hik sos )

3. These warriors fought from war pulled by

A Period of Turmoil -- Page 60

1. How long did the Hyksos rule? (years)

2. Egypt was unable to obtain a lasting peace because Egyptian kings became

involved in wars for . In the next years,

Egypt built and lost three

3. By 525 B.C. Egypt lost its for good. In that year

the took over Egypt.

OTHER CIVILIZATIONS IN AFRICA

The Kingdom of Kush -- Page 60

(Read the caption above the picture to answer the next two question;)

1. From the picture at the bottom (page 60) what do you notice about the skin

color of the fighters?

Their skin color is: , which means

that Kush was probably the world's first Black Kingdom.

2%
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2. From the picture's caption (page 60) what four things can you tell about

the Kushites?

a.

b.

c.

d.

** Look at the picture on page 61 and read the last paragraph on the left side

of the page.

1. Kush lost Egypt to another
, but retained her

own Meroe ( Mgr' ; ) became the

and center of the industry in (continent).

2. Much of the story of ancient Kush is yet to be learned. No one has been

3.

able to fully

of Meroe hold meny

the Kushite . The ruins

of Kushite life.

was the religious center of Kush. ( nä pa ta
.

The Phoenician Colony of Carthage -- Page 61

1. One other developed in North African in ancient times.

2. In 814 B.C. a trading colony called ( Kirlthij ), was

established by Phoenician traders.

3. This colony became one of the most powerful countries around the

Sea.

Africa South of the Sahara -- Page 62

1. Early tribes had not developed a

(two words) in ancient times in south

of the (desert).

2. Examine the picture on page 62 to describe the homes of early African blacks.

Early African blacks lived in

3. When did permanent settlements begin to develop in early Africa? (sentence)



CHECKPOINT -- Objective #4

Take the Study Guide to your
Teacher for discussion and

approval.

******* Extra Credit Report ******* Instructor's initials

Directions: Using the Resource book, A Glorious Age in Africa, choose to

read a story about one of the three great African empires. Your

choices are: GhanaTFT, 13-50); Mali (pp. 51-78); or Songhay

(Po. 79-112).

1. As you read the selection
2. Write fifteen - twenty facts about the story that interested you.

3. Trace the map of the kingdom which you reported on.

4. Paper for the report and the map are included in the LAP.

Note -- Your report and map will be handed in separately when you have completed

all of the objectives in the LAP.

Reading Reaction

1. Did you find the reading in A Glorious Age in Africa, easy or hard to

understand?

2. Was the story you read interesting? Yes No (check one)

3. Do you like the idea of reporting on what you have read? Yes No

4. Did you understand exactly what to do after you read the directions?

Yes No

5. Was it hard for you to find 15 interesting facts in the story you read?

Yes No

273
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Egyptian WORD SEARCH -- OBJ4C.TIVE 0 S

Nile hieroglyphics papyrus gods king

flax waterfowl scrolls cat Africa

fish calendar reed cow huts

clay
stone

Egyptians
landowners

irrigate
shadoof

mummy
Kushltes

read
write\

flood geometry nobles Sahara dry

soil craftsmen freeman Mali desert

land crocodile slaves Negro death

tax dynasty farm Sudan lever

river pyramids valley rule ramp

S I S D I M A R Y PGODS K

APEL ANDOWNERS O U

HT AE D S H A DOC,F.I C S

RR I GA TEA TMLN A H

S Y N I / ELL A TEOG L

E D A E R V G C P S T O NE T

USEFI SHY AURD-IN E

L O O X S OIL P S YPDD S

EWAORGENY TKCUA M

L TRE V I R LIIUIRSR U

I T YR DOOEU HNA AI M

D T O P Y D G T S N M MM

O R ADNELACOWTOS Y

CEDYAEYRR ARSBM
0 SDE S R P A O F IMLA M

REN L TEHHLR TEEL A

C D A L Y VIAL I EN. I R

FL AXECS S CLYAL C

SE V ALSO NAME T E R F

2 7 '
Directions: Circle the words hidden in tae puzzle. Your may read up,

down, forward, backward, or diagonal
ammommoulimmommu AIIIIIIIIIIMMI ii.ARNImit
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Dictionary of Terms -- Ancient Egypt (to be used with Objective #6)

1. archaeologist ( iriki ol /a fist ) A scientist who studies people,

customs, and life of ancient times.

2. delta ( del to ) -- The deposit of earth and sand that collects at the

mouth of a river.

3. desert ( dez a rt ) -- Dry, sandy region; land too dry to grow many

plants.

4. flail (f131) -- An instrument use0 for threshing grain by hand; symbol

of the pharaoh's power as ruler of Egypt.

5. funeral Large ( fu ner al barj ) - Boat used to carry the coffin of a

dead pharaoh across the Nile River to his pyramid.

6. hieroglyphics ( hi'ar a glif'iks ) Writing system invented by the

ancient Egypians. Means, "sacred carvings."

7. mummy ( mum1i ) -- Body of a dead animal or human being preserved from

decay by ancient Egyptian embalmers

8. oasis ( oasis ) -- A fertile spot in the desert where there is water.

9. obelisk ( 5i/a lick ) -- Ancient Egyptian monument; a four-sided shaft

with top shaped like a pyramid.

7
10. papyrus (pa pi 'ras ) -- A tall water plant used to make "Egyptian parer."

11. pharaoh ( far o ) -- Title of the ruler of ancient Egypt -- ex. Khufu.

12. pottery (pot ar i ) -- Clay pots, dishes or vases mad by potters and

hardened by heat.

13. pyramid (pir a mid i -- Huge, ancient Egyptian tomb with a square base

and sloping sides meeting at a point at the top.

14. scribe (skrib ) 1,1 ancient Egypt a person whose occupation wos writing

hieroglyphics.

IS. shadoof (shi d'Uf ) -- Device used by Egyptian farmers to irrigate their

fields. A long pole with a bucket at one end and a weight on the other end.

/.
16. valley ( val 1 ) Lowland area between two hills or mountains ex. Nile

Valley.
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MAKING A PICTURE DICTIONARY OF ANCIENT EGYPT
MITZR/AL REMOVED DUE TO COPYRIGFT

P:.71"TIOITS

Nam9

THE BUILDING OF A PYRAWD
MiTER/IL MOVED DUE TO COPYMIGHT RESTRICTIONS

Write to author for address of the source of material pulled on Egypt.

\\/ PC1NT2

TAKE PICTURE DICTIONARY (Objective #6) and CREATIVE WRITING (Objective #7)

to your instructor for discussion and approval!!

Instructor's initials:

Comments

NOTE -- Check your flowchart avai, to see where you are now, a J where you

are going next:

THE GREAT PYRAMID OF PHARAOH KHUFU

IZMITIM REMOVED r"7 TO C07 77-r.-7

'Taken from: David Macaulay, Pyramid

2 '7 L.
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CONSTRUCTING A CROSS-SECTIONAL MODEL OF THE Gov PYRAMID

111611,1rnt MOM liTZ 70 CC REF, TIC73

MAKING A TIME LINE Name _

ANCIENT EGYPTIAN HISTORY

NAM= Zoom D To CC:=7:2101:T

Name_ _PYRAIVID PUZZLE ,
lintras. Earn DUE C:;11-2:::::

,www ....111 Alb ID*

Write to author for address of the source of material pulled on Egypt.
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STUDENT EVALUATION

Now do you feel about the work you have done in this LAP?

Old the LAP help you improve yLir reading?

Grade you think you deserve . Why?

Student performance level:

TEACHER EVALUATION FORM

OBJECTIVE 1:

OBJECTIVE 2:

OBJECTIVE 3:

OBJECTIVE 4:

OBJECTIV: 5:

OBJECTIVE 6:

OBJECTIVE 7:

OBJECTIVE 8:

OBJECTIVE 9:

OBJECTIVE ;0:

OBJECT:VE 11:

OBJECTIVE 12:

Culminating activity - final LAP

Comrents:

Grade

Student's Name Section
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SUBJECT:

EDUCATOR:

SCBOOL:

LEARNING CENTER

English

Drucie Weirauch

Park Forest Junior High School

6.1

PRE1ACE

Because English teachers must cover so many akIlls in the Reading, Writing,
Listening, and Speaking domains during the year, I found that I didn't have time
to teach one of my favorite forms of literaturepoetry. The Learning Center was
designed to be as introduction to poetry. The incentive to writ at the Learning

Center was extra credit. Hy long-range outcoee was the hope that the students
who involved themselves would get exposure to some classical poetry and could
learn some basic fundamentals about poetry, type, rhythm and rhyme.

Students could do any of four worksheets. Therefore, a student could earn

from 0 to 75 extra points at the Learning Center. Tip. student was free to decide

which section or sections he would complete. An extra area, memorising a poem,

was the fifth area for extra credit. These poems could be taken from the packet

or be an approved one from a book at home.

Dace the s.udent reads the introduction, he then chooses an area of poetry

wtth which to begin. Students were advised to take the sections in order
because of the increasing level of difficulty, as well as tLe fact that for the
section "Types" the student must know something about rhyme and rhythm. There-

fore, although there is no prerequisite for the entire unit, except desire, the
unit does build upon prerequisites within itself.

Procedures are outlined on the Learning Center board as well as in the LAP.
The require the student to read the introduction, follow directions, read examples
for each section, and then to do the worksheets. Evaluation is baled on the

worksheets'
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6.2
LEARNING CENTER DIRECTIONS

1. Take the pre- teat

2. Use the Li to got your score .11)

a. If you miss more than 1 on any section, start at the beginning of the
packet.

b. If you ales 0 in Rhyeeturn to page of the packet and begin.

c. If you visa 0 in Rhythm do Rhyme and then do Ballads, finishing
the packet.

d. If you also 0 in Types do Rhyme, Rhythm, Figurative Language, etc.

e. If you miss 0 in the Pre -Test, you don't need any extra credit,
but may do the work sheets you desire for fun.

3. Pick up the packet) and read the directions for each section you intend to do.

4. After completing Rhyme, do the worksheet on it, WORKSHEET 1.6)

5. &fter completing Rhythm, do WORKSHEET 1

6. After completing Types, do WORKSHEET 2.E)

7. After completing Figurative Language, do WORKSHEET 3.

8. After completing the entire packet, do WORKSHEET 4.(1)

9. Each time you coiiplete a worksheet, turn it in. Make sure your name and
period are on it, or else you'll get no credit.

10. If you would like, look at some of the poetry books at the center. Find a
poet you like and do a research report (2-3 pages) on hie or her. 7 will
give you research passes.

11. Memorize me of the poems in the jacket or one from home (which I've approved).
Then, in U.S.., or clans, recite It for se for extra credit.
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POETRY PRE-TEST
6.3

ang.:

1. All poetry rhymes. True False
2. You can tail rhyme scheme by the last word in each line. Tr_e False
3. What is it called when there is a rhyme within a line of poetry?

Rhythm/Meter:

1. This is an example of iambic trimeter
I wish I were a cat. True False

2. Each repetition in a line of poetry is called
3. This is an example of dactylic meter

I as a nice girl. True False

Ballads:

1. Ballads are usually about or
2. Ballads usually have lines per stanza.
3. Women are the authors of most ballads. True False

Figurative Language:

1. Metaphor and simile are the same thing. True False
2. An example of personification is "Time marches on.* True False
3. A definition of onomatopoeia is



MINERS

1. Mee
2. True
3. Interne: thyme

lhwtheiMeter
1. 2rue
2. foot
3. /Ales

Ballads

1. Lowe or death
2. Phut
3. False

Pleutetive Lonsgusee

1. Tam
2. True
3. word that *mods like what it mesas

6.4



6.5

POETRY AND YOU

Mot long ago twenty people were asked the question, "Do you read poetry?" They

were adults ranging in age from twenty-one to nearly seventy, a cross-section of society

including teachers, factory-workers, a doctor, a professional mu'ician, three farmhands,

several clerks, and shop-assistants. Of these twenty people asked individually, one said

she read poetry constantly, preferring it to all other recreations. One said he read

it fairly often, mainly contemporary poems in magazines. Four said they occasionally

read poetry: they picked up a book perhaps once a year. The remaining fourteen said

they never read poetry. Host were not hostile, though two or thee thought it was rubbish

and were strongly opposed to it. The rest had nothing against it, they lust weren't

interested.

If this sample unit was a fair one, it seems at least seventy per cent of the adult

population have little or no use for poetry. Only one in ten regards it as of real value.

Of course, this sample was too small to be considered scientific. But one further

question was asked, "Did you once read poetry?" To this question all but three answered

unhesitatingly, "Yes." It seems that nearly everyone reads some poetry at school, and

few continue to read it afterwards. Is poetry lust something you are taught at school

and forget when you go out into the world?

I hope not.

In this unit we are c.oine to explore some different kinds of poems, what makes a poem,

and practice writing and reciting some on our own. Early in the unit each of you should

choose one of the noems from the packet to memorize and recite. Choose one that

interest you and that you feel will be easy to remember. Poems which may be memorized

will be marked by this symbol Also, it you have at home a poem you'd like to recite,

bring it in to see if I'll approve it. E4Cit cf you will recite 'his poem to the class

on a scheduled date. In addition, the work in this packet must he completed.



6.6

ELEMFJ(TS OF POETRY

Rhyme:

Not all, hut many poems rhyme -- To determine the rhyme of a poem we look at

the last word of each line. We then check to see which ones rhyme with each other

For the first last word we give tha letter A. If the last word in the second line rhymes

with that of the first line, it also is labeled A. If it doesn't, it tets a B. We

then continue through, line by line in each stanza, determtninr what rhymes with what.

Any time a new vowel/consonant sound is introduced, it gets a new letter. For example:

Bells for John Whitesile's Daughter
John Crowe Ransom (1RRR-

There was erich sneed in her little body, A

And such lightness in her footfall, B

It is no wonder her brown study A

Astonishes us all.

Her wars were bruited in our high window A

We looked among orchard trees and beyond, B
While she took arms against her shadow, A

Or harried unto the pond.

For the tireless heart within the little A

Lady with rod that made them rise
From their noon apple - dreams, and scuttle A

Good-fashion under the skies!

But now go the bells, and we are ready: A

In one house we are sternly stopped
To say we are vexed at her brown study, A
Lying so primly propped.

M

Nov that you see how this 4.9 done -- try this poem on you own. Place answers on

i.newer sheet.tt I

I Wandered Lonely Aa a Cloud
William Wordsworth (1770-1R50) M

I wandered lonely as a cloud
That float.; on high o'er vales and hills,
When all At once I saw a crowd,
A host of golden daffodils:
Beside the lake, beneath the trees.
Fluttering Ind dancing in the breeze.

25



6.7

Continuous as the stars that shine
and twinkle on the milky way,
They stretched in never-ending line
Along the margin of a bav:
Ten thousand saw I at a glance,
Tossing their heads in sprightly dance.

The waves beside them danced: but they
outdid the sparkling waves in glee:
A poet could not but be gay, .

In such a jocund company:
I gazed - and gazed - but little thought
What wealth the show to me had brought.

For oft, when on my couch I lie
In vacant or in pensive mood,
They flash unon that inwnard eye
Which is the bliss of solitude:
And then my heart with pleasure fills,
And dances with the daffodils.



Rhythm:

Rhythm is the most important of all the poet's technical resources,

6.8

It is

the rhythm of the words that creates the nieasing sound. One needs only to con-

eider the. singing games of children or tribal dances to realize this.

There are several patterns that make up poetry. We will explore several.

All of these are based on hard and soft sounds of words or syllables. We call the

hard ones_accented and the soft ones unaccented. here are some patterns to

memorize and learn to recognize.

Iambic: An unaccented followed by an accented syllable

Anapest: two unaccented followed by an accented syllable (true

Trochee: one accented followed by an unaccented syllabel (only)

/

Dactyl: one accented followed by two unaccented syllables (happily)

Each one of these natterns is called a fool, If a line of poetry has

foot it's called monometer. The rest are as follow:

v
(a void)

v /
to go)

dimeter 2 feet

trimeter 3 feet

tetrameter 4 feet

pentameter 5 'eet

hexameter 6 feet

heptameter 7 feet

Here are some examples:

P44. / Wrq,/ quite con/ti(arY (trochaic tetrameter)

/
0 look / in your / distreAs (iambic trimeter)

In my life/ I have on / lv one goal (anapest trimeter)

/
Tomorrow, / and tomorrow / and tomorrow (dactylic trimeter)

2 (4.

one

I NO IV /), A):AiEk.

Ls mot'



6.9

Take a look at these two stanzas. One was written by Cray and is taken

from his Elegy. The other is similar, but several words have been left out.

See what a difference there is in the rhythm and consider how rhythm affects

the mood of the poem.

The curfew tolls the knell of parting day,

The lowing herd winds slowly o'er the lea,

The plowman homeward plods his weary way,

And leaves the world to darkness and me.

MOOD

The curfew tolls the knell of day,

The hard winds slowly o'er the lea,

The plowman homeward plods his way

And leaves the darkening world to me.

MOOD

Note how the lines in the second one are much more terse and vigorous-

hardly the sound Gray intended. In the firs* Gray was able to create a

long, drawn-out, almost languid sound simply by choosing words to create

the rhythm.

2
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KINDS OF POEMS

Poetry can be divided into two major categories: anonymous poems and

poems oritten by individuals. Most of our poetry comes from the latter class.

But, for hundrads of years there was in existence a vast oral culture and a body

of poems handed down from one generation to another by word of mouth onir. We

call this BALLAD LITERATURE. The authors of ballads were not remembered, and

we can only conjecture who they were. Much of the current ballad literature

exists in the form of nursery rhymes. Infants and young children remain the

last survivors of the oral tradition.

Let's begin with children who learn rhymes from their mother long before

they are able to read. Think of all the nursery rhymes: "Little Boy Blue",

"Jack and Jill"; "Baa Baa Black Sheep". It's easy to dismiss these rhymes as

mere childishness, but that would be a mistake. For certain poetic reasons

they form an excellent foundation fcr the taste of every reader. Take for instance:

Rey diddle, diddle,
The cat and the fiddle,
The cow jumped over the moon;
The little dog laughed
To see such sport,
And the dish ran away with the spoon.

"Nonsense!" you might say. But, to begin with the rhyme and word-music are

excellent. The rhyme is complete in itself, and although quite mad, it has

sort of internal logic all its own. Whatimakes so many of these Mother Goose

rhymes so satisfying is that they are complete stories in themselves.
Here is a complete story--almost a life story-- in miniature whih defiantly

contradicts all laws of probability. Thus, it is delightful to a child.

There was a crooked man, who walked a crooked mile,
He found t crooked sixpence upon a crooked stile:
He bought a crooked cat, who caught a crooked mouse,
And they all lived together in a little crooked house.

Rest assured that all of the poems that we will be explorirc will not he

Nursery rhymes or Mother Goose rhymes!

2 Et0
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BALLADS 6.11

The Ballad was one type of the oral poetry. Never written, ballads were oassed

from father to son in a spoken manner. Balladeers would travel from village to

village singing or chanting their ballads. Because they were passed by word of mouth

we can't he too certain that the ballads we still have today are the way they were

-originally intended. Let's look at two ballads. Either of these may be memorized

for recitation.

Lord Randal

"Oh where has you been, Lord Randal, my son?

Oh, where hae you been, my handsome youne man/I"

"I hae been to the wild woods: mother, make my bed soon,

For I'm weary with hunting and fain' would lie down-"

"Where gatye your dinner, Lord Randal, my son?

Where at ye your dinner, my handsome young man?"

"I din'd we'my true love: mother, make my bed soon,

For I'm weary wl'hunting, and fair would lie down."

"What gat ve to you dinner, Lord Randal, my son?

What gat ye to you dinner, my handsome young man?"

"I gat eels boiled in broo: mother make by bed soon,

For I'm weary vi' huntin, and fair would lie down."

'What becaome of your blood hounds, Lord Randal, my son'

What became of your blood hounds, my handsome young man?"

"Oh they swelled and they died: mother make my bed soon,

For I'm weary wi' hunting, and fair would lie down."

"0 I fear you are poisond, Lord Randal. my son!

n I fear ye are noisond, my handsome Young man!"

"0 vest T am noisond: .mother make my bed soon,

/"1 For I'm sick at the heart, and I fain would lie down."

29,9
- Anonymous



Jesse James

It was on a Wednesday night, the noon was shining bright,

They robbed the Danville train-

And the people they did say, for many miles away,

'Teas the outlaws Prank and Jesse James -

Jesse had a wife to mourn him all her life,

The children, they are brave.
'Teas a dirty little coward shot Mr. Howard,

And laid Jesse James in his grave.

Jesse was a man was a friend to the poor,

Re never left a friend in nain-

And with his brother Prank he robbed the Chicago Rank.

And then held un the Glendale train-

It was Robert Ford, the dirty little coward,

I wonder how he does feel,

For he are of Jesse's bread and he slept in Jesse's bed,

Then he laid Jesse James in his grave.

It was his brother Frank that robbed the Gallatin bank,

And carried the money from the town, -

It was in this very place that they had a little race,

For they shot Cantsin Sheets to the ground -

They went to the crossing not very far from there

And there they did the same:

And the agent on his knees he delivered up the keys

To the ourlaws Prank and Jesse James.

It was on a Saturday night, Jesse was at home

Talking to this family brave,
When the thief and the coward, little Robert Ford,

Laid Jesse Janes in his grave.

How the people held their breath when they heard of Jesres death,

And wondered how he ever came to die,

'Twas one of the gang, dirty Robert Ford,

That shot Jesse on the sly.

Jesse went to rest with his hand on his breast:

He died with a smile on his face-

He was born one day in the county of Clay,

And came from a solitary race.

-Anonysious-

CATO 11-4.1-skv612, Meer

290
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6.13

The poet must create a vivid picture by using carefully chosen words.

VA wants the reader or listener to understand, to see, to taste, to hear, to

feel, to smell what he imtends. To do this he uses IMAGES. He created these

images in a variety of ways.

SIMILE: A comparison of two or more things using "like" or "as".

"The light pulsed out red light like as artery."

METAPHOR: An Implied comparison without the use of "like" or "as".

Foe comes in
On little cat
Feet.

Carl Sandburg

FOG-CAT

ALLITERATION: The repetition of consonant sounds.

Slowly this snake slithered closei and closer silently
swishing the slippery grass.

ONOMATOPOEIA: The use of a word that sounds like what it means.

Swish! Pop! Splat!

VERBAL IRONY: The saying of the opposite of what is intended.

Oh, your striped top looks grand with your plaid skirt!

PERSONIFICATION: The comparison of a thing or an idea to a person.

Or, giving human characteristics to non-human things.

Time marches on.
The sun smiled down on us.

DICTION! Choice of words. Por example, note the difference among the following:

They thrust their fingers in their wet hair,

or They stuck their fingers in their wet hair,

or They at their fingers in their wet hair.

Nov, look at the one on the next page and see how many of these devices you can

find.

AUTOWRECK

KARL SHAPIRO

Its quick soft silver bells beating, beating

Poem removed due to copyright restrictions.

291
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6.15

Purpose: To determine the mood of &poem and how tts meaning oSntributes.

Hirsctions: Choose the word or phrase which hest fits the line. You will be

asked to explain why you chpse the word you did. Place answers on

answer sheet.4t Al tbia(c)
"Meeting At Night" R1BERT BROWN/NG (1312 -MIA)

(darkened)
The gray sea and the (lone black) land,

(yellow) (obscure)

And the (brilliant) half-moon large and low,

(shining)

(startled) (rise
And the (restless) little waves that (leap

(ierky) (sweep

Mika children laughing with surprise)
(In fiery ringlets from their sleep)
(In Jets of wild spray from the deep)

As I gain the cove with pushing prow,
(come to rest) (yielding)

Aud (reach a stop) in the (slushy) sand.

(quench its speed) (cozy)

(sweet smelling)
Then a mile of warm (and fragrant)

(sea-scented)

beach;

Three fields to cross till a farm anpears;
(the quick, share scratch)

A tap at the pane, (a candle-light)
(a quick lit lamp)

(And blue spurt of a lighted match)
(That splinters through the blank, black night)
(That prints the dark with its somber stamp)

(more subdued)

And a voice (less distinct) through its joys and fears,

(less loud)

Then the two hearts heating each to each.

(HINT: In this poem the author strives to present a vivid picture
used to suggest the eager haste of someone to a meeting nlace near the
seashore on a moonlit night.)
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6.16

NAME DATE

Purpose: To determine the mood of a poem.

Directions: Read the ooem than answer the questions at the end of the

ditto.

"lA" e.e. ,mmmines

nobody loses all the time

i had an uncle named
Sal who vas a born failure and
nearly everybody said he should have gone
into vaudeville perhaps because mv Uncle Sol could
sing McCann He Was A /liver on Xmas Eve like Hell Itself which
way or way not account for the fact that my Uncle

Sol indulged in that possibly most inexcusable
of all to use a highfalootin phrase
luxuries that is or to
wit farming and be it needlessly
added

My Uncle Sol's farm
failed because the chickens
ate the vegetables so
my Uncle Sol had a
chicken farm till the
skunks ate the chickens when

my Uncle Sol
had a skunk farm but
the skunks caught cold and
died and so
my Uncle Sol imitated the skunks
skunks in a subtle wanner

or by drowning himself in the watertank
but somebody who'e given my Uncle Sal a Victor
Victrola and records while he lived presented to
him upon the auspicious occasion of his decease a
scrumptious not to mention splendiferous funeral with
tall boys in black gloves and flowers and everything and

i remember we all cried like the Missouri
when my Uncle Sol's coffin lurched because
somebody pressed a button
(and down went
my Uncle
Sol

a

and started a were farm)

2K=



6.17

QUESTIONS: Place answers on answer sheet.14.4

1. Now is this poem written: serious, happy, sad, tongue-incheek?

2. Vas it written from the point of view of a man or a child?

3. Noy would the author not begin with capital letters?

4. Is there any reason for his division into stanzas like thief

S. Mat is the significance or symbolism in the physical form of the
last stanza?

29;



6.18

THE PASSIONATE SHEPHERD
TO HIS LOVE

Come live with me and be my love,

And we will all the pleasures prove
That valleys, groves, hills, and fields,
Woods, or steepy mountain yields.

And we w411 sit upon the rocks,
Seeing the shepherds feed their flocks
By shallow rivers, to whose falls
Melodious birds sing madrigals.

And I will make thee beds of roses
And a thousand frigrant posies,
A cap of flowers, and a"kirtle
Embroidered all with leaves of myrtle;

A gown made of the finest wool
Which from our pretty lambs we pull,
Fair lined slippers for the cold,
With buckles of the purest gold;

A belt of straw and ivy buds
With coral clasps and amber studs:
And if these pleasures may thee move,
Come live with me, and be my love.

The shepherds' swains
For they delight each
If these delights thy
Then live with me and

shall dance and sing
May morning.
mind may move,
be my love.

Christopher Marlowe
1564 - 1593

29



THE TIGER

Tiger, tiger, burning bright
In the forests of the night,
What Immortal hand or eye
Could frame thy fearful symmetry?

In what distant deeps or skies
Burnt the fire of thine eyes?
On what wings dare he aspire?
What the hand dare seize the fire?

And what shoulder, and what art,
Could twist the sinews of thy heart?
And when thy heart began to beat,
What dread hand and what dread feet?

What the hammer? What the chain?
In what furnace was thy brain?
What the anvil? What dread grasp
Dare its deadly terrors clasp?

When the stars threw down their spears,
And watered heaven with their tears,
Did He smile His work to see?
Did He who made the lamb make thee?

Tiger. tiger, burning bright
In the forests of the night,
What immortal hand or eye
Dare frame thy fearful symmetry?

William Blake
1757 - 1827

29C
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Pros

HOLY SONNETS

Death be not proud, though some have callid thee
Mighty and dreadful, for thou art not so:
For those whom thou think'st thou dost overthrow
Die not, poor death, nor yet cant thou kill me.
From rest and sleep, which but thy pictures be,
Much pleasure: then from thee such more must flow,
And soonest our best men with thee do go,
Rest of their bones, and soul's delvery.
Thou art slave to fate, chance, kings, and desperate men,
And dolt with poison, war, and sickness dwell.
And poppy or charms can make us sleep as well,
Aid better than thy stroke; why swell'st thou then?
One short sleep past, we wake eternally,

And death shall be no more: death, thou shalt die.

John Donne
1572 - 1631

TO SLEEP

O soft embalmer of the still midnight,
Shutting, with careful fingers and benign,
Our ghee- pleased eyes, embowered from the light,
Enshaded in forgetfulness divine:
O soothest Sleep! if so it please thee, close,
In midst of this thine hymn my willing eyes,
Or wait the amen, ere thy poppy throws
Around my bed its lulling charities:
Then save me, or the passed day will shine
Upon my pillow, breeding many woes;
Save me from curious conscience, that still lords
Its strength for darkness, burrowing like a sole:
Turn the key deftly in the ollid wards,
AMd seal the hushed casket of my soul.

John Keats
1705 - 1821

297
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Poetry Answer Sheet In NAME PERIOD

Rhyme Rhythm

Rhyme khan. - Use the poem in the LAP to determine rhyme 'theme.

"I Wandered Lonely As A Cloud"

6.21

Rhythm - Using p. 4 of the LAP, determine the rhythm of these lines of poetry. You
should include type (iambic, dactylic, etc.) and the number of feet (dimeter,
trtmeter). The first is done for you. Listen to the tape.

141../ 1(1/(,... I(

1. 1 s the seed of love
444tPv21( ta.7"ittit

2. Ibsn icicles hang by the wall

3. He clasps the crag with crooked hands

4. Would you hear of an old-time sea-fight?

3. 0 what cm all the knight at arms'

6. Once he looked and halted straight,

7. "What makes you look so white, so white?" said Piles -on- Parade

S. Is this the ship that launched a thousand ships:

9. As the flight of a river

10. 0 loss of sight, of this I most complain!

Riad some lines of poetry from the LAP. Write them here and determine rhythm.

1.

2.

3.

4.

S.

29E



Poetry Answer Sheet *a,
Ballads

6.22

NAME pnion

Answer these queetians based on the ballads we have lust studied.

TWIN: Moat ballads are created on themes of

WUNDER OF LINES PER STANZA:

or

RHINE SCUM Usually ARAB. At least lines 2 and 4 usually rhyme.

NARRATION: Most hallads

MEMORIZE THESE CHARACTERISTICS !!!!!!!

WORD CHOICE
Nesting at Nights- Write your :Mice for each line here.

.0.

2 9,



Pastry Answer Sheet 43
Figurative Language

Name Period

Give two examples of the following: You may thke these from "Autovreck" or any

other poem in the LAP, or you may make up one of your own.

Metaphor: 1.

2.

3.

Alliteration:
1.

2.

3.

Simile: 1.

2.

3.

Personification

1.

2.

3.

Onomatopoeia 1.

2.

3.

Verbal Irony 1.

2.

3.

30C'
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Poetry Answer Sheet li- Naas

Limericks
Period

YOU'RE A POET, BUT YOU DON'T KNOW IT

The one type of poem that we'll explore and first learn to write is the
amnia. Take a look at each of these and decide en a word to fill in the
blank. After that, answer the questions at the end of this aection. Place all

answers on answer sheet.

A flea and a fly in a flue,
Were imprisoned, so what could thee

Said the fly, "Let us flee,"
Said the flee, "Let us fly,"

So they flew through a flaw in the flue.

There was a young lady of Lynn,
Who was so uncommonly

That when she essayed
To drink

She slipped through the scrav and fell

A gentleman, dining at Crewe,
Pound quite a large mouse in his

Said the waiter, "Don't
And wave it

Or the rest will be venting one .

There was an old man of Blackheath,
Who sat on a pair of false

Said he with a start,
"0 Lord, bless my
I've bitten myself

There was an old man of Tarentua,
Who gnashed his false teeth till he

And when asked for the
Of what he had

Said, "I really don t know, cause I

ANSWER WEST OPESTIONS BASED ON THE LIMERICKS ABOVE:

6.24

1. Limericks contain lines.

2. lines are long, lines are short.

3. Lines , and rhyme.

4. Lines and rhyme.

5. In lines A, 8, And E, threr are hard beats and

soft beats.
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G. In lines C and D there are hard beats and
beats.

Try one hers on your oft -- follow the rules you

lust wrote!!

6.25 .

soft

" 1A " e.e. cumulus.

Place your answers to the questions about this poen hers.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.
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7.1

APPENDICES

Contents Of This Section

A-1 Group landing Inventorial;
English
Mathematics
Sc.tenr.e

Social Studies

A-2 Close Test Assignment

A-3 Reading Skills

A-4 Unit Plan

A-5 Learning Activity Package and
Learning Center
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GROUP READING INVENTORY: ENGLISH
7.2

Directions for the diagnostic survey test are based on an English literature textbook.

I. ON between 34-40 questions.

II. Use IMestioes designed to meesurs the folloLing reeding skills in the pro-
portiere Shown below.

Ming parts of the book (3 questions in all)
1. !We of Contents
2. Index of Titles
3. Glossary
4. Biographical Data
5. Introductory paragraph to story

B. Vocabulary needs
1. Meaning (7-8 questions)

a. General background of word meanings
(1) select correct meaning from several

dictionary sesnings
(2) memos, synonyms

b. Contextual awnings
2. Word recognition and attack (14-15 questions)

a. Divide lords into syllables
b. Designate the accented syllable
c. Dote and give seeming of prefixes and suffixes
d. Changing the part of speeds of a cord (noun to

verb, adjective to adverb, etc.)

C. Comprehension (11-12 questions)
1. Noting the mein idea
2. Recalling pertinent supporting details
3. Drawing conclusions, inferences
4. Noting the gamma of ideas

D. Reeding rate. Have student note the tine it takes for him to reed the
selection. Then, figure reeding speed in lords per slants.

Example: Sbrds 4s selections 4000
Tine to reeds 10 minutes

10 :400 words per minute

Timmy be recorded by student noting clod' time for starting and
stopping, or by towhee recording tine on blackboard every 30
saccade (1', l'30", 2', etc.).

5-

L Skimming to locate information (2 -5 questions)
Use selection different from the one used for comprehension and
speed purposes.

III. Choose a reeding selection of not more than four pages.
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IV. In administering the inventory: 7.3

A. again the purpose of the inventory and the reading skills it is
deisgmed to aware. When the inventory is given, advise the
students which skill is being measured.

9.

S. Seed each question twice.

C. gnostic= =the use of the parts of a book are asked first.
Students will use their books.

D. Introduce the reading selection, establishing necessary background
on the topic and giving the students a question to guide their
reeding.

S. Seed selection silently. Mote and figure speed.

V. Ask questlans on vocabulary. Students will use book for questions
measnring ability to determine menthe from context. they will not
use the bookfor other vocabulary genitive, and these Should be
written= the blackboard.

S., Skimming. Use a new selection. looks will be =id.

A student is considered to be deficient in any one specific shill if be
sewers sore than ona out of three questions incorrectly, or more than two
incorrectly Asa there are more than three questions MdSOUrillig a specific

. skill.

VI. This inventory, being administered to .,. group, does not establish a grads
level. Sbeetheless anyone scoring above 90 per cent may be considered to
be reading material too easy for bin. Amyone scoring below 65 per cant
my be considered to be reading material too difficult for bin. If the
entazial le.suitable, the scores should range between 70-90 per cant.

Adapted Prom: David L. Shepherd, Comorehenstve Dish School Medlin Methods.
Weans, Ohio: Charles S. Merrill Publishing Compemy, 1973,
pp. 21-22.
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GROUP READING INVENTOKT: MATHEMATICS

Diz...gloes for the diagnostic survey test are based on a mathematics textbook.

7.4

I. Each subject in the mathematics area will require its mon constellation of
skills. Generally, the skills to be included are listed below.

Ah. Reeding verbal problems and stating them in one's ors words.

11. Adjusting one's reading to the requirements of the Trebles.

C. Translating words into symbols.

D. looming the meaning of symbols.

I. Understanding vocabulary.

Y. Noting the relationship in formulas and equations.

G. Obtaining information from charts, tables, and graphs.

II. Explain the purpose of the inventory and the reading skills it is to measure.
As the inventory is given, let tte students know the skill being measured.

III. It will not be possible to administer this inventory orally. It will have to
be duplicated. If there are questions to measure the students' ability to
maderstand explanations in their textbook, and in using special features in
their textbook, they should be referred to specific pages in the textbook as
necessary.

Adapted Prom: David L. Shepherd, COmprfhensive Dish School Reeding Methods.
COluMbus, Ohio, Charles E. Merrill Publishing Company, 1973,
pp. 26-29.
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7.6
CROUP READING INVENTORY: SOCIAL STUDIES

Directions for the diagnostic survey test are based on a social studies textbook.

I. Dee betesen 26-30 questions.

II. Wits questions designed to Maillre the following reeding skills in the
proportioms shown below.

IL Doing parts of the book (5 questions)

B. Veins remotes (library) materials (4 questions)

C. Using maps, pictures, charts, etc. (4 questions)

D. Vocabulary (3 questions)

E. Voting the main ides (3 questions)

V. Voting pertinent supporting details (3 questions)

C. Drawing conclusions (3 questions)

N. Voting the organisation of the material (1 question)

III. Choose a reading selection of not more than 3-4 peps.

IV. Vivo questions of skills D through H - vocabulary, mein ideas, details,
conclusions, and organisation - based on the reeding selection.

V. In administering the inventory:

1. Replete to the pupils the purpose of the test and the reeding
skills the test is designed to measure. As the test is
gives, let the otudemte know the skill being enamored.

S. lead each question twice.

C. grits the page reference on each question on the blackboard
as the questioa is read if the studeat is to refer to the
textbook.

VI. student is considered to be deficient in any of the skills if he gets more
then one question in any of the Skills wrong.

Adapted Front Dodd L. Shepherd, Comprehensive Bleb School Reeding Methods.
Coluebus, Ohio: Charles I. Merrill Publishing Copemy, 1973,
pp. 24-25.
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1'2

ISOM SKILLS 7.8

VOCABULARY

. 1. Context clues

2. Moot lords and affix's

3. Syllabication

4. Concept labeling and symbol identification

3. Words with multiple meaning

6. Phonics, sound patterns

COMESSIBMSIOR

1. Interest development, motivation

2. Providing purpose for reeding

3. Reading for significant detail (Comment on literal or inferential)

4. Sanding to locate information

3. Understanding the main idea

6. Recognising sequence and relationships in time, place, ideas, events,
or steps

7. Drawing inferences

8. Uiderstanding character and setting

9. Anticipating outcomes

10. lecognising the author's tone, mood and intent

11. Viderstanding and droving comparisons and contrasts

12. Drawing conclusions or asking generalisations

13. hiking evaluations

14. Mnader's appreciative reaction

iggy SKILLS

1. Skimming and scanning and rate flexibility

2. Mbtstaking

3. Problem solving

4. Graph, alert, table and sop reeding

3. Searching skills (reference, library, outside search, dictionary)

'6. ViblIsninn directions
31
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7.9

READING SKILLS EXERCISES

1. The ftve exercises to be developed teaching reading skills are due any time
before Workshop I/12. They may be turned in separately or as a package.
They need not be on the same topic or in the same unit, unless you prefer
that.

2. Include one example of an exercise in vocabulary, one in comprehension,
and min study skills. The remaining two exercises may come from
vocabulary, comprehension, or study skills, as you prefer.

3. Leh exercise should be designed for 13-30 minutes of student time, as a
follow-up, Tactics, or reinforcement for a reeding skill you have introduced
aid taught sealer. The exercises may be for in-class work or homework.

4. include the following with each exercise:

a. A, 1-2 paragraph explanation of the skill being
taught and bow it fits into tie larger unit or
Ametructimal sequence.

b. The exercise as a student would receive it, with
directions for doing it and directions for
evaluating it.

c. An Answer Key.

d. A copy of the book or lesson from which the
material comes, or a Xerox of the appropriate
section.

3. To select the specific reading skill to be taught, consult the list given
earlier, or your or% textbook.

6. A good exercise will involve the students as actively as possible; will use
the content contest as such as possible; will avoid rote memory work as each
as possible, although active or applied memory exercises are okay.
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UNIT PLAN
7.10

The unit assignment should follow the format given below. Unit length should be
3-6 vesiti:he unit say be developed by a group (2-3 teachers), if it is to be
started "strata". It is preferable for each teacher to use an existing unit,
reshape Weedier extend it to fit these guidelines, and submit it individually.
Cheek the sample unit (Social Studies Unit on Mexico) for what the finished product
gill look like.

Seth unit will contain:

1. Introduction - tells other professional. what the unit contains,
how it will be developed, what grade level it serves, and other
gametal information necessary for other teachers to evaluate it.

2. List of objectives in approximate order of teaching with levels
indicated (use 3-level scale).

3. List of student activities leading to mastery of objectives given.
Where poswible, several activities from which teacher can choose
should be included.

4. List of teaching strategies or sodas appropriate for each activity.

5. List of materials needed for student and teacher, including hardware
and software.

6. Evaluation procedures designed for each objective. These procedures
should evaluate all activities listed for a given objective, which
may require sore than one alternative procedure for evaluation.

7. culminating activity (project, exam, etc.) which serves as a syn-
thesising process and provides a sense of closure.

8. Motivation/Readiness activity designed to introduce the unit and
prepare students for what will be included.

9. At least one objective must deal with a reading skill necessary for
gesturing the content material in the unit.

10. Materials must include media other than reading in alternative
activities for at least three objectives within the unit.

11. Materials for students to read will be tested for reading level by
the Pry (or another approved) formula. An effort should be made to
find reading materials at several levels for each reading assignment.
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brief

GUIDELINES FOR CONSTROCTING A LEARNING CENTER

7.11

statement should be included to indicate the following:

Long-range outcome.
POrformence objectives.
Prerequisite skills (what the students should have already

'metered before using the learning center).
Procedures.

animation of mastery of the performance objectives Chow the
students will be evaluated on the learning at the canter).

Thacker evaluation of the center after it has been used in the
classroom.

TOrn in also the complete center and atiesst one (1) ooPY of each itoo
students will use (worksheets, etc.).

GUIDELINES FOR A LEARNDIGACTIVITT PAM= (LAP)

Follow the directions for completing your LAP ss
LAP's. should:

you go through the LAP on

L Complete the five (3) objectives given for you.

2. Check in with the project staff nember(s),in your school
at least twice, and a third tine if you are asked to do so.

3. Check your LAP against the checkpoints given in the LAP
on LAP's.

4. Save enough time to try out your LAP, if possible, on two
or three students.

3. Plan ahead to create AV materials and/or collect reeding
meterials.
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